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The term lifestyles is confusing. As a former lifestyles editor, 
I often was confronted with bewildered expressions when I told people I 
edited the lifestyles section. Most lifestyles editors who know what 
they produce can't explain in a few simple words what the term means.
Part of the problem is the name its e lf. The term means nothing 
specific to anybody. Most people probably could not describe their own 
lifestyles, le t alone that of the community.
The focus of the lifesty le  section has been further blurred be­
cause the term hasn't been universally accepted. Bob Rector, VIEW editor 
of the Los Angeles Times, says: "I hate the term."
So, instead of "lifestyles," other names, such as Today, People, 
Living, Style, Leisure, Life/Times, DAY, Neighbors, Modern Living, Tempo, 
Accent, F lair, You, or something equally nebulous, are used to describe 
what is basically a feature section. About the only people not confused 
by all these names are pressmen: to them it 's  s t il l  "Society."
Lifestyles sections began replacing women's pages, which empha­
sized traditional homemaker's interests (cooking, sewing, club news, 
weddings and engagements) during the late '60s and early '70s. Accord­
ing to Ruth D'Arcy, d ir e c to r  o f  the Penney-Missouri Awards competition 
for lifestyles sections, the Washington Post's Style section, begun in
1
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1969, was the f irs t  true lifestyles section.
The term lifestyles was meant to describe "the way people lived" 
and was a response to the need to appeal to both men and women. Life­
styles stories were concerned with improving and explaining people's 
daily lives.
In writing about the evolution of lifestyles sections, Mickey 
Davis, Day editor of the Dayton, Ohio, Journal Herald, said women's 
pages in the 1950s, even the early ‘60s, were "a reservoir for brides 
and engagement announcements, the Wednesday food story, home furnish­
ings, fashions, society notes, garden club news and debutante balls." In 
the late 1960s and early '70s, newspapers "inundated" readers with 
"revelancy" stories that were a sharp contrast to the usual soft news 
found in most women's pages.
In attempting to escape from being mostly irrelevant—at 
least that’s the way others perceived us then—in the mid- 
'60s, early '70s—i t  seemed imperative that we produce stories 
on heady subjects: homosexuality, rape, child support, lesbianism,
single parenthood, widowhood, odomenter rollbacks, the juvenile 
courts, transracial adoptions, prison l i f e ,  back to Jesus, 
day care, the P il l ,  death and dying, women's liberation, child­
birth classes, working mothers, children's rights. You name 
the cause or the story—and we did i t .1
Although he s t il l  does "relevant" stories, such as those about a 
21-year-old who overcame his drug addiction and a 15-year-old's battle 
with cancer, Davis said the issues of the '80s are more economic, con­
sumer oriented, and human-interest oriented. The pages have become more 
exciting graphically, he says, and sometimes he writes stories that are 
"just plain fun to read."
Other lifestyles editors voiced their opinions about what a
3
lifestyles section should be in the 1981 report of the Modern Living 
Committee of the Associated Press Managing Editors:
Frank Denton, editor of "The Way We Live" department of the 
Detroit Free Press, said: "Generally, we try to be the most
personal part of the newspaper, reflecting how people really 
live and want to live—-their needs, their interests, their 
joys, their fun, their tragedies. . . .The 'extra' sections 
--Home, Food, Style—handle some of the coverage areas of 
traditional lifestyles sections. Style for us means some 
fashion but also some celebrity coverage, gossip, Miss Manners, 
interesting parties, stylish people, softer people stories— 
with a lot of color photos. (Books, travel, entertainment, ^
TV, etc., are handled by another department, in other sections.)
The focus of the lifestyles section is not always clearly defined, 
Denton said: "Many papers have a major problem of not having really
decided what their lifestyles section was to be—editors need to sort 
that out and write i t  down, on paper, so that all departments know what 
the section is and is doing."
Ron Schoolmester, editor of "People Today" for The Cincinnati 
Enquirer. . . ."No theme pages. Our coverage runs the gamut— 
from rating local tax preparation agencies to finding Cincinnati's 
perfect (or at least, best) Bloody Mary. The subject matter 
ranges from coping in the economical and emotional marketplaces 3 
to profiles of noteworthy (and not-so-noteworthy) Cincinnatians."
Janet Woods, a repeat award-winning editor of the Newsfeatures 
Department of The St. Petersburg Independent, is "very strong on 
packaging" but opposed to the " if  it 's  Monday i t  must be consumer 
day" approach. Each day, she said, the front page of the l i f e ­
styles section features a major piece of art, usually process or 
spot, related to the general theme of the day. The themes range 
from "money to health to people to fashion to almost anything 
and everything."4
B ill Steinauer, Sunday/Features editor of The Reno Evening Ga­
zette , said lifestyles editors should make their sections "a section 
for everyone, men and women. Know your community, and try like hell 
to mirror i t ,  each segment of i t . "5
He also stressed the importance of art: "The best lifestyle
sections have balanced, intelligent stories and good, imaginative photos
4
and graphics."
Speaking at the 1982 Penney-Missouri Workshop, Don Ranly, a 
journalism professor at the University of Missouri, said the primary 
purpose of the lifestyles section was to entertain.
"Ideas are entertaining," he said. "To inform, communicate, re­
create ideas--that's recreation. People are at their best when they're
g
playing. I t  makes l i fe  a l i t t le  less tedious, more fun."
According to Keith Moyer, People editor of the Fort Meyers (Fla.) 
News-Press, the lifestyles section is "a place where writers and readers 
can meet and have fun."^ He describes lifestyles as "prop-your-feet-up 
reading."
Davis, also a speaker at the 1982 Penney-Missouri Workshop, called 
lifestyles the "personality of the newspaper."
One reader of the Dayton Journal Herald summed i t  up in a letter
to Davis saying, "the Day section of the morning paper is the f irs t  one
8I turn to and usually the one I return to for re-reading or clipping."
Every editor and reader may have a different impression of what 
a lifestyles section is or should be. To understand better what the 
large dailies with large staffs and budgets were doing, I studied their 
sections to determine what was being done and how they did i t .  I chose 
seven newspapers (The New York Times, Seattle Post-Intelligencer, The 
(Portland) Oregonian, The Salt Lake Tribune, San Fancisco Chronicle, The 
Denver Post and the Los Angeles Times) and examined in detail what was 
printed for one week.
The week of March 8-14, 1981, was chosen more or less at random. 
The dates were restricted by availability and accessibility. I t  was
5
necessary to have the papers in hand to digest and compare them thoroughly 
and to find a week where no section was missing.
My goal was to find out what kind of topics were typically run, 
how they were packaged, and what made some sections better than others.
One week was not long enough to judge the quality of the lifestyles  
sections fa ir ly , but i t  was long enough to get an idea of what seven 




*Journal Herald, Dayton, Ohio, March 17, 1982.





®Penney-Missouri Workshop, Columbia, Missouri, March 1-12, 1982.
7Ibid.
8Letter to Mickey Davis, Journal Herald, March 17, 1982.




Did you know that:
*The Queen Mary, permanently docked at Long Beach, California, 
is being restored to its former elegance and that you can vacation aboard 
the ship?
*1980 was not a good year for German white wines?
*The northerly migration of swallows is prompted by gonadal en­
largements caused by changes in the weather and not by any urge to return 
to Capistrano?
*Many women who have had Caesarean sections can deliver subsequent 
babies vaginally?
*The Utah Associated Garden Clubs planned to hold a series of 
lectures on gardening?
You would have learned and maybe forgotten those things had you 
been reading lifestyles sections the week of March 8-14, 1981. You might 
not have realized, however, how well the above examples typify lifestyles  
news.
An analysis of seven major lifestyles sections from New York to
g
Los Angeles showed that while the contents covered 37 topics, the news 
and features could be put in one or more of five categories: interesting,
7
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useful, entertaining, educational or informative.
The story about the Queen Mary was an example of features termed 
"interesting." Learning something about wines was "useful," and the 
story about the swallows was "entertaining." The article about Caesarean 
births was "educational," and the notice about the garden club lecture, 
while seemingly unimportant, was an example of the kind of "informative" 
news found in lifestyles.
Human-interest stories were basic to all the lifestyles sections. 
Most features, particularly those on the section covers, were of general 
interest, appealing to both men and women. They focused on topics such 
as kite flying, personality profiles, renovation of an old factory, 
educating children about sexual abuse, and a follow-up series on "lost 
souls." These stories were usually bylined features that were "interest­
ing" to read. Other human-interest topics included careers, families 
and hobbies.
"Useful" stories provided readers with how-to and consumer-inter- 
est information. The lifestyles sections told how to make a fancy 
dessert, save money, paint over wallpaper, when to plant spinach (late  
March) and what the best buys were at the supermarket.
Many lifestyles stories provided enjoyable reading, such as one 
on talking tombstones or Mimi Sheraton's column, "De Gustibus," and were 
truly "entertaining." Some of the best lifestyles writers had humor or 
personal columns. Other items classified as "entertaining" were horo­
scopes, crossword puzzles, bridge columns and cartoons. Unfortunately, 
those features often were not all that entertaining.
9
Something was learned from each lifesty le  section. For example, 
recliners, those monstrous naugahyde living room thrones, date to the 
late 1800s when William Morris invented the f irs t  mechanical chair.
After Sir Walter Raleigh was decapitated, his wife had his head pickled, 
kept i t  in her parlor, and supposedly talked to i t  when she was lonely. 
The USA, Soviet Union and Union of South Africa are the only developed 
countries that s t i l l  use the death penalty.
The best features contained something educational, although few 
stories were written expressly for that purpose. The most common "edu­
cational" stories discussed health and nutrition. Analyzing one's health 
problems would seem a major American obsession, judging from the number 
of medical columns in lifestyles.
Articles about garden club lectures and other community talks, 
meetings, seminars, classes, demonstrations and workshops of public 
interest, while often brief, were an integral part of many sections and 
were examples of news described as "informative." Club news, vital 
statistics and weddings were basically informational and not of wide­
spread interest.
The following three charts show how I described the lifestyles  
topics and the types of stories that appeared.
In te resting Useful Enterta ining Educational Informative
8oo«s Consumer Advice Columns A rt Club Nees
Career, Coping Entertainment C hildren 's In te re s t Ceonentary
C eleb rities Oecoratlng Games/Olversions H istory Meetings

















Travel P o lit ie s
Talks
V ita l
S ta tis tic s
Weddings
Chart 1—C la s s ific a tio n  o f  l ife s ty le s  top ics In to  categories.
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The number of stories in each section during the week studied:
Description New Tort 
Times
Seattle Post- 
In te illo e nce r
The
Oregonian









In te resting IS 22 39 29 32 19 50 206
Useful 17 37 22 30 12 11 14 143
Enterta ining 0 6 13 5 20 11 33 88
Educational 4 6 16 18 5 1 4 54
Informative 0 13 42 2S 2 11 30 123
Totats 36 34 132 107 71 53 131 614
Chart 2—Total number o f s to ries  In each category.
Except for the Style section of The New York Times, each section
had a ll five types of stories. "Interesting" stories ranked f ir s t ; 1̂ 1
followed, in order, by "useful," "informative," "entertaining," and 
"educational."
Differences in the sections can be seen by comparing the numbers
of each type of story. Below, the sections were compared by ranking




Seattle  Post- 
In te ltla en ce r
The
Oregonian








Useful Useful Informative Useful In te res ting In te resting In teresting
Intereslng In te res ting In te res ting In te res ting E nterta in ing Useful* Enterta ining
Educational Informative Useful Informative Useful Enterta in ing* Informative
Enterta in ing* Educational Educational Educational Inform ative* Useful
Educational* Enterta ining Enterta in ing Inform ative Educational Educational
Chart 3~-C *tegorits ranked according to  popu la rity  in each section. 
♦Denotes a t ie .
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Topics Covered
Popular lifestyles topics were judged by the number of stories 
about a topic and by the general popularity of some topics with all the 
papers.
Two topics were covered by all seven sections: consumer interest
and coping. Stories about families, fashion and beauty, human interest, 
society, women's interest, and health and nutrition appeared in six 
sections.
Five sections ran stories about interior decorating, people, and 
talks and lectures. Advice columns, club news, food features, games, 
hard news, news features and sewing columns appeared in more than half 
of the sections.
Topics covered by fewer than half of the sections included art, 
celebrities, education, household hints, meetings, recreation, culture, 
older Americans, vital statistics and weddings. Only the Los Angeles 
Times carried book reviews, and only The Oregonian included travel 
features in the lifestyles section.
Topics that had the least universal appeal were careers, child­
ren's interest, commentary, entertainment and politics. Some topics, 
such as careers, actually received more coverage than noted because 
often they fe ll more appropriately into other categories, such as wo­
men's interest. Few stories on the arts, entertainment, and culture 
appeared because many papers had separate sections for those topics.
The most frequently run lifestyles features were brief notices 
about talks, lectures, workshops and community events (48) and games
12
and diversions ( i .e . ,  puzzles, horoscopes, cartoons, bridge and chess)
(53). Those features, while numerous in some papers, did not f i l l  a 
significant amount of space.
Stories on consumer interest, health and nutrition, human inter­
est and food were the kinds of features that ran most often. Advice 
columns, fashion and beauty features, club news, social columns and 
stories on women's interests, families and coping also were popular.
The least-run features, those appearing fewer than 10 times, 
were on sewing, travel, meetings, news features, recreation, a rt, cul­
ture, education, vital statistics, careers, entertainment, older Americans, 
children's interest, commentary and politics.
Topics that had both the most universal appeal and were most 
frequently covered were consumer interest, health and nutrition, human 
interest, families, coping, humor, people and interior decorating.
All seven papers emphasized consumer interest, coping and health 
and nutrition. The popularity of those topics was evident because of
numerous local and syndicated columns and many staff written features.
12 13At least seven columns dealt with consumer interest, six with coping,
14 15six with health, and 10 with nutrition.
Articles about health and nutrition have replaced recipes as the 
main staple of the food sections. In fact, three papers—The Denver Post, 
Los Angeles Times and San Francisco Chronic!e—didn't run food in l i f e ­
styles but had separate food section. Four other papers s t il l  had 
certain days when the entire lifestyles section was devoted to food.
The lifestyles sections also contained much "how-to" information: 
how to make your own kite , build a greenhouse, grow food, be a decorator.
13
eat right, get the most for your money, rear your kids and cope with l i fe .
Although there was not much news of specific interest to children
in lifestyles, a number of stories were of interest to parents: Where
to get counseling for troubled teenagers, use of marijuana by children, 
parental control of television through videodisks, and problems of "latch 
key" children—'Children whose parents work.
While some hard news appeared in many sections, i t  seemed inappro­
priate there. AP stories such as "Fire in Kitchen Spreads, Killing
Three Children," used as a f i l le r  in The Denver Post, provided a glar­
ing contrast to features and columns on facing pages. Part of the pro­
blem was due to lack of layout f le x ib ility : putting Ann Landers in the
same place without control of ad space created space that needed to be 
f ille d  with whatever would f i t .
Social News
Social news, the mainstay of society pages, has proved an endur­
ing part of lifestyles. Except for The Salt Lake Tribune and Seattle 
Post-Intel 1igencer, five lifestyles sections had one or more "society" 
columns—often gossipy, chatty, and sometimes c a t t y . A b o u t  the baby 
girl born to actress Jessica Lange,and ballet dancer Mikhail "Mischa" 
Baryshnikov, Herb Caen of the San Francisco Chronicle wrote, "Jessica 
refuses to identify the father, but WE know,, don't-we? And, no, she 
and Mischa are not married. Rude question. . . ."
Most columns were about the so-called "society" people and 
entertainment, such as dinners, parties, dances, prominent visitors, 
and engagements and marriages of social interest.
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Society news may not rank as the most significant type of l i f e ­
styles news, but i t  certainly included some of the most colorful.
During the 1970s, when lifestyles sections were evolving from society 
pages into feature sections, many editors stopped running social news 
and society columns. Today, however, the larger papers are running 
social news. The Los Angeles Times and the San Francisco Chronicle 
had the most social news.
Social news provided a welcome contrast to features on serious 
social issues, such as a IG-part series on "Marijuana and Your Child" 
in The Denver Post and a story about the children who died in Jones­
town, Guyana, in the San Francisco Chronicle. Many society columns 
were light, personable and relatable. Rod Patterson's column, "In One 
Ear," in The Oregonian was witty and fun. Reading his column was like  
getting to know him personally. The same was true for other writers of 
personal columns, such as Judy Magrid of The Salt Lake Tribune, Jack 
Smith of the San Francisco Chronicle and Mimi Sheraton of The Mew York 
Times. They wrote some of the freshest, funniest and most enjoyable 
copy in lifestyles.
Weddings and' Engagements 
The biggest change in many lifesty le  sections today is the omis­
sion of wedding writeups. Lengthy wedding and engagement writeups, 
large wedding and engagement photos and pictures of pre-nuptial teas 
traditionally made up much of the old society or women's news sections.
Wedding writeups used to be written in flowery prose with elabo* 
rate descriptions of every detail of the bride's dress, from the peau de
15
soire trim on her cathedral-length train to her pearl-encrusted ve il.
Her attendants' gowns would be described in two to three sentences, as 
well as what her mother and mother-in-law wore. The setting, such as 
an altar banked with flowers, would be noted. The flowers carried by 
the bride and her attendants would be described, along with the corsages 
worn by the mothers. Honeymoon plans and the couple's place of residence 
also would be mentioned. Today this is usually omitted as a precaution 
against crime. Pre-nuptials (teas and showers given in honor of the 
bride) would be listed at the end of the artic le . In many papers i t  was 
protocol to run the couple's education and employment status in the 
engagement writeup but not in the wedding writeup.
Dramatic photos of the bride, often fu ll length in her wedding 
gown, or a photo of the couple posed before the altar traditionally  
accompanied wedding writeups. The pictures usually ran two to three 
columns wide, the lengths varying. There was no consistency concerning 
size or placement. Engagement pictures rarely included the bridgroom- 
to-be. Engagement photos normally were head-and-shoulder pictures of 
the bride-to-be and were run two columns.
In 1981, by contrast, only The Oregonian and The Salt Lake T ri­
bune ran wedding writups in their lifestyles sections. Weddings were 
mentioned in society columns in the San Francisco Chronicle, the Los 
Angeles Times and The Denver Post. The New York Times reported weddings 
in a separate Society section on Sunday. The Denver Post ran weddings, 
engagements and anniversaries in Contemporary, a Sunday supplement. Brief 
announcements of marriage-1icense permits appeared in a "Milestones"
16
column in the Seattle Post-Intelligencer.
Only six engagement notices ran in the Los Angeles Times. The 
lack of engagements is another major change in today's lifestyles sec­
tions. Although neither The Denver Post nor the Los Angeles Times ran 
engagement photos, the trend in smaller papers is to run photos of the 
engaged couple, not just the bride-to-be. Also i t  is the policy of some 
papers to run either an engagement or a wedding announcement, but not 
both. Presumably this is because editors today are treating marriages 
more like hard news rather than items of social interest.
The wedding writeups in The Oregonian and The Salt Lake Tribune 
were standardized. The Oregonian ran 12 weddings, 11 with photos, on 
Saturday. Each writeup was two paragraphs. The photos were all lix2 i 
inches and the copy was set less than one column wide. The bride's 
married name, i .e . ,  "Mrs. D. Sunwall," ran in boldface caps under her 
picture.
The Oregonian ran wedding stories underneath the pictures of the 
brides. The Salt Lake Tribune ran the writeups one after the other in 
a series. The pictures were all sized lix2£ inches but they did not 
necessarily run underneath or to the side of the writeups.
A typical writeup in The Oregonian:
The D. Cossels
Wearing her mother's wedding gown and ve il, Joyce Eliza­
beth Loewen married Donald 0. Cossel March 6 in Trinity  
Baptist Church. The newlyweds are graduates of George Fox 
College. The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Victor A.
Loewen. The bridegroom is the son of Mrs. Richard Cossel of 
Quincy, Wash.
Most of the wedding stories in The Salt Lake Tribune appeared
17
Sunday under the heading "News of Weddings" or simply "Weddings." Two, 
which appeared to be le ft  over, ran Monday, and one, without a picture, 
ran Tuesday.
Photos of the brides were grouped in three rows at the top, 
middle and lower part of the page with the writeups listed in a series 
underneath. The writeups, which were titled  with the last names of the 
couples in boldface, were limited to three or four sentences. The 
writeups included information about the reception, where the bridegroom 
had fu lfille d  a mission for The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day 
Saints, and universities attended.
A typical writeup in The Salt Lake Tribune:
Aborn-Ellis
PR0V0--Wendy Dawn Aborn and S. Chris E llis were married 
Friday in the Provo LDS Temple.
An open house was given at the home of the bridegroom's 
parents. Schonwald Terrace was setting for a wedding luncheon.
The bride is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Barton P. Aborn, 
Huntsville, Ark. She graduated from Brigham Young University 
with a degree in business education.
The bridegroom is a son of Mr. and Mrs. Clark E llis , Orem.
He is a c iv il engineering student at the University of Utah 
and fille d  an LDS mission to Chile.
Almost a ll of the photos in both papers were head-and-shoulder
t
studio portraits of the brides in wedding gowns and veils. This would 
indicate that traditional weddings are s t il l  popular in Portland and 
Salt Lake City and that those who have traditional weddings want their 
writeups and photos in the paper.
Women's-Interest News
Two types of women's-interest news were popular features of l i f e ­
styles sections—"traditional" and "liberated."
18
Traditional women's-interest news comprised recipes, beauty tips 
and homemaking and sewing columns. These kinds of stories were oriented 
toward women who are homemakers, wives and mothers and were typical 
features in former women's news sections (Figure 1).
"Liberated" women' s-interest stories focused on the interests of 
career women, such as sex discrimination, time management and fashions 
for professional women (Figure 2). These types of stories are distinc­
tive features of today's lifestyles sections. In the past, stories on 
women's achievements outside the home were written up as novelties.
Now they are the norm.
The LIFE/STYLE section of the Seattle Post-Intel 1iqencer was aimed 
at working women, while the Lifestyle section of The Salt Lake Tribune 
and the DAY section of The Oregonian were directed mostly to traditional 
women's interests. One DAY story about a woman pilot who teaches other 
women not to fear flying was a liberated story but was written in a 
"gee-whiz" tone typical of the past.
Some traditional features like household-hints columns were of 
great consumer-interest value and provided timely money-saving tips.
Other traditional women's-interest columns, like sewing patterns, were 
dated. Most of the patterns looked as i f  they hadn't changed in 20 
years; they were for unattractive shirtwaist dresses and things like  
bargellow wastebasket covers.
Like society news, club news is another type of traditional women's 
news that has been dropped in many lifestyles sections. With the rise 
of women in the workforce, i t  would seem that club memberships and
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Figure 1--The overall appeal of this page is to traditional women's 
interests. The "transplant w ilt1 story was classified as 
a "coping" story, the " lis t  for movers" was "consumer in­
terest" and "veterans emphathize" was traditional "women's 
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Figure 2--"She Conquers Time" is an example of a "liberated" women' s- 
interest story. The "priorities story was classified under 
"coping."
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interest in club activities has dropped. However, club news ran in a 
number of lifestyles sections.
The Oregonian and The Salt Lake Tribune carried the most club 
news. The Denver Post covered club news in its weekly "Spotlight on 
Clubs." Appearing in the Spotlight was a well-written feature on volun­
teers and how women who do volunteer work have changed in recent years.
The club news writeups in The Oregonian and The Salt Lake Tribune 
were mostly brief notices used as f il le rs .
Fashion
Fashion reporting, another form of women's-interest news, has 
remained popular. The Denver Post was the only paper that had no fashion 
news. Fashion features in The New York Times emphasized expensive 
designer clothes, as might be expected. In a "Notes on Fashion" column 
however, John Duka mentioned a number of fashion buys from $38 Indian 
cotton skirts at Macy's to a $5,000 diamond ring at Tiffany's.
A number of papers treated fashion as consumer-interest news.
This is another change that distinguishes today's lifestyles sections.
In the past, fashion features were mostly " flu ff."  Typical would be 
what's in style for fa ll or spring with l i t t le  emphasis on practicalities 
such as value.
The Seattle Post-Intelligencer did a full-page feature on bridal 
fashions in Seattle stores, listing sizes, selection, price ranges and 
store hours. A "Great Finds" column about "weird and wonderful" buys 
was an innovative feature along with "In Seattle Stores," a calendar of 
fashion-related events, such as fashion shows and free sewing classes.
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The Seattle Post-Intelligencer also carried Marylou Luther's syndicated 
question-and-answer column, "Clotheslines," on practical fashion advice.
The Oregonian, which put out a special nine-page "March/Fashion" 
issue as its Thursday section, was the only paper that ran color fashion 
pictures. In addition to the usual fashion stories on new styles and 
trends, The Oregonian ran a feature on "interview suits" as a necessary 
investment for aspiring professional women, and a profile on a local 
couple who design and manufacture their own brand of sportswear.
Thursday's cover in the San Francisco Chronicle also had a 
fashion theme. The two major bylined features were personality profiles 
on two designers—Gloria Vanderbilt and Merry Renk, a jewelry maker.
A brief feature on country club dressing was a humorous look at what's 
in with tennis players and golfers. The Chronicle also carried "Clothes' 
lines."
There were no staff-written or localized fashion stories in The 
Salt Lake Tribune. The headline on Jennifer Anderson's syndicated 
fashion column proclaimed "Curvy look back in ’81." Another feature 
told how to sew a jacket-dress.
Food Pages
A greater emphasis on health, nutrition and consumer interest is 
a new trend in lifestyles. In the past, food sections were l i t t l e  more 
than repositories for grocery ads. L ittle  attention was paid to local­
izing copy or doing staff-written features, particularly on the inside 
pages. Most of the copy came from syndicates or was provided by com­
panies trying to promote their products. Recipes, unrelated to any
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topic or theme, were often found sprinkled throughout food sections 
simply to f i l l  space.
Recipes for rich desserts used to be popular food features. The 
cover of the March 11, 1981 Denver Post Food section was a typical ex­
ample. I t  featured a 14xl7-inch picture of a "tantalizing cheese-rice 
torte" in process color. Now, however, food pages are more likely to 
look like regular feature pages, and desserts are more likely  to be 
low calorie.
As in the past, most food sections are s t il l  being run on Wed­
nesdays or Thursdays since this is helpful to people who like to shop 
before the weekend as well as those who prefer to shop during the weekend. 
Five papers, The New York Times, The Oregonian, The Denver Post, The 
Seattle Post-Intel 1iqencer and the San Francisco Chronicle, had food 
pages on Wednesday. The Los Angeles Times and The Salt Lake Tribune 
ran food on Thursday.
Some papers had separate food sections in addition to regular 
lifestyles pages, while other papers had lifestyles pages with food 
themes. The New York Times, The Oregonian. Seattle Post-Intel!iqencer 
and The Salt Lake Tribune had pages with food themes. The New York 
Times ran the fewest pages (three), and The Oregonian had the most (20). 
Three papers, The Denver Post, Los Angeles Times and San Francisco 
Chronicle had separate food secitons. The Post's was 12 pages, the 
Chronicle's six, and the Los Angeles Times1 40—the largest—in two 
sections.
The New York Times had the most progressive and attractive food
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pages. The food section, called Living, was as well written and care­
fu lly  designed as the regular Style pages. There were no wire stories, 
"canned" features, miscellaneous recipes, or ads—typical features of 
most traditional food sections.
Food features, such as the "60 Minute Gourmet" and "Wine Talk," 
appealed to the more sophisticated taste of New Yorkers. All the 
features were staff written and tended to revolve around a topic, such 
as Japanese cooking, rather than an individual cook.
Many of the other food section covers highlighted a cook and his 
or her recipes, a standard approach to doing food features. Both The 
Salt Lake Tribune and the Seattle Post-Intel!iqencer did variations 
on this theme. The Oregonian featured a hospital cooking class and the 
patients' favorite recipes. The Oregonian and the Seattle Post-Intel­
ligencer did features on Irish cooking since St. Patrick's Day was the 
following week.
Except for The New York Times, few staff-written stories appeared 
inside the food sections despite the fact that many sections had either 
a food page editor or staff home economist.
Two Oregonian staff writers received bylines for recipes that 
ran with canned photos. These were syndicated features and the staff 
re-wrote the leads to give them more local flavor.
Most of the space in the food sections was fille d  by syndicated 
columns that emphasized health, nutrition and consumer interest rather 
than cooking and food preparation (recipes). Instead of concentrating 
on how to make mouth-watering desserts, columnists are now more likely
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extol the value of zinc in the diet or how to cash in on "couponing."
Such columns, such as "60 Minute Gourmet" and "Slim Gourmet," did have 
good-sounding, easy-to-make recipes. "The Butcher," "Naturally,"
"Laurel's Kitchen" and "Wine Talk" were examples of outstanding syndi­
cated food columns. Microwave cooking columns, reports on fresh local 
produce and supermarket values were also good features.
Related Lifestyles Sections and Supplements 
Arts and Entertainment
Few features on the arts and entertainment ran in the lifestyles  
sections.^ Six papers carried two to three pages daily on cultural 
events such as theater, ballet, plays, concerts, art shows and reviews.
The Arts/Entertainment section of The New York Times ran week­
days and contained news of theater, film and television. A "What's 
Happening Today" column in The Salt Lake Tribune's Amusement section 
listed daily cultural events.
Datebook, the arts and entertainment section of the Seattle Post- 
Intel! igencer, was three to five partial pages on weekdays. Most of the 
copy was staff written and was about theater, art shows, galleries, dance, 
opera and rock, jazz and symphony concerts. A story on a Seattle model 
being crowned Miss Washington USA ran in the arts and entertainment 
section, not LIFE/STYLES.
Book reviews, restaurant reviews, night club entertainment, Holly­
wood personalities, radio, TV films and travel were other topics found 
in arts and entertainment sections.
The Oregonian was the only paper that did not make a clear
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distinction between lifestyles and arts and entertainment. Tbe Oregon­
ian's entertainment pages included the comics and television listings 
and usually followed the lifestyles section. Sometimes, however, those 
pages were intermixed in the DAY section. Separating arts-and-entertain- 
ment news into different sections has helped to distinguish lifestyles  
as a feature section, not just a catch-all section.
Other Sections
Some papers 1 ike The New York Times and The Denver Post had Week­
end or Entertainment Guide sections on Fridays that covered things to 
do over the weekend.
The Los Angeles Times carried a 16-page tabloid called YOU on 
Tuesday and was the only paper that had a lifestyles tabloid mid-week.
YOU contained columns on special interests, such as coin collecting, 
photography, automobiles, legal problems, investments and collectables. 
Many of the articles followed a question-and-answer format and were of 
consumer interest. Only four photos ran on the inside pages.
The Los Angeles Times also ran on Friday a 12-page fashion section 
containing numerous photos and sketches. Much of the copy was staff 
written: six stories by women (including Fashion Editor Marylou Luther), 
and three by men. Features included a gossip column about celebrities, 
a society column called "The Inside View," stories about designer 
fashions, a calendar of local fashion shows, a "Closet of the Week" 




The Los Angeles Times and The Denver Post were the only papers 
that did not have a Sunday lifestyles section. A general-interest sec­
tion called Scene/Arts in the Los Angeles Times, however, looked like a 
lifestyles section. A comprehensive artic le  about mastectomies and 
breast reconstruction ran on the cover. Columns by Ann Landers, Erma 
Bombeck, R.B. Reed (the underground gourmet), Harvey Steiman (food),
Pat Montandon and the horoscope made up the rest of the section. The 
other papers had Sunday supplements that essentailly were lifestyles  
magazines. Parade, a 24-page copyrighted magazine containing light 
features about celebrities, families, consumer interest and human-interest 
topics, ran in The Oregonian, the Seattle Post-Intelligencer, and The 
Salt Lake Tribune.
The Denver Post had Empire Magazine, its  own version of Parade, 
and two other tabloids, Roundup and Contemporary on Sunday. Roundup 
contained news about the arts—movies, drama, radio, TV, music, art, 
books, travel and records. Contemporary was a 64-page tabloid that 
contained human-interest features, such as what happens when a wife earns 
more money than her husband, how Washington society is keeping up with 
the Reagans, fashionable work-out togs, and Denver's alternative to the 
single's bar. Also included were columns such as "At Wit's End,"
"Couple Life," "Food for Thought," "Managing Your Money," and "The Human 
Angle."
The San Francisco Chronicle had two Sunday tabloids, This World 
and Datebook.
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Datebook contained arts and entertainment news--!isting of films, 
radio, TV, theater, music, art exhibits, night l i fe ,  dining out, puzzles, 
the horoscope, and pictures of celebrities.
This World, a feature section, contained stories on urban-American 
Indians, a humorous feature on "Reliving the Golden Age of Preppies," and 
a serious look at the U.S. foreign service in Europe.
Inserted into This World was a 20-page book-review tabloid called 
Review that contained articles about art and music and columns on best 
sellers, bridge, chess, antiques and records.
Other Sunday tabloids were Home in The Salt Lake Tribune and 
P-I/Northwest in the Seattle Post-Intelligencer. Most of the copy in 
P-I/Northwest was contributed by local free-lance writers. Examples 
included a "Backroads" feature about exploring out-of-the-way places in 
the state, a feature about a Bellevue girl who shows horses, several 
articles by and about local writers, a food page by the author of a 
Bellevue cookbook, and a history feature.
Included in P-I/Northwest was a 12-page supplement, Sunday Woman, 
sold by the King Features Syndicate. This contained light features 
geared toward traditional women's interests, such as gossip, fashion and 
beauty tips, TV personalities and celebrities, and sewing. The story 
"How Much Do Your Bad Habits Cost You?" was a consumer-interest feature.
Judging from the volume and variety of supplements, the popularity 
of lifestyles features extends well beyond the daily lifestyles page. 
While the daily sections covered topics of broad human interest, more 
specific interests, such as hobbies, were covered in depth in the
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supplements on Sunday when people presumably have more time to read.
The supplements were extremely well organized (packaged) with all 
the arts and entertainment news running in one tabloid and features about 
people and human-interest topics running in others.
Layout and Design
Poor packaging and poor layout were directly related. Inside 
pages often were disappointing compared to the section covers and tended 
to be gray and unexciting.
Some papers, such as The Denver Post, were fu ll of syndicated 
columns and l i t t le  else. Readers of the Post's Living '81 section got 
a steady diet of "Ann Landers" and "Your Horoscope" with the columns 
"Socially Speaking" and "At Wit's End" alternating on different days 
(Figure 3).
The inside pages of the San Francisco Chronicle also followed a 
prescribed formula. In addition to the bridge and chess columns, "Ask 
the Doctor," "Green Thumb," "Social Scene," and the "Greengrocer" were 
repetitive features.
Packaging cartoons and other light items in with features blurred 
the focus of the lifestyles section. This practice made lifestyles seem 
more like an entertainment than a feature section.
On Thursday a comics page ran in the middle of The Oregonian's 
fashion section. A comics page often ran at the end of the VIEW section 
in the Los Angeles Times.
Puzzles, horoscopes, bridge and chess columns and single-frame 
cartoons were regular features in many lifestyles sections. The bridge
tVi  w w » n  * c »
Tax-Dodger s Wife Needs a Lawyer
< Ed is able <
.1*41 »uft thi* because 
hunne.v. muI has no emploi***. The IRS 
x 'm s  in have no record of lum 
K<1 it Mm IK. I Keep any books and. there- 
i"n*. does nui Know what ha income w. 
>041 his expense* are or how much profit 
he makes aim. ne doesn't pay any Social 
G  uriev mis means we *>UJ not be eligible 
collect wneti me time comes. Since Kd 
iirs-s noi have a private pension pun. the 
fui ure seems very uncvruut. I am becom­
ing increasingly hitter about Hu*.
< hit children are unable to apply (or col­
lege scholarships Because we can’t sign a 
parent s consent form to release informs- 
non that doesn't exist.
I returned to work last year and mtend 
>o file a tax return for myself. Hopefully, 
inis wit! not cause more problems. I worry 
that if somethin! happens to my husband, 
everything wookl be dumped in my up. He 
has no life insurance either, so there would 
he no help from that source I also worry 
that if we both were to die at the same 
rime, our cfeUren would be responsible for 
the whole mess.
Obviously. { can i sgn my name to Hus 
tetter. Will you please help me? — Waning 
For The a»e To Kali
Dear Waning: The whole thing smells 
like a barrel of tost herring. I  really feel for 
vou. dear My advice is to get a lawyer at 
«nce — and a good one. The longer you put
Ann Answers
DEAR ANN: Vou have helped a ft-yew- 
old man make a big sects ion ft happened 
as a result of your advice to the Florida 
millionaire wnow children were seif-cen- 
Hu grandchildren 
disrespectful. They never 
said "thank you" tor anything 
Vou told the old aefiHeman ne didn't owe 
any of them a nickel. You encouraged fum 
to spend WS money, enjoy himself and 
.leave what was left to chanty. You even 
offered to suggest some ' worthy causes" if 
he didn't know of any.
I am not wealthy. But I am comfortable. 
After reading that column. I decided you 
were talking to me. too. The circumstances 
were identical.
t am going to the Orient ut the spring and 
plan to invite a young neighbor tad 
Be graduating from lugb school He has 
been supporting himself and helping out ai 
home smce he was IJ Paper routes, sum­
mer jobs, anything to earn a dollar What a 
treat it will be for him — and for me. too: 
Thanks for setting me on the right 
— Another Floridian 
Dear FtofldUa: Your letter made 
day. Send me a postcard from Tokyo.
Yohbit IK3®Er@®©®p<i
b y  AN N  LA N D IIS
§the AjiahiPEAR ANN al Michigan : 
months my roommate and 
disagreement about color coordination ui 
•earing apparei. Will you be the arbiter 
she insists 
match tun shtrr I heue 
match the pants. Will vou settle i f  — Bout |
In I .a using 
Dew SpfR: Now I caU a mat
tung lor the decision 
The socks should match the
gerous? Cm Ann Linden1 new BeutleL 
straight Dope «• Drags.' For each 
et ordered, senu a dollar plus
envelop* |9  cents poeugei 
Laaden. P.O. Bos U N I Oileage,
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by ilA N f  DIXON
FORTtESDAV 
ARIES (Mareft H-Aprll » ): Do not at­
tempt to fool others Tuesday or you mav 
emerge (be loser. Some ti/mauf, exauiig 
opportunities wtB present themselves sow. 
TAURIfSiDoubie-check information by 
your attention on paper wont Tuesday so 
that you will be prepared for tbe active 
pened which lies ahead. Money womes de­
crease. Do not expect too much of associ­
ates.
GEMINI (May Il-Jeae »»: Some sur 
pramg news gel* your w>«k off to a happy 
vtart You are able to further a partnership 
goaL Financial mature can be dealt wKh in 
a positive manner 
CANCER (June ll-J»}y » :  You are apt 
to receive more promises than money now 
Make a greater effort to curb spending.
ti papers before signing. Ro-
LEO (iely ZBAag. St: Your first im­
pressions of people usually are accurate. 
Heed umer voice. Rapport with mate or 
partner is at an aiKune lugb. Good fnend 
seeks vour help; give it.
VIRGO (Aug. a-Sept. a v  You could 
(IMS professional advice very helpful if 
drawing up agreement. 8e willing to rear­
range afternoon schedule to accommodate 
others. Plan social activities around work 
routine.
LIBRA (Sept. 23.01 S ): Your mate 
will ptav a prominent role m business af­
fairs trail week. Influential people show re­
newed interest ui pet protect. Home life is 
source of contentment.
SCORPIO (Oct. 0-Nev.JH: Complete 
(Rose plans you are eager to put into ac­
tum. Diet and exercise programs enjoy fa­
vorable influences
SAGITTARIUS (No*. 3DeC MV Fi­
nancial worries will lessen if yea adopt a
more pragmatic approach. Donat* 
rather than money to a worthy cause. Ro­
mance looks more promising than ui the 
reeem pad.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 8-Jbk. I**: 
your artistic talents on display. Gel in 
touch with profesaianats. You could com­
plete a busuiess agreement that works 
your advantage. Someone new enters r 
manuc pmure.
AOlfARfUd (Jum. »Peb.ill.- MactAg 
money is (Ugh an your list of pnoruiee 
Influential people can be extremely help 
fuL Do not make any important moves 
without (tret consulting either tne expert* 
or a trusted fnend.
PISCES (Feb. iS-Merch » | :  Give 
retn to both your uidividualiiv and your 
progressive instincts. Cuba your special 




We’ll take down and 
rehang your draperies... 
at no additional charge!
Drapes here...drapes there...drapes everywhere—beautifully 
dryeleaned by the expert craftsmen of Silver State. And, 
new, one-fourth o ff an Silver State's professional drapery 
cleaning. Remember, with Silver State cleaning o f drapes, 
you get guaranteed length, ne sagging or uneven corners, 
and there is no charge far decorator folds.






Fullers Will Be Honored 
By ARTREACH a t Dinner
SUMisf
B C  m  111 K B U  IN  HUT T» K
Stay mat way •  l ike  yoursetf better.
BY PATRICIA COLLINS English-Speaking Union hia topic _ _ Be "Bnuia Pub*and signs."
w a r e i — in >  Waddwgton atee was near of
Mr. and Mrs. jo u  Fuller are com. Cbtirca of si. Peter Maneroft 
muuty activists. Norwich. honorary canon of Norwich
Both have worfcM for m ura l and CaUwdra! and. during World War (I. 
humanitarian causes a i*  to ft* served an Ut* headquarters stall of
ther volunteer seme* to Denver. a R- Marshal Montgomery
TRKACH will spMUgflt the FuJJere at The secomt March pany for thei 
aa April I ]  dinner. English-Speaking Union members will I
The Imperial BaSroom at the Fair- *  «« ll»  Mbrch »  when Ms. Oarleciei 
moot Hotel baa Been f — » /or ttw Adams hosts a subscription cockutlj 
event, wiucti will feature the sutgutg f»wwtg in the pany rooms ai tftej 
group. Up with People. Fuller a on tb* French Quarter, 
organraiioa s advisory board. WEDDING GUESTS GATHERED!
flruitp D. wmn. who run* the Hepub- recenlly at Montvtew Boulevard Pres- 
tican Party ut Colorado, wtli taka ume bytenan Church for the mamage oil 
out from politics to mastermind the Ma* a!*xs Ana Henkel to Thomas! 
C30-per-couple tKsn. Dudley Page, son of Mrs. Judith Page]
Pany organirers also include Nor- ira  Ur. Dudley Page oi Great Falts.1 
man arownstetn. Don Kqru, Mr. and Mont.
Mrs. Bill Waders. Mr. and Mrs. Roben The Rev Kenneth Barley and the 
Cohen, the Harold Williamsons. Mrs. J. Rev. Arthur Miller conducted the 
M. Hoodsteu. Mrs. Ned O'Toole. Mai candlelit mes.
Brooks. Mrs. Frankde Bum. Howard The bnde. who is a daughter of Mrs 
Connor. Henry Lqwenstem. Mayor Bid Fred Forrest Henkel and tbe late Mr. 
McNiehots, Tom Roach, Joseph SU- Henkel, was given ta marruge by her 
   ir „  Lucten Wetsuaod Aiuno- brother, Thomas KeokeL
ny Karlen go.
ARTREACH. serving 159.000 p 
year, takes programs oi
e afternoon nuptials, 
deeved wrote satin gown 
a modified V-necftll&e 
r  culled with a wide band of 
lace. The full skirt flowed into a chapeli tickets lor cultural
sporting events to the instttuuoiiati__
Fuller, chairman of the board of A veil or gathered illusion (eU from a
Fuller and Co.. already has been bandeau or saun and she earned a boa- 
tapped for such honors as the 1973 ftuet o( freesia.
R'Nai B'Brttlt iltimaititanu Award Miss Susan Metnhsuer was maid of
and the 1973 Sertoma Club Service to honor, and bridesmaids were Miss Su- 
Mankind Award. 'an Freeman and Miss Sarah Bowes.
a past director of many cmc organ- botft of Denver, and Miss Sarah Page 
irations, he currently is a member of ofCreat Fells.
Downtown Denver inc.. a director of They wore A-line gowns of emerald 
student leadership Club, the Mile satui accented By wat "'
Utah Stadium ('tub. a past preSHtem of sashes Bouquets of yellow, blue, 
the Denver Chamber of Commerce and navy »uk flowers completed ibetr 
and on the board of the Central Bank resembles
Corp. Inc. David I -Kingston was best man:1
Mrs Fuller is on ihe board of the u-̂ hers were James Page of Great 
Denver Symphony Association. Cen- Falls and Roben Jacobsen and Steven 
trai Citv opera House Asawtation. AR- *onrun0on. both of Billings.
TRKACH and Cerokor Foundatwn. She The Denver Country Club was UK
also serves on the Mayor !  Comma- selling lor acorkJsd buffet 
sion on the Arts.
it tfranmr • o*. *um xm
n H W U R l
NOW HIRING
CHERRY CREEK STORE
Apply a t M l  robewrw
interrK3ticroNfc
The time ha* came io bay tickets is 
the Mare* 9  d iner ai tee fa ire m i 
(Met for ihe l  oferad* Bailee.
Mary Mcfeddew will be la Dewier t*  
xbew her sprtng tag MdiwMr coilec- 
uon (kreegb t^pun. see *( tb* new 
stem in tbe GsReiU al ia* Dewver 
Center far the Performing Arts.
Tldtcu are IM  pee cowpte and evav 
be pare kasrd Irtxa pert* ebrorman. 
Mlsk S o u  Mlckee.
Mrs. Henkel wore a Wedgwood blue 
!iOt and the bridegroom's mother 
chow pink.
After a wedding trip to Vail and As­
pen. ihe couple will live in Denver.
The brute b  a granddaughter of Mr. 
Md Mrs .Samuel Carson and (he late 
Mr. end Mrs. Fred llrexei.
she was graduated from the L iuver- 
site of Colorado, where die wu* a 
member of Pi Beta riu uoronty.
The bndeocom is a grandson of Mr. 
and Mrs. Dudley Page or Cleveland
TV  Rev John Waddingtonm pro- Heights, unto., and Mr. and Mrs. Ken- 
ioaf emeritus of St. Mmuhd's t'aihe- ni-ih RomrkooI Tampa, 
dial m Bury M Edmunds. England, ia He atiended Western Montana Col- 
•>n the ie«iure cirvuif. and hr isn'i talk- lege in Billings and the University of 
•nuaDoumiftedrais. Wj>hmi3on m vaiue
When Wadduurton speak* March U K*"h are .issuvuted wiin B and II 
..i ih-atnerRidge Couniry ‘ 'luh lor 'he >i»rt>
Sensitive
W « i In
netnencn rhu unplrasntnew u axn* ums Ju>- 
mghrrltfe.
Wr know, tlfr're Cneorv Swrrm. 
bten h*tpiR«wo«wn «*>* *««■ han pmMemxibr 
neuhi * im  yrsn. 'Vt'v* 4nc«oMd and refined 
rlcctrafvu newmeni sothw it • car mow commri- 
ible thin tier before. And. wc r t conatentlt
You could make 4  mint soiling your 
com or stamp collection with Denver 
Post Classified HQTUnes. They're 
easy to place, ihey work ia*t and
they eoetaboui a* much as a good 
Morgan dollar. Private collodions 
under S2£00 quality lor our 
Classified 'HOTine* 377" Special: 3 
lines lor 7 days (or T dollar*. CaU The 
Denver Post Classified HOTUn* and 




Figure 3--Many inside lifestyles pages were f il le d  with regular columnists 
and l i t t le  else.
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and chess column ran daily in the San Francisco Chronicle's People section.
The Seattle Post-Intelligencer did a good job of packaging all 
such features—crossword puzzle, bridge, horoscope and other entertainment 
columns—on one page in another section (Figure 4). Logically the 
comics, television listings and movie page also belong together. I t  is 
more convenient for readers to find all such entertainment features to­
gether rather than having to search through different parts of the 
paper.
While there were many excellent syndicated columns, there was a 
tendency to overuse them. The Sunday section of The Oregonian was almost 
completely f ille d  with syndicated columns at the expense of local copy 
and photos. The impression this gave was that The Oregonian was either 
too lazy or too cheap to do its own features.
The Salt Lake Tribune relied heavily on syndicated columns. The 
Seattle Post-Intel!iqencer, by constrast, contained numerous local fea­
tures and pictures. Wire copy and wire photos were carefully selected 
and interesting features were displayed well.
Lack of photos was principally why the inside pages of many l i f e ­
styles sections lacked pizazz. Most of the photos, particularly the 
strong ones, appeared on the section covers. The New York Times was an 
exception. Four pictures ran on the two inside facing pages of Living 
and 10 pictures and one illustration ran on the two inside Home pages.
The Seattle Post-Intelligencer also kept its inside pages live ly , 
displaying large photos well (Figure 5).
The Los Angeles Times had numerous syndicated columns but also 
much space to f i l l .  The trouble with VIEW was that i t  tended to run
T B A V n S  WITH *  U U T / M  ft or*
i t  s  n o t  d o s t r * i
COtkGOy UMOG6 UP6 
*A3  044AK3EQ H R UV . 
ITS
ta k6  v o t f lu s a  
fo r  M sn M ce . 




B O . F Q A M R  M IL t K Q 'S
Wonderful World of Animals







BLOOIB COUirTY/BefU BreeMadJack Onmwy
i  j ' & k i t  sa x -  
?w«6».//«jrar
MMVMOAMW-
m m s iM to iT
nostrum. BMUM&lf. 
d o t -
waiw/rr
7*eCBMTTf O M /T
m r* o * fo  m  rym e
TS ix e t& rT  DOW* ALL 
4WW. 7NfflMM.
ooimunity aquarium »Birn hat 
nomine m n f t *  hui murn mailer rc-n
 ........... lot m
handMtm
OK VII HSj Oral hat am iL SUM. 
Iraaam t in  hr uteiul lot honet
aad arat tqpplMrtiiiaiioo of 
m t n  n w f  war* iwwwm n l l f l
»mriimr> ate* in Bonn la Im i n u
□EAR T.B.. ChichiM lamil* fhh olcea
Drmptrv i» * pnioe rtample. ftn i ar oa 
bell, Jerk rouigat he etpcetrd ia 
ro ru r tnd hr pearefal. Whether 
boiled Uie i i lw i  Oowa ar «impiy 
them. roar rarrrat rommaaiiy
leag woala depend 
•fteihrr or aal Jeieoia* deflricoey io 
yaw tin.
m O  B A S M T /A In  Oohom
trn & m  SCR -c u  MAC ?DEAR OR. MILLER: He* lettg 40M 
Of i  licit for it (ogee
MfiUva’
OCA* OR. MILLER: Haw Ions after my
Cynthia.«
v&. MKSf~. 
A SMALL 0*0~M..we B
DEAR If fynthle
rawly Irrf In m m  In 
day* (olloaiae 
mating. .\i your palpating procedure* 
prog****. yaa should eventually he
:ar u.ft : The taaia relemed by the 
(reding frmsle lira nvjail* require* a leo 
mptamt «( parity*!* ia 
UMialiy only tirk ta f tbe ( to w  laedea 
Orrnarraiar prodaee tefHcteal
paralyioL Dag* ga die if the 
pareivtn rnrhe i the mpirqiary rra trr 
l arailahtr. Have* 
respond rapidly 
Step one tin aay rate
tad rrmare tbata herare ibey pet have proBJma’ writr  Or WI>*r »i 2 *  Souin Vta Not Avt. SF Mia1 
Practice
iMerted n « |g m « > r.
GOBOO/Gvt Arrwto
DEAR OR. MILLER: My
CVTWAMOtV,m*
serumTAU3M3n a  l o u H O m s ji is
CJhlHV/Coihy Guiwwa
f  CETlW, WHAT 00 WU 
TMNR OP MILS AJMCfSI* 
Of THE MSi ftU0*ET ? .
in
CATHT TOU LOOK atAUTf- 
ft»L «* THAT OAESS
CATtN. NQUR MUttNE
M a lta  a t graev’ ... 'o«
, HEM, HEM, HEM...*Ciaa Uaa itddt ZR am sal i  tab Camamrm eet(«m
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nMMMRP TVROSTTD [SHOUL9PlMlNldH 
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IPa COLD awl Karo. Mr. WBaonl Can't wo 
THHE? jmPAvift
r a a  a m o  o e  r a a  o o D sc /tvn n  johm>an
t u b  c o e u a u T f o e g g :  y o o « E . 
ME 
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HOW CRN i StT N EXT  To 
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» .  0 




ATRVB BOBfO/Owrqord and Saunden
y-WV.-vjmust* DiKtp)
   %\O f f -  S in u  « T  U N R  TTAKSOVtETUS 
6UARP CVTV..
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Figure 4--Cartoons, horoscopes and crossword puzzles should be packaged 
with other light features, such as the comics, and not in the 
lifestyles section.
CO I Sm.M» I  1911 Seattle Posi-mtwiiioroncw
Job Skills for Students 





Uh h  worked at mown.
•ho rreently 
the Urn Hath wen Ten Wortt
o( rice
• t i n  i t  another cusiroom PM 
ScBmfet*  operumc aa offset pruft- 
Mddim grape* inn .
at ngtibnt High Santi. M m
regular euMreoms and the gSC. So** 
roaeuxt
w f t  to, eta 
roOege a you t i n  «aoO toatfk tktttt
[or t  0b. ”
S*e'*rt»bt »
saury.
myehaicgy or suthrofnioty ddcevers 
•hen■I tBMUUtUBt





tor Brr. i itk r r io t * uq
• tn y i #i| tcnm uaoM ti
totnnti tara to te n ft iM-UBi 
pracrasB in four naputtf 
a i w  "Tbm* M i mil saw furtherayt 'And | tika a her* (t
atmosphere from regular
nod out
trayuta >b* m l world.
That 40MB) haflm at tao OGC. programmer* * *  a. tod 
I t  Um  |W W >
» !  t o n
IBfaa
But they «mi
ia South King County, they 
DO lomeUupe. For
Km  by M at
Tats ■ oo faO-food Mace. Lout m m tan a  Com  Guard tag about tiuuw run  
terronag by obmBM 
•UI bo quad- -Wita Hut Imd or isftaooa. aamu
They cat rvoryiaim* (ran
Gone are the days 
cr* lount* «u  ofl-fawn um grtn (cr panics industry. Budi through college
"Tho w-sy iMBBOma ret i  tood 
tbtt csn rapport
Mraetor BiU rouna M o t ■an »  
bom at* *44 to ihe puhUe
upot gnauaima (ran 
they ml) b in  marketable sktlli U 
where ton art avs liable,
Mro always 
y«iH people uawduog io
So pootittr •  tbe program. Rem- ta*y codege. Isay cis
fo r atny yetri. voeittoool 
» and vacaaoaM scbooi 
tabs* i  bad no. The
everybody onm  toe
tbo w ry a
t  tote or tat oh
Buff l im , fully
always
n u ip u n  who rauUnt afford regular tu u ra w . mb tb* youn*-
of the 30 hMranon are regular claa* or wore — aepeodaptuty, rah 
ability. laiiuuw 
Hear peooM get ( M'hopefully’
Students mtk tM r  day anwott
.  . ,e iI  tdey 
And some youofstan just fife* te wort 
mtb User Uadi
But u t il  l«o warn tbe OSC cam* 
Mo bemi ibev opuoas were Unmed.
Persuasion Is a Subject Too Perplexing to Pursue
Tot ad 
npUM. A m i £ COMBS
-Not natly.
Sun taluk bow nice n would be 
oo (bn com. rainy monttf to a«*e t
  cup of coffee •inning your
isd silibeneg do wo your
chddreo. Mow ahoet too otae 
wbM n • »  Joan's iur« u  *  
poa lod pent* /
N*A*S*H lasted idl »JD Tbet * 
Mouse bod to be waohed. A pea of 
teem me aw turning ap> and a 
Frraca book dtaapprond. I paw up.
. . .  d reading tbe
SuadHf papm. Tbe house was nut 
cobL at tbe furnace bad yet to chug 
iu way up u  a swefteftng SI degrees, 
add iboudb I »as consumed mib 
tooting (nr a cue ol coffee, tbe idea 
of attp|M| oy e in  fm  on um icy
............... j.Solntfted
Sonia Sawueg Heport
"Oe i smeu coffee?' I said miffing 
tbe air expectantly. So t  did. and h was reedy Joe
Tbe cat * no better. Ounq the 
wind storm ewbile cert, wbea the 
out and with n tbe «Mc-
t  ante dry fool 
After att." I told her. "at pm ae 
inibioa aa me CtucketKarer Stir-
Wbin th» waa orer (try perme- 
sWa incrckmd. '8etter get to time 
dSbeo. ' I said, 'tlblemof coune you'd 
'•** --  — * wee* added on.”
tbetn.' sbe pranced, 
after m u '
diMDCt. Aden I ted them. "Dows.” 
tbey leap up aM pun then noddy 
paws on my cben. When I shout 
”U«.“ tbty taka out alter tbe UPS No,” I soanei ~bui «bo
RSOUffD TKS SOUKD-
By Gad Caillna 
POODLE Cll'B: PuM Sound Poo­
dle Club, ioc, offrrs baadUaa and
s March 10. For details and clam 
schedules call 3B>mi or 3EIMM3. or 
•me Mrs. Clyde McKernaa. 15WQ 
Wemmumrr Wiv V. Seattle «8l3k 
AAL'W MEETS: Tbe Lake 
Wmbinsioo Bnnrb of tbe kraemo 
.Ajuciation of Cmrenny Womea 
meeu Mans 11 at tfJU a.m. at Grate 
Uubsran vburtb. Wg N £ SB. Bello 
vue.
Gwr spraker will he Sue Draper, 
owner of ibr Fine Print B>ok bnop. 
•DP will live stWft fr> irus m turf HU
TRARF1CTBAN5MRTATI0N 
CIL'a Tbe Womeni Traffic am 
Traasporunoa Club of Sesnte pttas 
an open dmner mewnug March ID at 
3.1$ o m. u Tbe Butcher itcmuram 
Seattle.
A representative of tbe Seattle 
Fire Marsbal’a OMsgs will wert m 
Haaardoua I'ocutradtua aa They Re­
late to Traospoftauoo. Poe details 
and reservaiioas contact Sue Syton. 
Frank P. Dow Co.. dZt-lJSR
CHRI5TT1AN WOMEN'S CLUB: Ed- 
monda Chrtniao Woatcsi Cub pitta
a Shoestring. ’ March I! at 1US u t  
at Lynowood Oka. BXtb S.W. asd 
Hubway 9»
The preeram will include a ruem 
ipeaker. Pan Fercusoo. as well aa 
rmertaiometu By Duaoe and Marvin 
HanMrem. For detaua and reserva- 
imos .-all Kns ai 7«Mfnb or Madse. 
rivSIS. toda*. A free ounary win he 
provided at MapUmort Presbyterian 
Cburrb. IM fi S. W and M b Are. W. 
Eddionda Reservaiions are reqwrwd
A  p.a. ai thi
r. Tbethe of 1
urubingiob. DC., to Find Your 
Ranw'
BREAKFAST CLU& Wlnoen Cir­
cle Breikfam Club will fen are gnem 
ipeaker Dr. Wayoe Johsaoa. gsyefuio- 
gat sad radio talk them turn, at na 
Breikfaa meeting March l l  fnwi 7 in 
DA na. m too Gardes Court SeatOe 
Trade Center. Cod ■ IT 3a For deuib
deoe* HotptUL 900 I Tib Are. Sratt
RUMMAGE SALE- St. Thom 
Epttcopaj Church will hare iu ru 
■age me March U froth 0 a n  u 
pm aad March 1J from I m  u 
p a  A •TYraaute Core” resumed 
cofty M a  will he mrlsded. " 
and aaadvcbM will he available 
chutcb a Mealed at Mart heed 
asd Mb Nonhets. ̂ eilevae.
LA LECHB LEAGUE The a
r t  on Sou toes* i«tb near im  
Southeam. Com is CD ■ mtna.
The paras depmmtm doth U
HELP: HELP b a natioaal orfitu- 
oiHb that often informsuoa sod 
rapport io penoos Mffenog from 
herpes. Tbe Seattle cnapur meets 
Marra u  at ? sm io room eito. 
Sesiue Ceniral Coramoony Ccllece.
Carla Htaes. oauoooi HELP pr»
meetrna lopic March io at a30 am ai 
UO NW. Iff lk  Setllle. Tba a ihe 
( to  is s sens of tour U  Lech* 
sponsored dRKumon groups. For de­
tails call 3BT4372.
AAR? MEETING Chapter 110! of 
ibe Ajnencao Agponaooa of Retired 
Penoos tor. omu Mors t? u  I n m. 




b Utod Hop tbe
I muilMectnB boMB An op. 
I tour of Suaolo UBrtty’s special 
rodectioas will he inciuasd. For de­
tain and locatMB call H M B I - 
RUMMAGE SALE: The Jora- 
pbifioif) Activity Departmen sponaon 
i  rumaags sale March t2apa 13 (ram 
D3) a m. to 4 p.m. tad March I* (ran
iX  a.m. i. n the F
Church. l3Zod 
N„ Seattle,
------------------       PEA PATCH PROGRAM: The
For_4etada «r*e_HELP. POl Bta BeDerae Paru topartmrci is ialtiB< 
appfcaiHa for is Itdl Pea p»rb 
Program Garde* pkw 10 feet By 40 
rent from April
or (0* beafUt field, 
details contact tfte Divohb of Youth 
Services. Group Pro (ecu Component. 
SSA370. propraais are dua March U 
FAMILY SERVICES: Fimtty Ser- 
vtcss of King Cotmty a offenak
Room. The Jtuwphtaum. 19BI god 
Ave. Seauie.
WOMENS CONFERENCE Elect­
ed WasfiHiatoa Women > annual coo- 
twence s  schHUlM March 13 is Tho 
Evermeo Bute College audnanum. 
Guest i pel See Lesley S'“ ' " ~ -
LUPUS SOCIETY: ??M Sent* 
BefMwue Chapter of ihe Afnenca* Lu- 
pus Sonety wdl matt March lOaiTJP
r:u r oa Tuesdays
Buddie*, oivmprn. waaA 
iM-IHb'ifi Hlvmpia
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Figure 5—Inside.pages don’ t  have to be dull and gray as this page from 
the Seattle Post-Intel 1iqencer shows.
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long features that required several jumps. One story was jumped four 
times, including once to a second section.
The best lifestyles stories were not over a half page long and 
were not jumped. None of the cover features in the People section of 
the San Francisco Chronicle or the LIFE/STYLE section of the Seattle 
Post-Intel 1iqencer was jumped. Shorter stories were more inviting to 
read and appeared to be more tightly written and edited.
According to B ill Wundram of the Davenport (Iowa) Quad City Times,
18the best way to lose leaders is to run a series. The Denver Post ran 
two series, a three-part series on "Lost Souls," mentally i l l  residents 
who live near Capitol H il l ,  and a 19—part AP series on "Marijuana and 
Your Child," both on the front page.
The "Lost Souls" series was local, of great human interest and well 
illustrated with photos. The series on marijuana, however, ran daily at 
the bottom of the page and did not hold my interest after a couple of 
days. Running both series together made for predicable-looking layouts, 
with one at the top of the page and the other at the bottom.
Some papers were graphically more interesting than others. The 
Style section of The New York Times was bold, lively  and distinctive.
The layouts were designed by an artis t and featured shadow boxes, benday 
line rules, odd-shaped pictures, cut-out pictures, artsy borders, and 
graphic illustrations. Pictures were varied in shapes and sizes, 
including round, and were morticed, overlapped and thrust into the 
copy or through line rules.
The pages were exceptionally well balanced with none of the
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layouts top or bottom heavy. A top-heavy page, for example, would have 
the main features, headlines and photos above the fold. Many of the 
other papers looked as i f  they had been laid out from top to bottom, 
with all the important features and photos running at the top.
The layouts of The Oregonian and The Salt Lake Tribune were 
cluttered and crowded looking and seemed dated. Instead of being designed 
around a center of focus, such as a cluster of photos, as is the more
modern technique, the space in these layouts seemed to be f ille d  up as
dictated by the copy.
Except for The New York Times, many lifestyles layouts did not 
differ much from the news pages. Greater use of pictures, particularly 
feature shots such as the captain of the Queen Mary sipping tea on a 
dock (Los Angeles Times) or a bikini-clad woman lying in a coffin-like  
tanning machine (Seattle Post-Intelligencer) ,  distinguished the l i f e ­
styles sections as feature sections.
Only two papers had photo features. The Oregonian and The Salt
Lake Tribune ran color features on kite flying on the covers of Sunday 
sections. The Tribune used white space as a design element by grouping 
the pictures together and leaving "air" around the page.
The San Francisco Chronicle also le ft  white space around some 
pictures for a more feature-like appearance. To achieve a more infor­
mal look, some copy was set ragged right or was wrapped around pictures.
A large dropped in itia l le tter was used at the beginning of features or 
to break up long paragraphs of gray copy.
The New York Times and Seattle Post-Intel 1igencer boxed most 
pictures with a fine black rule. This helped contain the pictures,
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especially photos that were light around the edges, and helped anchor 
them onto the page. The photos that were boxed stood out more than the 
unboxed photos. (See the covers of The New York Times and Seattle 
Post-Intel 1iqencer in Appedix I I I  and compare the boxed photos to the 
unboxed photos in the other sections.)
Color photos looked better boxed. The color kite photos boxed 
in The Salt Lake Tribune were much more powerful than the ones in The 
Oregonian that were not boxed. The Oregonian's color photos seemed to 
bleed into the page.
All of the papers, except The Denver Post and The Oregonian, 
dispensed with photo captions, a few words appearing over the outlines 
or preceding outlines. In the past, photo captions were a standard lay­
out technique. The captions used by The Denver Post ran above the out­
lines and were about the same length as the outlines only twice as big 
and bold. The Oregonian used a few capped words followed by an M-dash 
to lead into outlines.
The layouts looked simpler and cleaner without captions. Most 
outlines were set in the same type size as the body copy or slightly  
larger. Some were boldfaced, such as those in People; others, such as 
those in VIEW, were not. Some were complete sentences, such as those 
in LIFE/STYLE; others were simply fragments or phrases, such as those 
in Style.
I generally preferred the complete sentences since incomplete 
sentences were harder to comprehend. Complete sentences, however, were 
not necessary in a ll photo spreads.
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Typography
Most headlines were set in caps and lower case. Five lifesty le  
sections, The New York Times, Seattle Post-Intelligencer, San Francisco 
Chronicle, The Denver Post and Los Angeles Times, used c/lc for heads. 
Oddly, two of the most traditional-looking papers, The Oregonian and 
The Salt Lake Tribune, had the most modern-looking heads. They capped 
only the f irs t  le tter in each headline. These heads looked more like  
sentences and were easy to read. However, since people are probably 
more used to seeing c/lc  heads, any difference in readability is likely  
to be a matter of personal preference.
Four papers, The New York Times, Seattle Post-Intel1igencer, Los 
Angeles Times, and The Salt Lake Tribune, used serif type for heads.
The Oregonian. The Denver Post and San Francisco Chronicle used sans-
serif. The sans-serif type had a more masculine feel than the serif
type, but the serif types was perhaps easier to read because, being more 
traditional, people are more accustomed to i t .
The Los Angleles Times rarely used heads that were larger than 
24 to 30 points. The result was tasteful, quiet-looking pages. The 
Times frequently used kickers to provide more space around heads.
Headlines in The New York Times also were about the same size
and importance. Ita lic  and Roman heads were alternated in many papers
for variety.
Large headlines, 48 points or more, seemed to shout at the reader. 
Some papers used overly large heads on unimportant stories, such as 
"Vacation Time is Cookie Time" in 30-point type in the Seattle Post- 
Intelligencer, simply to f i l l  space.
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Flush-left headlines were easier to read than those that were 
centered. The San Francisco Chronicle was the only paper that consis­
tently centered its heads. Headlines that were centered were d iffic u lt  
to read because the eye had to jump around the page (Figures 6 and 7). 
Even bylines that were centered were more d iffic u lt to read than those 
that were flush le ft .  The Oregonian and the Los Angeles Times were the 
only papers that used flush-left bylines. The Los Angeles Times con­
sistently placed headlines, kickers, cutlines and bylines flush le ft  
and was clean looking and easy to read.
Courtesy tit le s  are no longer being used in some lifestyles sec­
tions. Three papers, the Los Angeles Times, Seattle Post-Intelligencer 
and San Francsico Chronicle, eliminated them, referring to men and women 
soley by their last names.
The New York Times was the most conservative in its  use of cour­
tesy t it le s , using Miss, Mrs. or Mr. on second reference. The Salt 
Lake Tribune used Mr. on second reference but, with The Oregonian and 
The Denver Post, allowed women to choose between Miss, Mrs. or Ms.
Two papers, The Oregonian and The Denver Post, used courtesy tit le s  for 
women but not for men.
Courtesy tit le s  often were not used consistently. In sports and 
wire copy they were omitted.
A well-designed flag and attractive standing heads, such as "Ann 
Answers" that always run atop a regular column, were important elements 
of the better-designed lifestyles sections. The simpler the flag the 
better. The impact of the flag was not diminished by small type.
Books/Society
Co# Angles Sme $
Carl Booth. 70. usm sett-taught Russian to assist h«n in catching English to Sovttt Jaws.
Taught H im saff Russian
‘Carl Carlovich’ and His Unlikely Pupils
Sr ltwim srwRoss. nom  .«w w n**
Whevt he run# few"* in law An- 
gefen (mm Wortd War tl. Carl 
Booth deeded that Ihe Russians
|B « r  and tie ought in I ram in 
speak their language. He ton* a rnr- 
rexpeManee enure* am am ait As. 
tftetl went to flight vnnnl , i  I_a. 
High. Sul Re found he nnlv miilrt 
read aatt wme Aimsm” . not wm« u. 
So, he started hacigmK amunn in* 
Human Eastern Orthodox rhunrh 
on Western and Fountain avenues, 
trying to itlk  wiih the paftahwnrrs 
in inter nauve tongue.
Ibarka* Capita*
Today, at Ttv. Bnmh teaches Eng­
lish to Soviet fe-wixh Ii"*«r»ni.'.
and. in fluent Rujuoan. hrtp* them
them aa teMRone felt menaace 
ufnu. low-away wines nr elective 
course* (or UtnrchiMtrn nt srfetii.
Soviet Newwmer* ffencram »i ihr 
Wmmrle Jewish CMitmumiy Cm. 
ter on fllynw* Bnutcvam, xffer. 
uowely call him "Cart Cartovirn." 
a nickname that twwre* («»»•
Rome * Rtxtman t« r lw  is ■ emu 
pleasure (nr him. ion. Smh «*s. 
enmodenng he never finished high 
reboot. and came in (si* AngeMn m 
1130 after aslitum reform school m
This imrmnff I he Enir’ixh lemon 
cwrm m t reaching the M il tenn*. 
and Cart flnmh spoke slowly, cm- 
rmasimp the verb m me senumexi 
■ (it Russia, ffjuxdm Odessa.'
Mis siudems. 11 men and women 
varymtl in age (nun their 20s ifiHh. 
listened iniemly. then repeated the
 (every Mua*m. said i he name
n( his or her termer hnmeMiwnl."
iween past and 
Rnmh.
nw von hrr Mw’ " Answer. "I live in 
I a*  Arteries."
After each brew of drill Ithe
ehunmsrun fmrnMha.m, In 1 p.m.) 
iheeiam ukc* ashen hrea*. (Vnth 
walked around to croups nf stu­
dents. uUting casually with '
their atgwkments to their new life 
styles here.
For more than a yrer now. Carl 
ReeUi h»* com* io tfie Center every 
Tuesday and Thursday morning w 
■each. He is an unpoxi vwunteer (nr 
me Snglixh program. which ihe 
Jewish Vocational Service provides 
for newly-arriving Soviet Jew* 
who have tn <*am fingtoh qtnrkly 
so that the* can eel jnna.
Gun Show in 
Anaheim: No 
Farewell to Arms
The Metres* of Ammra and hnfh mtpsof a 
raw issue vein io have trlt fentprnui an the 
a of an event such as the Anaheim
A men net* the ione. It ii 
ihmugn a century “  twitchy mghi* in Tomb- 
•tones saloon*. "Please Cheek Weapon* 
Here." it requests. Aft attendant spent Satur­
day and Sunday at the Anaheim Convent** 
Center peering into empty pistol cylinder* and 
rifle breeches. Haven ’t (bund anything yet he 
says. But you never know.
Show literature t* equally demanding of **• 
mtMors. No bulk btack powder of any type al­
lowed. Obey all county, state and federal law*, 
particularly gun and ta* laws. No illegal gunk 
That i» an effective bar against those who. 
r*en legally, collect and deal in shots-barreled 
Winchester Trapper* of the IMP* nr Thomp- 
«m submachine guns of the 1330a.
Them are squawk* (ram a bystander when a 
photographer takeea picture of s m u sbngtng 
a nfle dancing a "For Sale'' sign- Why is he 
. taking that pirture? Why. adds a show ore*, 
mwr. oomn t he take a shot of some really val­
uable guns I
Mausers and Waithere and Rrawmng* and 
ftaretu* are mosilv damped or lied down— 
and please dnn't handle without prrmuuaon. 
'You ran feck it up Out vou wnnt gofar.' grin* 
a vender. H « weapon* are held ut a tame riotn 
hv xafctv pin* and streirhra nf clastic through 
tkeirinegrr cuartt.
Ann in a strew nei aside for gun roHenne*. 
tmyrrs and sellers, swappers ana me mem. 
ynungners still panting for their Tim Daisy or 
gallery- 22. (here ready doemi mem to he 
much that's sentimentally raUeeutite m one 
stall: us star is a Mg-mmled M AC-10 semtati- 
lomatie machine piMol mat. By a simple home 
ronversstn taking fiv* mimite*. whispers a fan. 
ran hr given* rate nf firrn f IJOO-mueds-per.
The *iall operator is wearing a jungle-ra- 
nuitifUge T ..'hiri tM  pams. There's a revolver 
>n a rlio Hnlxier set in i he small of tn* hark.
The long, fatsilrtireron ihedispiaycn MAC. 
in is legal, he savs. nee*use dd * dummy. ' 'I ll
fiutihatway."
Orm Ruhoek dorm’l  much like aurh nhaer-
vatMft* and imerpmaunns from nuunerra. 
He's a collector ana prompter of the Anaheim 
•how, one of several he elates in Southern Cal­
ifornia each year. The MAC-10. he say*, may 
ne new. and apparently offensive, hut it ran 
aim be ransidemi an item for anyone oitetest- 
ed in such thing*. "Peept* like to speciafite." 
he explains. "Seme want nothing but Srnnh A 
Wessons, other* an nnctty interested in an- 
uqtm or military weapons.-and that MaC-10 
would (it someone'* eafteeuoh. "
Pk*M «m  ANABBtN. P*g*«
Sharpie* purchasing l2-gaug« scatteraun
eUMdied Adwertmament. plus 
hantware on weaDons oollector
Author M eqta s H ttio n tlt
Death Penalty: An Abolitionist’s View
ffyKATHI.KEW HCTfHWX. TimmSMt Wnm 
"The death penalty Is u 
ly by underdeveloped ___
The only devctoped countries t 
really uae it. as eppoaed W p «  hav­
ing u on ihe hnoks. am the 115. A., 
the Soviet t/nion and the Umen nf 
South Afnea. ' ami* Magee said. He 
fixed tna tutumer wrth a steady gam.
If the program* paid lew her*. 
Nanrv loneke and Paul Ifamei.are 
ill. RaoUi comes in to suMiituie. 
l-X-h class of immigrants gw* 
ihe he^uwunj; programs
ir seennd phase pm. 
i (nr another month After thm, 
>hpv will rPPUniie studvmg Rnglmh 
in Mud evening sclvw r i t w i  giv.
Phma maStxr-TAUGHT. Tan*
ally and ha new honk. "Slow Com­
ing ftjrk ' (Pilgrm Ffeem: t i n ' l l ,  a 
rnlleeuon of interviews wdh omfde
on Death Row m Amenranerumct.
The book, a* ones Magee himself, 
ha* » Bias again* the death penalty, 
mem arcurateiv phraxmt. pcrftass, 
m tne mm to nf the Fellowship of 
ftmtpciRation, an ahnhunnw gmup 
i hat Magee quotes more than oncei
Even before he had .spmt a dav 
pMHOgrapningJbhn-Spenkrhnk for 
Tewgweek at Florida State Pnson 
m 1978—the year before Spenke- 
link was em sitn—Magee had fern 
against the death nenaiiy. as an ab­
straction- Radical omdun of me 
’BOb that he wax—of pouts* he was 
sgamxtn.
It is 19A1 and Magee m il r r fm  tn 
bimself ax a child of the 'KOj. Hr n*s 
the crertenuaiX: rfegreen from Am­
herst and liokin Thenmeicai. mam •
mg cJtULneik.e tn New York State
pyixreu. A free tance-photnarvoP" 
*nrt wnter end nos an nrrlauu-b nun -
fiynaeMa ha wort, he will admit if 
pressed, a* a ittimery.
wd rhurrh. hui ecmnatiy I'm 
wmg on io people me tenet* of
16.1. Prratert rqual, we're *11 in 
a ingethee It's a radical equality
Many children nf ihe AOi nave
prnaflv in-ficcifit bum.nierm! 
Please wr# OKATR Fi
rx*AS10NALLY SOMEONK whn reads 
I /  I  I anmeUunf I have wntten abcnu dog* ne rats. 
I l y  j or even xtiake*. deduces (mm it inai I am "in 
I . senmuve'' to ammaw. and ougm not m have
any pets.
Of course i am not uwrmnivr to ammats: feu peeham 
I am not a* cm** to my pet* as many pemuearain thnra. 
1 an not emotBJrtell* depenrtmt on thefn. u t  ihnush I 
feel affemnn for them. I am reticent in mnwmc it. as i 
am m showing it for people. Jt is a legacy, perhatw. from 
my axceue forebears.
On Ihe other haod. I fref an affimtv forwiiitammair. I 
am attracted hv their beauty, 'heir grace, ixeir siiper- 
human skilli: and f especially jnmtre thne ihat wirmve, 
subtly adawihg their inmfuru. white rimgmg m mrir 
devanatra hjtsuui wiituri our ritirs.
Jack Smith
i - ™ * ! :  isir i*y>. our iincne* and
our moekingbirdS. and the occasional exotics whose 
name* t vn nut xitre of. Our rHatuuwniB is lentanve 
Nona has ever approached me wim whai ir.ighi have 
been uken a* an aifcnncaf fnendsfep. nr *n over- ur* m 
* elo*er xquaintanee. They remain rkquiMiny warv nf
air not i hp only xmtii 
I'm afraid my reii 
.wxnpihirg like <!)*•: r
III than penven.fec *c
Devotion to Pets: How Tweet It  is
enrerfiiflv nwnifun »mrt nf (wrd wiih pels ouch' hot ’0
1 fhink my wife'* feefing ahmn peuunturn like mine. 
She ban none as a child, and baa not always (elt entirriv 
ar nan wnh thnae we have picked uo over the vears. So 
I wax 'urprixrTl last spring when she caught an ailing 
earurv on me ffmrnfl m the hackvarrl and toe* >t m. 
puiung ii inafu»Mdoidraae"urhny*ha«if'Ri»tye»r» 
brfiwe. She called n Twevuc. which xeemed a hit i *  
cute, but at least it had the virtue of xuitmg cither .«*. It 
wax x jireiiv feed: pale yellow with tone hex of orange. 
She talked and whittled to i l  It ga*c her no answer nut
She seemed so droned in n. thnugh. that f bought a 
large ciIdol cage for it. for Mother's fla*: and lairr. be- 
c»u*e Twcetie never j*ng. f bought admirer canary, a 
niAie. lhai sang pnllianilv and iirriexxiv, all dsv Ineg 
The pel unre man MW me .'weette waxaixn amair. fe*
- lassie hwireWpingrfinres wild
grml humnr. When the new feed •umpsd smglhg la*> 
summer we were axxureq that h* wax only owdmg. ana 
would xmg again come fall. He has never xting since. 
Rut my wife has borne Du* dtscppomtfpwi with pa­
tience. wmnling and eoomg at him every morning ax if 
thinking she cemd ifw trc him tomngagain.
Meanwhile, over Hi* past few veara I havenhaerved 
the detenorKwi nf Jm«, I be pondie my wife aeqepied 
from a fnend whnxr nxm (tad given ner an unwanted lit­
ter. It wax a Pcnr inter, and Jatie was the runt That was 
more than I I  vearx aso. In recant mumps- Joke had be­
gun to tea* her senses, and was no tenter its* <n cope 
with the Airedale and the feisty Torkie 'hat mv wife 
had ukrn m off the street. (One rainy mgW three year* 
* n  the Yorkie had dnvan her otu of her hens* ana I 
was trying tn get h»* baca m, snd toxeta large concrete 
Mark m thrqnirwav ia keep (he Vickie fell, aid I nip- 
uirrd a vcrirnfal USX. I luvr beep psnne fnr ihat fnllv
rvrr since. ‘Finally .Inlv *vr»m* Mind and deaf, and hem hv ar 
Ihntif. and did tmfhine mu bump -nth ihidgx n* uand m 
a heap. wMmpenng l dm. r mink Mie'j gei'ing any.
Iftihf ntnitf H fr.'m r wrfcxiWdn"* mnrrungUM week.
Tfn.' l said, "f can't help."
J fed the other dflftx for two nr i h w  tdvs but I enured 
the pan the pondie had eair-i run nt. Then l«.,i Saiufd-ty. 
1 brnuchl i t  into me nnuse and pul u m me :.>n» I jte r  
my wife went mto the kitchen and eamr nui Wdnns 
klanmv.
wax readiog me Paoee and after
m bee nainmum and f  heard ner 
ui,any i*iken to v i  b'ftl.
’ Tweetie sdesrt,1’ -h 
as an felt bird,'' I remmord h;
Figure 6—Flush le ft  heads are easy to read because the eye moves 
naturally from le ft  to right over the page.
Letters
Think Metric —  and Become as Boring as an Ant?
itamnBunr
P f tP T O O
IUM » y |m  m l
i i t IM
da**. wbfmo
T M  1  a *  n ?  ny eu l«R. I
m  MU*. M M H  tM  I M t  I bM 
MM MM M  W IW M  m *  tM  
aw  tUMoagf
fak fh rr  trti ra* U *  darahi Tb* m
•  t* ib* M o u  *y*tm
i wtU *M  Mat tb*** •  aat mania marxiia**! aimanot of tb
AaM at* b y b  in  ao it *  tw>
mm i My at* aaw * m  of a m *.
inoraaotuy M«n> wta—t. *m  m
*  (U t **M oi  Svna.
Ut%IBM* B»IB» I 
tbNMM. «M  a U « * prefu. «
im  •  inn* tm KtuiMr a'fantmo t*r 
m* cratnMWMU «ff*ci " i  tn* *un 
*M  ta* imm. Ft* anvinint biaorr 
■mm t  n a r v a m i 'H i  wtoOrvrt 
-  Am* *t»* lim n Mn»
■100 tm *  tnttori mm kilo <1000
I quanat of in*
rona.
Tb* ouao t
« l | M * I N n
tan tbat a *  **nb «  eoaotaoitv
•  H u m  v  i«* Mm* uwnaomtaa r*r**wr liar om u l a* bad ramaad
ta* m t .  « •  u i I M M  to t *  to
MMtO auW — ao t o t  m im  ta n  
afla* tb a r c ro w  a* o0 pauaat 
m m * way tr* *om atakmo the 
«r**d tad tl  eoMb for i*t> aa*
T U B  B T H P C B  C O tM M M
d r tnm Corm
m r. Tb*yM* 
•  ta lad am *  
meat m. Tb*
i drruCTf atM 4 <*lt4
Dorlarw »o« >a* np**me
M*  tar. «M 1  M M y  
im  m a rt tl»<m w . *au*0 tbr**
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Figure 7—Centered heads give this page a jumpy appearance.
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The name of the section was usually centered at the top of the 
cover. Other essential information appearing on the flag was the 
name of the newspaper, date and sometimes the section number. The 
Oregonian and the Seattle Post-Intel 1iqencer 1isted features or 
columnists appearing inside. The Salt Lake Tribune ran partial head­
lines of inside features as "teasers" on its flag.
The most attractive flags were the least cluttered (Figure 8 ).
The Style flag, in an understated 18-point type, took up minimum space 
and didn't compete with headlines at the top of the page. The small 
type was "stylish" and elegant looking.
The People flag took up only an inch. The DAY, LIFE/STYLES 
and VIEW flags were all about two inches deep.
The Lifestyle flag looked like a long narrow cigar tube and was 
cluttered with too much information. The Living '81 flag varied from 
one to three columns and floated on the front cover. This posed an 
awkward design problem, did not work well with the overall page layouts, 
and was not consistent with other section heads.
The Denver Post also had unattractive standing heads. Pictures 
of the columnists, such as Ann Landers, were cut out and appeared to be 
floating, John the Baptist style, i'nside a box with their names (Figure 
9). Too much space was taken up by these heads. The standing head 
over the horoscope ran l i  inches deep by 3 columns.
The Seattle Post-Intelligencer combined sketched portraits with 
bar lines to make some nicely designed standing heads. The Los Angeles 
Times used no photos or sketches but achieved a pleasing design with 
line rules and consistent type face.
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THE N E W  YORK TIM ES  STYLE MONDAY. MARCH 9. 19»t
fFi/SlYLB S M ttl*  PosWmflltigenctr •  Tuesday. Maren 10, i»9 »
Ann Landers D  Page 2 
Consumer Reports □  Page 3 
Classified advertising Q Page 4
MARCH 11,1981 WEDNESm v
FOOD, FEATURES 
NEWS, TELEVISION
^he jsalt £akr Sribnnt
L i f e s t y l e  “  — — ■ -  —
38 Sm&mamfQrmUt D̂ soraiO© n - * , . M - . u . i « i
P9ST 13.1981 71 SECTION F
VIEW Books/Society
Monday, Mueb 9,1 Qoe AngeUe $im ee.
Figure 8 —The most attractive flages were simple and uncluttered. The 
boxes around the Lifestyle and Living '81 flags look dated.
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Figure 9—Cut-out photos of the columnists appear to be floating in these 
standing heads. The line rule border used as a "hood" over the 
horoscope column takes up too much space and looks dated, as 
does the reversed-out type for the "Socially Speaking" column.
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Staff Analysis
A good lifestyles section did not have to be large, although the 
largest section, VIEW, happened to be one of the best. The Style sec­
tion of The New York Times, the smallest section, was one of the best.
19Except for theme days, i t  was one page a day. Most sections, however,
averaged three to four pages daily beginning with an open section cover.
The Sunday and Wednesday food sections tended to be complete sections.
While many sections attempted to appeal to the interests of both
20men and women, most of the copy was written by women. Fifty-three
women were identified as staff writers for the seven papers, compared to
15 men. Tte Salt Lake Tribune and The Denver Post had exclusively female
writers. The Los Angeles Times had the most balanced staff with eight
female and seven male writers.
Of the total number of bylined stories that ran, including
staff-written, wire and news service copy, there were 129 stories by
women and 55 stories by men. The Salt Lake Tribune had the highest
ratio of women-to-men writers with 20 stories written by women and two
by men. The Denver Post, which after The New York Times was the smallest
section, had the most equal mix of bylined stories, nine each by women
and men. The Los Angeles Times had 21 stories by women and 16 by men.
At the other papers, women wrote more than twice as many stories as did 
21men.
Women wrote almost four times as much local copy as did men.
Female staff writers wrote 86 stories compared to 24 by men. All of 
the local stories at The Denver Post were written by women, as were 
most of the stories at The Oregonian, the Seattle Post-Intelligencer
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and The Salt Lake Tribune. Again, the Los Angeles Times had the most 
equal mix with 15 local stories written by women and 13 by men.
The Los Angeles Times had the most equable balance between 
male and female writers and was the least slanted toward women. I t  
was the only section edited by a man, Bob Rector.
The New York Times was slightly geared toward women's interests, 
particularly the fashion page, but i t  had good general-interest appeal. 
The Living (food) section appealed equally to both sexes and was 
radically different from other food sections that were s t il l  geared 
mainly toward housewives.
The Oregonian and The Salt Lake Tribune had the most traditional 
lifestyles sections. They had mostly female writers and carried a 
high number of stories on traditional women's interests, such as club 
news, fashion and beauty tips, recipes, household hints, sewing and wed­
dings.
Use of courtesy title s  by both papers also made them seem more 
traditional and socially oriented.
The covers of Th_e Denver Post were of general interest but the 
inside pages, which consisted of Ann Landers, the horoscope and the 
social column, were directed more at women.
Although the staff of the Seattle Post-Intelligencer was heavily 
female, i t  did a good job of covering topics interesting to both men 
and women. Stories directed specifically at women focused on career 
women, such as features on Japan's only female foreign correspondent, 
a woman financier and a female time-management consultant. The fashion
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section was geared toward women, and the food section, while traditional 
in appearance, contained some of the more interesting syndicated columns 
—"60 Minute Gourmet," "Craig Claiborne's Gourmet Diet," "Naturally,"
"New on Market," and "The Butcher."
The San Francisco Chronicle combined human-interest and women's- 
interest features with medical-advice columns, social columns and the 
bridge and chess columns. Weddings and courtesy tit le s  were omitted.
Men and women were more equally represented as columnists than as 
22feature writers. There were 57 syndicated female columnists vs. 43 
male columnists. Local columnists were about evenly s p lit, 17 women to 
16 men.
Men tended to write more articles about medicine, gardening and 
games, such as bridge and chess. Women wrote more advice, coping, fashion, 
sewing and society columns. Men and women wrote nearly equally on food, 
humor and personal commentary.
While women did most of the feature writing, men.did most of the 
photography.23 of 273 photos (not including brides), 140 were wire ser­
vice or uncredited. The remaining 133 were identifiable as staff photos.
Of those, 104 were taken by men, 29 by women.
Most of the photos in The Salt Lake Tribune were uncredited. How­
ever, the Tribune did have four of the most outstanding photos, four 
dazzling process-color photos of kites flying in the wind.
All of the photos in The Denver Post and Seattle Post-Intelligencer 
were taken by men.
The Los Angeles Times had the most equal ratio of male to female 
photographs with 19 photos taken by men and 15 by women. The New York 




See Appendix I for a l is t  and explanation of the 37 topics that 
ran in lifestyles.
10More stories were termed "interesting" than any other description 
partly because this was the most general of the descriptive categories.
^See Appendix I I  for a l is t  of topics popular with the different 
lifestyle  sections.
12Consumer-interest columns were: "Super Market Shopper," "Con­
sumer Reports," "New on Market," "Market Basket Bargains," "Super Savers" 
by Jan Leasure, "Consumer Saturday" by Michael deCourcy Hinds, and 
"Freebies" by Brian Weiss.
13Coping columns were: "Ann Landers," "Dear Abby," "Dr. Joyce
Brothers," "Past 65" by Carl Riblet J r ., "Working Woman" by Niki Scott, 
and "Options" by Beverly Stephen.
^Health columns were: "Dr. Neil Solomon," "To Your Good Health"
by Dr. Paul G. Donohue, "Medical Roundup," "Personal Health" by Jane E.
Brody, "Ask the Doctor" by G. Timothy Johnson, M.D., and "For Women 
Only" by Christine Haycock, M.D.
15Nutrition columns were: "Naturally" by Sharon Cadwallader,
"Nelson Talks Food" by Richard Nelson, "Slim Gourmet" by Barbara 
Gibbons, "Laurel's Kitchen" by Carol Flinders, "Ask a Dietician," "The 
Butcher" by Merle E llis , "Food for Thought" by Jean Mayer and Jeanie 
Goldberg, "Garden Gourmet" by Gary Niederkorn, "The Gourmet Diet" by 
Craig Claiborne, and "Food and Fitness" by Dr. Lawrence Power.
16Society columns were: "The Evening Hours" by Judy Klemesrud,
The New York Times; "In One Ear," by Rod Patterson, The Oregonian;
1TSocTaTly Speaking" by Patricia Collins, The Denver Post; "Jody Jacobs," 
"MaxineChesire" and "San Diego on VIEW," Los Angeles Times; and "The 
Social Scene" by Pat Steger, "The Chatter Box" by Suzy Knickerbocker, 
and "Herb Caen," San Francisco Chronicle.
^As of 1983, the lifestyles sections of The Denver Post, The Oreqonian, 
and the Seattle Post-Intelligencer include arts and entertainment.
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CHAPTER I I I  
CONCLUSIONS
The answer to the question "What is a lifestyles section?" is that 
i t  is a feature section focused primarily on people and stories of human 
interest. Lifestyles features revolved around people—what they do for 
a living, how they rear their children, how they cope-with problems, 
what they eat, wear, and enjoy doing socially and for entertainment. 
Profiles on people and the interesting things they do ran in every paper.
The best sections had the highest proportion of interesting and 
useful features. Nearly all of the 36 stories that ran in The New York 
Times, for instance, were well-developed bylined features that were 
"interesting" (15) or "useful" ( 17 ). This made for attractive layouts 
(no f ille rs ) and compelling reading.
"Informative" stories about local happenings provided important 
information to readers but took up a lot of space, posed a layout prob­
lem (or were the result of poor layouts) and generally had limited reader­
ship appeal. Many papers, such as the Seattle Post-Intelligencer, 
packaged information about local events into weekly calendars, such 
as "Around the Sound." This reduced the amount of space wasted, 
allowed readers to glance at a variety of local events, and provided 
more equal coverage of community affairs.
Except for humor and advice columns, "entertainment" features— 
i .e . ,  cartoons, horoscopes, bridge columns and puzzles—were inappropriate
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in the lifestyles section. The Los Angeles Times ran several small 
cartoons such as "Cathy" that were not funny. The bridge and chess 
columns, which always ran on the inside pages of the San Francisco 
Chronicle, provided a disappointing contrast to the cover features.
Humor columnists, such as Erma Bombeck and Art Buchwald, were 
not as fresh and funny as they used to seem.
The better sections were well written, had a variety of stories, 
often written from an interesting angle or viewpoint, and had serious 
as well as light features.
Description
Section Name
Whatever the lifestyles section is called, i t  should be recog­
nizable as the feature section. "Style" aptly characterized The New 
York Times' lifesty le  section and "People" described the San Francisco 
Chronicle1s section.
Days Run
Lifestyles should be run seven days a week or at least six days 
a week i f  a variety of lifestyles magazines are carried Sunday. Unlike 
hard news, which is unpredictable and often unpleasant to read, l i f e ­
styles is generally upbeat and gives readers something to look forward 
to. The Saturday Los Angeles Times was disappointing without a VIEW 
section.
News Hole
1) Number of pages: A lifestyles section didn't have to be
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large to be good. The Style section of The New York Times was one page 
or less and was always interesting and attractive.
2) Covers: Open covers were ideal for feature news since this 
allowed more latitude for creative layouts. Unfortunately, few papers 
made good use of the space. Most of the covers were similar in appearance 
to the news pages except that pictures were run larger.
3) Average number of inside pages weekdays: A daily one-page 
section well written and carefully laid out was preferable to three or 
four pages fille d  with syndicated columns, wire copy, cartoons and 
entertainment features.
4) Theme pages: Except for the food section, designing pages 
around regular topics on certain days of the week represented a new 
method of packaging lifestyles. Papers that were not designed around 
regular topics offered more variety and promised surprises each day.
Having separate sections for fashion and food allowed more space to be 
devoted to other lifestyles topics. Sections that were designed accord­
ing to fashion, consumer interest and interior design risked being a 
l i t t le  monotonous but were more clearly focused than regular lifesty le  
pages. In the larger c ities , such as New York, theme pages wouldn't
be as limiting as they might be for smaller papers where there would be 
less local news on those narrower topics.
5) Sunday sections: Expanded Sunday sections offered readers
more variety than space permitted weekdays but often made the mistake 




The most popular and prevalent topics were consumer-interest and 
health and nutrition features. How to save money and be healthy were 
major concerns of all the lifestyles sections.
Articles about health and nutrition were more prevalent than 
recipes and cooking features. However, food features were a major part 
of four lifestyles sections that did not have separate food sections.
Human-interest features, a catch-all description of articles that 
were of general interest, formed the next most popular topic. Fashion, 
social news and women's-interest news ranked next. Advice columns, either 
Dear Abby or Ann Landers, were regular features in four papers. Landers 
was run in three lifestyles sections, Abby in one, The Oregonian. Club 
news was a major topic of interest in one paper, The Oregonian; three other 
papers also carried some news about local clubs and organizations.
Coping stories and features about family problems were popular. 
Nearly every lifestyles section had a humor column, the best of which 
were staff written. Numerous small notices about community events, 
such as talks, workshops and meetings, ran in five lifestyles sections. 
Entertainment features—puzzles, cartoons, comics, bridge and chess— 
were popular in both the San Francisco Chronicle and Los Angeles Times. 
Some of those features also ran in three other lifestyles sections.
The rest of the lifestyles content consisted of features on a 
variety of special interests, such as antiques, books, plants and 




Social news was limited mainly to society columns and was per­
sonal, relatable and often funny. Socializing consumes a significant 
amount of people's time and interest and is probably under-reported in 
lifestyles, a reaction, no doubt, to a fear of seeming s illy  and ir re l­
evant. But more news and pictures of people being sociable would 
brighten up the lifestyles section and more accurately reflect an im­
portant part of community l i fe .
Weddings
The lack of wedding writeups in many lifestyles sections reflects 
a growing trend to remove social news from lifestyles and perhaps, with 
the divorce rate running at about 50 percent, a changed social attitude 
toward the significance of wedding rituals. Most wedding writeups were 
treated as matters of public record and reported either under vital 
statistics or as briefly as possible. Writeups were handled uniformly, 
with all the pictures and copy the same size and length, as they should 
be.
The Oregonian tried to include something personal about each of 
the weddings, such as the fact that the bride wore her mother's wedding 
dress, which made the writeups more interesting. The Oregonian also did 
a good job of running the writeups underneath or beside the brides' 
pictures so that the writeups could be easily clipped and saved (Figure 
10). Writeups in The Salt Lake Tribune often did not run near the 
appropriate photos, which was confusing (Figure 11). Writeups in The 
Oregonian should have been run on the same page and writeups in The
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WVtf rhfUi£5T MOiMErlTV
Figure ll--Wedding writeups in The Salt Lake Tribune did not run under­
neath the appropriate photos. Displaying the photos in clusters 
or groups is preferable to the "measle's" style of sprinkling 
them a ll over the page.
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Salt Lake Tribune should have been run on the same day.
Womens-Interest News
Many lifestyles editors seemed to make a conscious effort to 
appeal to the interests of both men and women. S t i l l ,  women and their 
special concerns were a major part of most lifestyles sections. But 
instead of focusing on the problems of homemakers and mothers, as in 
times past, the stories were geared more toward working and career 
women. Despite, and because of, the changing role of women in society, 
women s t il l  seem to have special concerns that are more newsworthy than 
men's interests.
Fashion
Several papers used stories from The New York Times and the AP 
to report fashion trends. Many of these stories could have been local­
ized and would have been more relevant to readers. The emphasis of 
the fashion sections was not so much on styles as i t  was on value, 
practicality and consumer interest. Few stories dealt with makeup, 
hair styles and beauty tips. Since what we wear and how we look is of 
enormous personal interest to people, more serious attention should 
be paid to those subjects.
Food
Except for The New YOrk Times, a ll of the food sections could 
have been improved. The difference between a good food section, such 
as Living, and other food sections was like the difference between 
canned and homemade food (Figure 12). One had originality and pizazz,
THE VBW YORK TIMES. WEDNESDAY, MARCH
PCRMNAL HEALTH
M inim izing 
The Risks 
Of Medicines
•yJANE f .  •■00V 
AN MfiUMIM* ou «■( UMn« (M drip, an>T
A A  oneol wtaeh. *  Weeping medica 
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Of the Girl Scout 
Cookie, 1981
’ Cassoulet: Variations 
On a Hearty Theme
lyKOfUflOSGMM
made ever a couple el days. Tbe 
aad vegatbWec are coaaaa aem- 
ea top of tba stove, taaa bated 
-toibeovm.
Ukea aouffw. uetaaidnnua 
tbe eobbMM Wop wits
by r u b  m u t  t i n  
•eu believe Vanda Slastenef viefttts, Kan., me
tbe nopa. On taaoaer band. Boa wtismaf Jupttro.
All else needed will 
be light red wine 
green salad and fruit
cenanay net ao, aaye Amy
I OtM
macaw taun.
Kite Me Kate." takae
Be*, youimgbt sab. do Ctrl 
auivtva at—  camranreyy The 
nKely. w m i maCirt Scouts of tbe United States
draff alont Oa cetd fligncM ftoere.meat, oyatera are a good bis 
~aam ilav eng—  In (be red—
be rtgbt. aad taaa titnpiy ge
Thus—kts Girt scout weet. the cUmaa of cbe 
al eeiUng. «  daring. baking end deit'
Aay day ne<s btotae ordered from the 
m o <nii
Thin Mtata, vaacbai (vamtla add 
landwtchaal. ceoeoat sad «  
eberttnad Trefoils. Fernet-
raa order la eotamiy largCT tbae any laban by )«ur 
local Ctrl Seem Trap, but i t l  nil) only a part el




im»—to the venous eauaeua and taaa regularly tub-
MUatgla
taa numbers. '"me youm girt» m  
taMcy in meaban.'* we said. "TSey put 
EPefMaoce. They Man
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jtava to aimmtr for hour* era) botm. M 
if you hke. or laager." he said.Iren Pengord. Alaaoe, Gascony
important fcanueta tba © ft Scouts m evury level, frem
gratina — sprmJUed with bread cnaoaa
life r
aae cftdd to tna United Scam." actordiag to Frances 
111—  I twin obi anal eaacuuve director ol tba Girt
Umcad .UrtMaa. Itr  aaainiRe. baa euegbt nre tou-
e. ftcetveea royalty paymam 
sdcebeipndWtGtriSoaiu' oauanalargaaue-
Coukiesarr. Burry ol Ellaabetb. N.J. (v  _
tba roe tmlllon slantbinJ Trefetls for Umtad Air- 
Uum BrewtueBAMceof lem**iHe. Ky.: Fa- tfteaa daya. be careful not to overran.
Making a caasoulat ti quite a long 
procan. but net difficult, particularly
auh lint* tu 
l  put into tbe oven, in the la- 
mom mn el CastMbgudary tbetv is a 
tana oat na* rover bean out nace tne
Figure 12--The Living cover of The New York' Times features four staff- 
written stories, a large graphic and a photo and proves that 
food pages can be as live ly  and interesting as other l i f e ­
styles pages.
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while the other was bland and unexciting. More staff-written copy and 
photos were needed.
With over 50 percent of American women working, food features 
should be an invaluable source for money-saving shopping advice and 
tasty, time-saving recipes.
A good trend was an emphasis on health and nutrition—eating 
right, staying slim, and educating the public about proper vitamins and 
minerals. While The Denver Post ran a full-page color picture of a 
cheese-rice torte on the cover of its Food section and a full-page 
inside feature on ice cream cakes, there seemed to be less emphasis on 
high-calorie desserts than in the past. Many sections also carried 
columns on gourmet cooking and wines which are probably of interest to 
many people who, out of economic necessity, are entertaining more at 
home these days rather than dining out. The proliferation of gourmet 
columns also suggests that American tastes have changed. Lifestyles 
editors must think readers are more interested in French, Oriental and 
Mexican cuisine than they are in the standard American meat-and-potatoes 
fare. Although foreign dishes are probably more costly and time-consum­
ing to prepare, an appreciation for those food reflects a better-educated 
public and a willingness to spend more money on food prepared at home, 
perhaps as an alternative to the expense of dining out.
All of the papers carried a good selection of syndicated food 
columns, many of which were excellent. School-lunch menus and fresh- 
produce columns were good local features. The Salt Lake Tribune had a 
"Requests" column where people could write in and request recipes from 
readers. Those types of columns help involve readers and make the food
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sections more fun and personable.
Related Lifestyles Sections and Supplements 
Arts and Entertainment
News about plays, concerts, art shows and other cultural events 
belongs together and should be packaged separately for the convenience 
of readers. All but one paper, The Oregonian, clearly separated arts 
and entertainment news from their lifestyles sections.
Other Related Sections
Separating fashion and food from lifestyles allows lifestyles to 
maintain its identity as a human-interest section. "Weekend" sections, 
which ran Fridays in two papers, helped readers see at a glance what 
was happening over the weekend and were particularly useful in larger 
cities where there were many activities in which to participate.
Sunday Supplements
Sunday supplements were the next best thing to TV in print. 
Readers could tune in to drama, comedy, travelogues, and cultural, edu­
cational and entertainment features. I f  the writing was not always the 
best on Sundays, at least the selection was.
Layout and Design
Packaging
Horoscopes, comics, cartoons, crossword puzzles, and bridge and 
chess columns did not belong in the lifestyles section (Figure 13). 
Neither did features on records, movies and television. Those features 
should be packaged in the entertainment section (Figure 14). Book
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©a*nl thequahue*(M> BuendearedLady Dtaaa Spencer to the Brush public a her sflynea. When her engagement to Prince Charlas * u  announced Iasi month. Lady Diana wasoeacrtbed 
bv fnendt w 'thy ana gentle." The prw* tat tuckbioied 
ner Shv Oi" because Me MeMes when followed oy
When Being Shy 
Isn't So Sweet
a famous The idea that relehriiv is nr 
other tympu 
o somehow comforting 10 other thy people.
There a comfort, too. in intone* After surveying 
morethan 10.0®  penpt* of *Sf inu* age* and income levett, 
Stanford tnweriuv researchers report (tat 40 perceoi 
deacnoe memsefvee as shy and Dial another «  percent 
tay they used U Be shy Bt
feelings et shyness. " Ft .
Stanford research protect. observed in a recent inicrviev 
Of raunv. vhv people do eot go around compfaiuag 
scout their xttynea They are the real nient majority.'
Zirabardo *  widriy regarded aa the first social 
Ytenttst to take shyness senoutiy. After more than tune 
vrars of survey*. interviews and espenmenu on what he 
calls a social doeaae.' Zimbanto has divided ita virtun* 
into two groups — Use "publcty” and "privately" shy.
Puhffrfy shy peefNe fit the stereotype They raanee 
conceal the shynea that their behavior, both verbal and 
non-verbal, so dearly reveaia They fail to matt eye 
contact or to smite at other*. Their pnuu* is poor, then- 
speech low. They tend to stutter and blush a lot.
nude ronfidehce and an Worn* on the nb. shynea strtte* 
m socially unpredictable situation* that call for lyoniaae*- 
ty "The moat important area a intimacy, Zimbardo said.
Here, both people should be equal There are no rum  
that say Mow you ta ll and Mow you don't tall.' By us 
irry nature, intimacy creates a maximum q( freedom 
That's where sbynee* comes in.'
Shyness miner* freedom. Sbysmu. aa Ztmbardo 
descrihea it. o a kind of prison in which the person plays 
the auai roles of the guard, who impose* restrictive rules, 
and rta prisoner, wao follows me rules and (Bus earns tbe 
guard * contempt.
"The core of shvness.' he sa 
concern about being evaluated aad a 
evaluation will be negative and you wsi ne refected"
A com moo sensation reported by people seeking help 
at the Stanford Shynea Clinic a that of being an actor
before aa ever present sudteoc*.
What if the cure for ihyneat’ In some cases, the easy
Lady (Hams Spnnenr. Banana af brim *  C M n ,
Privately shy people give off no eaay mnau. Some 
may appear to be bored, aloof or inobbwh: others can be 
poued and even extraverted in pubhc. These are me 
reiebntie*. the poiitieiaa* and tbe university professors. 
ZimhardO said. "What they report to interviews is the 
saoie laternai anxiety, tbe same fears. They have simply 
learned ta hade them."
For tbe te
But not an ihv people are lacking to social skills What 
they lack, accordion to ZUnhand, a a feeling of sell- 
worth He Mi dim society for itua After cnn*«ultural 
studies in eight rountnes. the paycbologtt tiumruas that 
>nyness nourishes in rociMies where parents transmit 
cultural norms that stress competition. individual success 
and personal roipeftsibiiuy for failure.
In Bfitata Zimberdo seat. the appeal of ladv On as* 
shyness is not surprising: 'Shy reserve a a national 
charxcterwtlc there. The appearance of moo cany a  prized, 
like maay other* who its airaoat aa upper-class trait to have a slight stutter."
A Racy Affair 
In Santa Anita
S O C IA L  S C W B
SPORTS-A-GO-GO The Frosty Kaoops, the F riu Gm u, Robert and Shirley Rood. Paiay 
Pope snd the Jack Bateses spent most of their 
weekend at tae track in Sanu Anita — primarily 
for the Santa Anita handicap Sunday and tbe 
luncheon the Robert Scrubs gave before the race.
The play at the firs t annual Wilke* 
gg ikfsrd Tem b r i i n i r .  which took piece ever 
tbe weekend as -Silverado, never started before 
a etviiixed *  p.m. Sandy Welker didn't bother 
with the qualifying mate hew Saturday, hut just 
lamed up for the finals Sunday. When 
competitor Matthew Kelly was asked who woo. 
be replied. " I  forgot.’  Bat he hasn't forgotten 
the name — and telephone number — of 
naode ft anas partner. Ketby McGrath. (Note: 
Bruce Owen and Bob Bell were the winner*.)
Matthew warmed up for htf tennis play by 
attending Mary and Bariuby Conrads dinner 
Friday at Trader Vic's after the opening of 
Bemaby's abow at the Maxwell Galleries. The 
Gene Kilgores and Maryon Davies Lewis with her 
daughter. Lucy, were early arrivals at (be show: 
They wanted to get home in time to watch 
Walter Cronkita drop hi* anchor spot on the CBS
TUB FAMOUS BOX BAB at the Opera 
House has been reserved by Matilda and Oick 
Kuniit for a reception Thursday for Arunna 
Stasataopoutoa. the author o f "Marta Calla* The 
Woman Behind the Legend". . .  After three 
month* of being besieged by anxious Bos leases 
trying to land Richard Burton for dinner. Caroie 
Stsoremnein left for Hawaii — just as Burton and 
CtmeWt ' left town Sunday. Mb final golden 
words to Carotn. "You must remember to invite 
ua back. We love this city.
Jobs Trains, a Delta Unes vice president, 
is flying in Puerto Vallarta this weekend to 
give s luncheon Sunday for the Phil Obers and 
the Pan! BenerefU: he'll also welcome the first 
Delta ship iota PV .,.W beo Connie Wiley 
retnrn* front Gitaad. she'll temporarily move 
into John Dodds' place in Belvedere < te t 
'pending mere time in New York now. so he's 
taken •  fla t in  Greenwich Village!, becanae 
actor Albert Finney has rented ta r  house 
white working an the film . 'Shoot the Moon." 
He and seme o l kb  co-workers w ill be honored 
at a cocktail party benefiting the Megie 
Theater later this month on board Walter 
Lander's ferryboat.
Are Humans Too Finicky for This?
idea about eti food.
"Why oat sell mouse-flavored c it food 
and. if lbs Audubon Society wouldn't be 
offended, flavors (enuring some of our 
feathered friends. Parakeet would be an 
ideal dunce."
"Nobody would buy it." he replied, 
shaking bn bead vigorously. -Would you
C O f f i f  B O B A g
By ArMme Owlet
od Utc way her cooatrrparts on tetevi- 
ui do — tbe baa never danced the cfta- 
ta toward her diabi. Kitty yawned as cats
Hr explained tlut its better i 
feature flavors humus can appreciate •• 
beef, chicken, tuns, liver • '  — —•
had provided him witn a velvet reriiner 
Ike pink ribbon she had lied around Bis 
buiMike neck > a  about is fitting as 
dressing as elephant ui a tutu.
When she gave me Renfro's menu for 
the week. I gulped. It ransaietf of ground 
round ‘so hamburger. she warned’, cairs 
liver aod shredded chicken breast- No 
mernioa was atade of cat food.
Often, she added. Renfro would not 
eat what « «  on his plate mat day. but 
would opt for something else.
•  *J* j s- ■ a t  
KQJi w gl Itm*x» i v w
.-MM* WeM tw it E*M
4 •  Paae Paaa Pesa
Oo*fl<i>( IrjO: Two ol .
Nonn-Soutlt might navevneed 
m a no irump contract if Sons nad 
chosen to respond one no trump or 
■! South had reBtd three no trump 
rather man lour spades.
Not ihat ifte no trump game 
couldn't he heatrn. It would have 
required exact defense. Bui basical­
ly the same defense was necessary 
to thwart declarer (ram scoring up 
four spades.
W«n led a low diamond. Since 
it wxa highly unlikely mat agamm 
a subcontract. We*t would lead
hand. East decided mat nv had to 
know wno held the queen of
duct an intelligent defense
X» he made me expert plas ot 
tlu- jack i» ‘ Be first inm Thai 
could nut cost if partner nail Ihe
iw hungry 
Moreover, ii
tews (or Bun. I have never met 
as a vegetarian or who would 
:e shred of lettuce, ao nutter
looking at the ingredv
I've often »nnoer*d how cats tur 
ived w-ii hout the variety of pet foods no* 
in ihe market. When I » u  growtng up wi
purthaxed I was bard pressed to find how 
ii could be snM aa fcatimog "tuna-
The mam tittredteat was ii>t«j aa 
ground yellow com. oext. soybean meal.
- globules, to
■bough there was plenty of food and fresh 
water at her disposal
However, no cat could be as lusay as
Renfro whose yory has been raid many 
lime* in our family. Renfro we* pan rtf a 
package deal — tie came with an apart­
ment my hushand and I wanted to rent 
shortly after ue were mamed.
Declarer won Ihe queen oi 
. diamonds and led the king of 
spade* Cast took the ice iitd now 
look slock. Declarer almost surely 
held tbe are of diamonds, so there 
were not many tncki to be had m 
mat suit.
And dummy’s club suit 
presen led a very obvious threat — 
declarer might u*|| $ned one or 
more losers on ihai soil unless the 
defenders took thetr tricks quickie 
The defense needed three- more 
irukx if Ihev were going to defeat 
the hand. tM  (he only mjiI mat 
qtrered any hope of more than one
One problem was solved — me 
second was which heart to lead. 
The winning play is me 10 because
well, urhrb I could uck* ffioreappdttang
name oo il
I could use the technique I do with 
leftovers. For starters, how about Chicked 
Catch-y an-tomorrow? Is M the Cat * Meow?
East found ihe correct shift 
Had he im  a low heart, declarer 
would simply duck and the defend- 
era would he ahle iu wore only two
disrard Ms remaining losers on 
dub* after drawing irumps. aod 




By OMsrtta Mayewe*. W.D.
Judge Isabelle Grant A/terwsrd, fanuiy and tbe 
judge went oo to the Trafalgar Boon at Trader 
Vkc s for QInner — and more oenw Janes sister. 
□ Ira . announced her engagement to Armen 
Odabasbran. Jane and OUm are tbe daughter* of 
tbe Robert Goitiem of Seattle. The newlyweds 
are living barn while tie attends Hastings.
will w mentally retarded-1* there gaythieg ihai c*a
Ihern is us known cun for Down s syndioma. 
htrh a the preferred tara far dtMgoUfn. However. 
-----------"-atcaratatelendltaoedtheUfe
counseling and praostai deteeuoa of
correct the conditiM
lit 1899. (he life HpeetaBcy of Down's syndrome 
victim* was uae vest*. Today, seme Down s ayudraeie 
victims are living into their TPs. But in spite of tbetr 
increased Hfetpao. they can only Mexpenad to attain 
■he IQ level of an Byear-oM at best.
Because or thetr Unproved ttfe ezpectaocy. many 
of them new outliv* thetr pareot*. which means they 
may ta left without Boa* care, la is * past, many of 





Down's lybdrame can ta  identified early ia a 
pregnaarv through amexKeniew. a leal which a oflen 
advssd for pregnanl women over S. becaiae of 
higher ratio of Down's syndrome births is t 
women. If Downs syndrome u identified, the parents
preufwncy.
There art an esnmated two is sn miHioe reurded 
people in the U.S. No treatment that I am aware oi 
vtgnifrantiy improved ihetr Kb- although a 
attempit have Been made with a variety of dwt* 
tnedtraiionf. However, morettudta are io order be 
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Figure 13--The bridge and chess columns and a cartoon regularly packaged 
on the inside pages of the San Francisco Chronicle, were 
frivolous features that did not belong in the 1 ifestyles section.
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mat da tar
to KMipiay
aoBtb raiactod a mpaoai fty 
: O r m  to Batalle aartaoai
Hamid Zaftnea. a protean? 
aipuaoat Waeunmaur Chott Coiiata. 
payed uo piano esaqMaicuns in 
CarnedM ftaciial HaU an Sunday rutBt -?asrsCn-.
u n h n  neo warn 
m  sm —(bam m u  a return to (ftat 
artMrmuru.
ZcMasot Pnftm *. Dcmny. Sara.
dal lattor »  Mr. Davia, Mr. Kbaai 
nod tbot tba arttai bobM
n iU H a c m in  Sat Mr. Davia ana. 
u T ftJ S I eaotad is au rM y to Mr. Kbaal that i i 
° *yu UMpnteeteweappmvedftyihaPorUa 
ibaettyi
Had "Hoanaaa a Pmuneff." ••Sytn-
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gawa (M tiiuoeo ol dcpib witfitan im
uad by Marcs r..aM  teat 
daetam aaaud fto
Figure 14—The crossword puzzle and chess column of The New York Times 
were more appropriately placed in Arts/Entertainment.
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reviews, especially those written by staff and contributing writers, 
made good lifestyles copy. Travel news, which in The Oregonian was 
mostly syndicated copy, should be packaged separately. Hard news also 
did not belong in the feature section but news features were highly 
interesting and topical.
Graphics
Some sections, such as the Style section of The New York Times, 
were carefully designed by an a rtis t. All the graphic design elements 
(borders, line rules, cut-outs, call-outs, etc.) worked together as a 
whole (Figure 15). The Style pages were as exciting to look at as the 
features were interesting to read. Oftentimes the use of graphics in 
other papers looked contrived and a r t if ic ia l.  Bordering an occasional 
feature with decorative trim was distracting rather than attractive.
Many papers were inconsistent in their use of graphics, underlining 
some kickers and not others, and indiscriminately bordering features. 
Care should be taken so that graphic design works together and does not 
merely decorate the page.
Photos
The section covers were the most visual pages but often the 
photos weren't well displayed (Figure 16). Photo composition could 
have been more imaginative in almost every case (Figure 17). Clustering 
photos together and using white space as a design element would have 
enhanced the display (Figures 18 and 19).
Inside pages tended to be uniformly gray, particularly toward
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Figure 15—A combination of sketches, photos, cut-outs, borders and line
rules show how graphic design can make lifestyles pages exciting 
to look at and compel 1 ing to read.
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‘This building seems destined to produce furniture5
By JUOY MeOOTtOTT 
• t a o o n a w
Sunlight iiretmfBg ia thfdugh 
s»lh*rly windBW* aesis to belie tfteir 
existence. Mt iBe |ltont ot woodwork-
t  sprawling Nartt-
U UlSf OB£# BOUNO 
m  coMtry'i lv | it t  furniture factory.
Derosas before thete « u  t  Banltetd 
Freeway, in as are* otd-iUherscall Suf- 
liras'* CtfUA «r* Daera Barter Hna- 
lecturing Co. set up shop in I900. even­
tually BoHding t  payroll of 3,000. When 
(it* plant (Me* ia 1954. one of the Bid­
ders an key ntcMtttry *1 vie liquid*- 
iiox ule wu Chart** Sirkef. who uie 
following year oversaw the rebirth of 
me SOO.MO-squsre-foot complex tt 
Sortheea 2StB Aveoo* i f  yet another 
maker of furniture. Barker MapufscfW-
Inj,
Barker, wakfi ftlrea a oumoat of oM
atanofKOirtd Ben room cue toan until 
•‘ it* 1371 Bankruptcy Today, there ta a 
tew owner. Joe Wextoo of Westo* i»  
veatmeac Co.
Weeuta. wBo aatiud the bonding* 
The Storage Place. envtaMnM partiltoo- 
in* Uti t |u i| nracture entirely into oih 
nt-war* Booses. Therefore. fit wni «tr>
pasted." he admitted. "We do have a 
partial problem. aad the more total! 
tenants with employee*, the more acute 
tbe women. Th* BmWlng — -
h
□<= t&KS?
apparitions — Senmng gnam of woodworker* d* ji ta
a r t. Custom
staff pMtnwaoaELuawdTlu JEWETT • . w i w - a O w w . B . a . t . i w . w
Approximately half of ike Beildint'* 
spwe it rented, witt 60.000 square feet 
ia mlni-*iar*g* aad 210000 aquarv leet 
divided among 3) commercial tenant*.
EaMoeauki. a woodworker and custom 
foemtore maker who lu t fail moved hie 
operation to 2.000 tqoan feet in * ’e»- 
ton'* Building.
’I fell la love'with the BidldlBg.' 
mid Ecoaooikl. "It h ii Ihe |M u  of 
many woodworkers, ind I always liked 
ike iaea of doin| coatemporary furni­
ture in m  Old. old MMtdg. The roof 
leaks. aad the tram goes By. But it’s
Rpger Hacked. pretfdent of Mooter 
craft-oriented tenant Orejpe Fine Joi­
nery, celled the space excellent for 
people like us. close ia. iboui one third 
the price of most rental space around
The skylights afford natural lighting 
and a southern etpoturt hes kept even 
winter gas Brat baits to £S0 or leas a 
month. A new sprinkler tysitm it also 
an attraenaa to woodworkers.
A four-man partnership. Oregoo 
Fine Joinery moved Isai fell from 
Southeast Portland to r.JW square feet 
down the hall from Econotntki. The 
Building s freight elevetert. including 
one wh«a accommodate* t  pickup 
truck, appealed to the furniture makers, 
-•no used ia hsnd-ioad wood to-the sec­
ond floor of their former location.
Knowing something of the Build- 
leg t  history. Hockett Mid. leads to 
miice speculation aad romanticising
You mill Ihint admit (hose Doers- 
Bechet employees walking up 'he same 
atjira. down the.seme hills. 40 sr 50 
• yearjago.'- GRC<v im  ROOM — Ofdgort Bn* Joioory •  SlaoMn Qrev« ousnes cart o u t ifwortod spaco. Appreximatmy 300,0<< Muarowoiof Wesion stamcsi m
gure 16—Too many photos crowd: this page. The top photo should have 
been the center of focus. The other photos should have been 
sized smaller and white used to open up the page.
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Counselors suggest methods 
to cope with sex abuse of child
•ygUMNHOBMT
On* out ot every four children wiu m  sexually 
molested before reaching age 15.
TM* natistie. based oa national survey* was tile* 
repestMly In interviews wua gelic* officer*. social 
workers and oaycholotuu who handle child h i in k  
ease*, it  reter* how to cases reported to authorities 
and tut milltosi ol incidents not reported, ranging 
(rota mcenuoux rapes to fondling hidden benetfh a 
seer-fcug by as aouit trtena ot the Isatily.
Last year, there were S3i lacMonts of eftild sex 
raotesting (victims IT yean old aad younger) reported 
in Oregon, according to Aides Powell, director of 
protective service* (or the state Children'* Service* 
Division. Hundreds more. Powetl believe*  went uo- 
repotted,
totideats range from * child being confronted with 
a perm enpostsg himself to sodomy and rape, for the 
most part, victim* an girt*, m i  boys are not eactoded. 
Victims include a nine-month-old baby raped by a 
mala teen-age btbystier and a nim-yar-otd girl 
raped by her stepfather
Portland aad Multnomah County account for mere 
than hail ol the reported case*. The Portland Police 
BortM reported that it Rtf 296 ctotd vfctitru of some 
son of Miual abuse in I960.
County Short If# *
leave if the person persist*. They have me right to 
leave n somebody (a doing anything that m»kf p n  
I eel uncomfortable with ttemael ves."
Heat, parents mutt believe their cbildraa when 
they tell them mtnetftmg ueusual he* occurred.
"Ctoidreo don't lid about this," wan repeated time 
and again by paytiitiogisu. social workers and poilct.
Larry flndhng. a Portland police detective with 
tit* tea crtma* dlvtsMo. ut4 |it«t although children 
generally do am know the proper name* lor body 
parts or sex acta, victim* usually can graphically 
assents what hat luppeM-by utiag as aaa tool ally 
correct soil 10 aerr--------
cy tlut Ii * pmegitiflte io tnianag. im said.
The child must also get *  healthy perspective at 
sexuality. It was the circumstance under which rot 
sexual act occurred that was bad, cot aes itieH."
The psytholopeai trsums is likely to take mngn 
to overcome lo cases of Incest, said Mi Stemberger.
"A stratgsr-tfr-itranger cnma is muck etaier It 
explain.’' tM said. "You can pat a y  (be man wan set 
and Uial Rad notMog to do with the child. In incest, 




that in most cases children 
should be encouraged 
to talk about the incident 
in order to vent pent-up 
feelings of guilt and fear.
In the 63S cfuM sex adds* cases in Oregoe last 
year, the father wat the perpetrator in 204 modems, 
nr 92 perceot Adding stepfathers to lathers drought 
the figure in M gemot of the incident*, end wtih 
other relatives isoults and Hblutgsk mothers live-m 
boyfriend* sod foster fathers, that figure pimp* to 61 
percent.
floating xaid that one person, t* often 
loj several incestuous matt unships, in a > 
alter a >y*ir-old girl tpoks up iMut aa 
relationship with her father, four ”
il 109.
AAAHl HO LOCKS — Itiammg horn to loll tn* vtiimn i Sonny Sorrmi 
are studanw «  Umeod EtonwiMry School afterffinp Srartfrom 
Thodtor'a CWWran'* Theatre for flu tt* School* enow.Hut rating salary.




said Marilyn Culp, director of the Multnomah County 
Victim Assistance Program*. "Ones the parent can 
make setae ooi of il. tseo they aa help as help the 
child.'*
Helping tbe child begins by reeogoieng that airae- 
tiUog is wrong — even if tit* child has said nothiag.
A young child may not tell parents about an mci- 
nt out of igflorantf that wbat occurred w
dren under five, would not be postibie Ml*** the child 
ex peneared theafl.Be said.
Even if parents believe the child, psychologist* 
said, they often rationalise against discussing the 
incident Mtsure Way behave it prtttangt the trauma. 
While living In tke aftermath ef sexual Abuse is not 
easy, psychologists agreed that in moat cases children 
should be tomr*|«d tt talk aooul tfio incldani in 
order to vest pent-up faekags of guilt and fear.
“The denial sod mmiouatioa method of dealing 
with aea abuse case* has been found ineffective.” said 
Or. Shirley Anderson, pediatric consonant for the 
Sexual Assault Canter in Seattle. Wash. the regional 
treatmeal-tnining center for sex abuse victim*.
"When parents first find out. they mould give the 
child aa opportunity to talk, but let the child set his <
31 n d they tv
ie from IT to
>1 the u
when they were xbout 19 yean old.
in the msiority ol iacaaiuous < acumen, on* parent 
(usually the mother) either was toio by the child or 
suspected I t  but ignored ihe mtonnsiiea. said Fla- 
dUsg.
ciaiixe* is acres* and treat* may sex abuse victim) 
and Judy Stsinbsrgsr. clinical psychologist at tin 
Momatm Center for Youth aad Family Service* <ti 
which many vtctima and their families ire referred fo 
coudsoUnglk said parents twined to thmr enitdrso’ 
oehavfbf might detect auascn ol change in eating or *i uxaulti s sense of
deeping pattern temperament or mood, in spending ether human oerngst
' * with former (needs. net being a* comfen- set aad aaxuailty.
parents surprise themselves at the amount of
The riltala was hiaaaa sod booed 
tathuatostlcally. The "Deagerou* 
Stringer’ was uhmiaktf la a quit 
drew inti a rods ore asag. "Doa'tiB t» • 
rhat car."
K was all part of a recent pufurm- 
sue* by the Store! root Theater far era- 
dents from kindergarten ttmtgh SM
marked toe group * fifth seaM of Chll- 
drtn’i  Thestre far to* Psbdc Schools. 
Personal safety la the current theme.
County Sheriff'* Drpanaeol visit able ia achooi aM physical complaint* th 
ttMoii to warn chfUreo about Um daa- eat** satire for special atumtaa. 
gen of tiiktsg to straogen. There are Potie* said most as* offenders sreyao the *uln* 
also programs about sexual sMaa. do- bIBty of children, trying to cocrea them into a
Dgoad to axplaia to young cbtum utai accepting in* behavior aad then aeepteg it a secret,
ttefr boarea aooooc to MA^rauablp . Umars suggested pared** on  be* equip ehddi
toMBed by attars. coewtibeconuo* vtctfmsbylaxUHaglatbaikas*
Asttoritieo w d K U am uacoaaoo of their bodies aa thair own property watch they hi 
(or officer* or teachers, immediately ihe right toomurw.
roHewmg audi programs, to get reports "Then ah certain things that nobody should
Irere yonag children regartihg most or dstog to your body." Users mggenad cetifng cl
vioiatioea by imagers. dm. Tell them they have the right to My ao aad
. adult victims of sexual 
abuse, oatlavs they are isipaiAOi* for the act. TMa ia 
compounded by the ehfM'i egocentric view of the 
world, ia which they believe they are (he cauaa of 
everything ttaf happens ie their life.
“TM damage to tall hUbwu is very lartoua." aid 
Laser*, -if mu negative aail-issge (se t corrected, 
tbeas are tee people wheoseae ip leef they are ebuae- 
ble. uawonhy: they can become crippled la their 
ability to deal with chaiicagts of ail Uott.
‘These chUdreo ala> bare problem* traaautg pam- 
pie again, (pfoWetaa)bmng able to achieve theietiitAb-
tratorther busbaaoor livedo boyfriend) that sne can t 
Ming hcrsalf to da anything about i l - added fames 
Miller, a caseworker in the OiiMrm's Service* Din- 
iion'i protective branch ie Portland.
Protective sennets work* with incest vimmi and 
their families, superviaing countellag end rehabilita­
tion which might take yean. Miller said. He said me 
family hat been on his caseload for lour vein. In 
stranger-to-Krugcr cranes, after the agracy deter- 
mine* that the child wtu be safe in hi* or her owe 
family, they refer tha family to mental health ehmu 
far free or psniai-pay service* or to private psyemlo- 
giat* forcoubaaling.
Although rnsoiviBg i octet nous reiationlhioa may 
take longer because the very fabric of th* faauly has 
been ripped, most »raagtr-t»straager victims and 
their families mao need tome counseling to ensure 
eewcimial recovery. peycAoipgiat* sanL
"It is nifrenry to get ouiade help, to at least have 
the child checked out and tee what the need* are." 
said Law*, adding that long-term courseflng is not 
usually necessary if parwu an prepared to work
a tha ft 
dopit* ihe hem efforts of pi 
sad conem. When the m 
the child aeeda help.
The fact coat U took* OX oo the o 
guarantee.''
"Don't take chaoccat eanar aaie 
than sorry." sang t t*  cast of alx In til*
family, police or irachrr 
soewooe maxes you feel 
abM.~
"Parents i 
active imagination*. Call 
you're gomg to be feta." sug iOd Ka- 
doodle. played oy Rots Kerr, th* prate*
.  d tell be rater- 
taming. Sack ground metenai for ia* 
nvut came (rum ue Crime Prevention 
Unit of the Portland Police Bureau end 
Uw-raafeti education «(—**"-<• for the 
Pan land School District
The company of six. three of ttmn 
pan! through Comprehensive Employ- 
meat and Training Act funds, has a 
schedule of only seven March appear- 
amis for the current show because 
ouoy scnooi* eaa't afford the (1 JO per- 
form race fee. During the past five Ma­
sses me shows played at SO to 90 
schools each year.
In lies of the stage production, how­
ever, representative* of the Port land 
Police Bureau and tne Multnomah
SAFETY SHOW -  In 
musical revuo formal. 
Storefront aefbra ©res­
ent material on then. 
aMuciwi. abuM end 
sdif-protnctton. From 
inn are Sonny Sorrott. 
flay TiiiQiaon homing 
float Kerr, flaotccd 
Singer and Foody
k .
Prosecution said help 
in resolution of trauma
negonatienk About ooe-third of *11 pr»
who Daa beea aaxually mMatted. 
the decialoo to pnaeente is likety to tie 
beoefldal to the child's mcotal aad 
emocttetl toaltt la ibe long run. ac- 
eordlagto expem is child behavior.
Parent* are faced with the coofiict 
of wanting to shield the child from 
more trauma or accepting the sooai re- 
ipontibUlty of remomog the perpetrator 
.from society before another child la 
harmed.
To proeaem* doe* farther tmm» 
tig*, nut it I* very therepeuoc lor maay 
a**." aaid Dr. Strtrtey Addenon. po- 
Oisffle sonatKuti for the Sexual Asian!! 
Cedtar ie Seattle. wMch i* the regiooel 
treauiteat-traiaiBg iauttute is cbitd
not Ids fault."
Even children under ig* 9. who uo- 
demand to* concept* of right and 
wrong, of tea wed to know that some- 
tbiag is bdlag oone to "make it right." 
said R1 chart Latere, a Poniaod pys- 
' Reiptng
AulhorXfci bdttva many pdresu do 
at report Incident* hecsaa* they fear 
Be child will be aroitnrity dragged 
trough (he leg*! ptoem aad ttbflcted
(tie regard for mt
Not true, said MarUyn Culp, director 
of tit* Multnomah Cwioty victim* Aa- 
tisuoce Program*.
procata emphaoted (Rat *i wen ..... 
th* beat interest ol the chtW is para- report ■
mao* betwen paresa aad the deputy 
district sctaroey — aot the child — aM 
parte ia u rn the opttoo at soy time ol 
dnppiag charge*, ending the proceed-
Ms. CuipexpUioed 
justice sysitm can taka to 
agaiast a inspect — even if he 
— unless ihe victim agree*
The ma/drtty of victim* drop 
charge*, she sad. fearing the ngore of 
the uial. But of those sex ibuse cases 
<witt adult or cMU victim*) where pro­
ceedings begia, im t  66 percnt result 
in convwuoo either through trial or plea
guilty to one 
or more charges to avad trial.
Th* sopert doan t warn to p
ihaa th* victim dean." said Ms. Culp.
Confection* an comtaoa. once the 
tuapect know* the victim piaa* to pro­
ceed wua the case, said SgL Kirby 
Brouillard. who head* the Multnomah 
County fpeciai mrvices deteetiv* divi- 
tioo which handles set crime*.
have an emotional at- 
crime. Often you can 
get them to coofeaa." he said.
Multnomah County ha* mad* ipv- 
dai pronslou for vfctfmaof "sensitive’* 
a im .  said M*. Culp. Ilmitiag the num­
ber of time* tkry must be interviewed 
by wttaritie* and aftrayt Aavng a vk- 
tin  advocate present to help men
deputy district itiom ty  who ft 
rour-p«rooa team that handle* tea 
abuse cases in Multnomah County. The 
perpetrator enao utta* care not to leave 
physical evideaee. Season said.
"Usually, all you have I* tn* wort of 
the victim against the wort of the de­
fendant," he aaid.
Pol towing is a summary of witat a 
family might expect after reporting a 
ttnag*r-t>straag*r child sax abuse. 
The chain of events might differ in in­
dividual cases. (Procedures for handling 
incest cues are somewhat different. Ac­
cording to representative* of Ut* stale s 
OiUdra's Services Olvraoa. became of 
a detire to try vo keep the family 
together through tn* rehabilitation 
proem i
la Penlaoa.a piain-cwthe* detective 
unmarked car responds to toy 
.. of ctuM sex molesting, according
Larry riddling, detective wua ihe 
city's sax crtme* dlvttioa. In Mult- 
nomad County, a uniformed police Offi­
cer responds to the call, said Brouillard.
The initial interview ay tne uni­
formed officer primarily involve* due*- 
lionttg of th* parents, with a few sim­
oom ta tfi* child if it appears tins wiH 
not further upset the child.
Police will ask Hut the child be tak. 
ea to Holladay Park Hospital lo r«phys­
ical eximmetioo to gather enystci! evi­
dence. There me family will be met nv 
u  advocate from the Multnomah Cou.i- 
ty Victim! Assistance Program.
Ms Cuip said that because Holladay
Coe laoadoa PagaCl.
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Figure 17 This page is too gray and lacks a visual center of focus. The
photos are too similar in size and shape and the page looks 
imbalanced.




. D r \ •*«
I thtot (My re ugly, i iH M K U M M r tM td pM t,
oMttwtavpH- 
M u  oao«w*nro chair tram Thayer C n j i i i
preferred far roewwlwro style •  important. Nan
Recliners —  T h e  C hair 
People Love to  H a te
Y !
Of }U k k  Amtrrmm 
can't say im  rertioee people u n i  trying. 
1%* miaufacturen and their puMir refstioae 
atrncxt flood im  mail* unto prera rvleaeaa 
aesmMng ail them
UkOUwnoMOMMpnfM. WbobOVOMda
-trader" a flirty word. iborocltMr foils ban conowp 
wdh the term-moaodebaln'in bopMef improving
They have mod* aUebaTMdatt—copM of 
CbtpprndrW and Qusoa a im  wing c U n  tt 
wfebntun. chrome and wmddaudfatf. mod 
' id right ui with m
i  Us* Sunday paper 
showing ret linen in L* different sty lea aod '
TBeyra nil! not spy bettor.'"
"The people who tarns « reamer* f i l l  (ate two 
eafemwn. aay* Jobs Hus. for 13 n a n  •  who* 
i fpcewmauve for the UvlBey Chair Co. tad 
owner or *  retttaer abepts DUy Ctty. -They are ottber
But Hms aad Us fa il** m id m  can laugh »u tbe 
way to tbe bank. Tberewao end efctMemave from age 
*0 upward who look forward Id (pending kb evening m 
•  ncfbiar. th * mduatry a w  flgura* wo around SMO 
million a year. eovarmgpnco* that rnngofrota around
nsouina
Tbe campaign to upends the Image ef tbe ehatr 
everyone torei to ssie u s  One mtemtvl to •  degree. 
BUI WtmesMe. interior deans director at Mscy i  in Son 
Fruettrataumuiamiie be thinhi a w  teamen are 
-pretty tacky loottlng. 'be bn* found 1
id out m htt blaek ro y i racUoer with tbe 
H a m  Ate powcnea. gutting beer wbd* be n tc fi 
rosueii oa TV. i> •  sort one u  rttb t
■aid. “They waas a chair ia Mas
i t  at a nyUah room done ay a
r i deal wtui tbe kind of people who would 
owe a reeitner.' one meal decorator tu f fed. "U they 
ia*mma on fleeing one. they wouM have tn bring it tn 
a/Mr 1 was gone."
relartmg ta tin t area. Tbe problem ttatyld, 
Hiuiogu** moving marhaomumwRboea producing 
ettra bulk tad awkward Unas a not aaay. and plenty of 
peteotui euatooMra totak tbe daalgnen bare a way to 
go before they petit ngbt
Recttner* bare a too* Mrtory of prevMiag codtfort 
for tore legaindac&itif Dacki. It staxi. ioarimnry 
compiled by tbe Bamiouoger paopM. tbat Philip II of 
Spain bad a (panel chair built in ibe ISOOt tor htt gouty 
let- la ibe late liOQa Engttth dattgaer wtuiasi Horn 
produced aebatr witb a movable backend aadMU 
foatrett that became very popeiar.
Alrptaoaa m s *  aad barber tbopa bar* ehatn that 
recline to rerne aagre* or aaoUMr. aod probably ibe 
alceaifcrtabierecitaer around today tttM  ten­
th* reamer tt vtfld. "t bav* to laugh/ decorator 
Ptaoa Oanob taid Worn— i«y, U ib.«y husband 
•antahfedidar.'i tail them to go down and get one.
"Man love them. They Etfee to bare a piece ta put 
ibrtr fret up ana reed. A   -----
tactfully alio** Uui “ Tm tore they have a pur- 
paaa... but I doa t taow of a wettdeatgoad rseitaar cm 
toe market, aad I dsa't kaew wby.
i r  tbe raeuacr maeufaettirm wore smart* he 
added, "tbry wouM bird a fim-nte dettdaar tedouta 
om and they wouM probably doe Ha w i t  beamem."
tpectaUBUddtbelDb.
Beddet. Bo added. "Soto* of tba moat beautiful 
cbatn do tbe market1' are reetmar* tbe fact tbat 
retailers aad eonumers ba1
It's alao a q«aattoe of -what you lAe. ibeaaid. Tbe 
people who buy redisec* probabty cawda t  care leat 
tbat uteir llviat rooms will never be pMtaqppbod for 
Arrtutaetural Dtge*
The Making
bang os te— itbgoodi
heal b t te ie  far her
Universal Artist
represented. There ire a lot o f«
en artwa. altbouck she my* that 
sbewaar 
who did
sbow. ChmtucM critic Allan remko 
dbarrved that Palkennelo bad 
'strives »  Be » MicHWamcIiiwhi« 
univerul-artisC' witb (he wide 
raaa* of medtufn wtuctuuMud*. 
Falkeastetn pautts out "fim  prue 
for wallpaper ttmiRB.'' The inllij-
today a  Can Bay. a Fatheo- 
state (eustaui can be found a  (be 
Coo* Bay Mail but when tbe aran 
•u* a Uuie (B t tbere was alcaoat m 
art void — 1 tntah my only 
isfltwnca was ttt* fu u y  papers' 
However, oate of the owaer* ef 
tbe tuotber tmll for wtucb her 
father was aAeMvuttvr had collect' 
«d odiera — -craft sort of thiaeT 
— from all over tbe world. "I had 
tbo r w  of htt Mas*.' aod it was 
here Hus I had the beesanm* of. 
let's uy. a feetint for beauty. '
"When I waa u
fe wttb
steel mgravisgr 
tamo from the Medici chapel. 
Here was tbs tam| with a nay 
peaaut head and tremendon shoua 
dec* and bndy. The real proportion*
c. Fslkenstela say*, that 
uta don l act work -  
as much puttie worn at
a 7-year-old it 
n < a i  lumtwr 
r and. tbe Saa Fruacsco
Falkrnatrin tayt her "first 
cooimiimvat. when I knew I 
rouHii t do aayibmt«
y>iwisv. w>concrnirsted on my own 
M u  plMui and estemannao m' 
Irdma* into form . (hat u waro > 
until retrmly ihai 1 reaiiad the 
i p  somg on. Ii a  oo* a mailer ffl 
fame, it u e iDsttor of being Hftorwc
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Figure 18—Clustering the photos above into a unit, and use of white
space as a design element gives this page an open, attractive  
appearance. The ragged-right columns also make for a more 
informal look.
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Silhouette ehair is best of furniture show
I* Detune Awerde eoropeu- 
t>y ino Hard wood tiuutute. » 
division ot ihe National Karo wood Uimoer
Saute* war* ia ott 
aaaida were given
- 9«« Innovation”  end "Beet of RhDW."
Furniture tnahidad ish Century 
repmducuona ot Amaitean aM Fraoeb taaeee. 
contemporary. Oriental and maac aiyla*. Price* 
ranged tnoi moderate to tapeoeiv*. Chura tar
judging < u  superior ...........
weuaa “ -------' *
Michael isoidflnaar d
wau oa ucactura "Beil a!Stow.”  Feature* at 
tha deal CD include a Oowfeg boat UUtttaeiU into
carved tm a and ua i pcaaad oo ^ --------- ”**
tM  tapering lag*.
A rad oak ••toner* Baadhaard 
mean won cba award for "Beat Innovinoo.' 
John Flock* md Jack terraca daaignad it for 
Lorraine Ftmuture Company, ttoefcvitle. M4 
The arched headboard baa * *
given Seat of ;
An launders
Precautions in case of a fire
Thia column 
live* ii tha peogte
Angel** fire- 
. tUchard Kau»
Owe A— Itagw i: f  dMhtcarw lor your
At UM Dim  Bint of Ihe treeil of smoke. eaU 
tM liradepartnera. NOT thadaak. Thadatk 
will arababty aaM up a security guard. T>a 
lira departrmni mu tend Oid-OghMa. ta il
Am  LanOart 
 raakiuaia. Chai­
ns ooea aM where they load
  da.bafamiUarwiUt' -  ’*
■a NOT opn. call aaeurtty (
Then tael Ihactanrtanb. U it 
upo the door. U It 1* 1. peak ot 
not too aafiaky. go to lha Ara eaiL Keep a 
wet towel over your face. NEVER USE 
THE ELEVATOR. When yon tea the 
euurwatl. walk — do not no — down. U it 
gau too a rooky, turn ground aad go ALL the
U you an  fadcM to atay ia your n«m. OO 
NOT hnakihd window. U than ia amotn 
ouuuta. yotiwtUoaadtoeleeoit-
a your non toy u at ai
tha Ua Vagaa uictuna war
  Uw haila. Tba aawki wa
tembta. hut 0**T war* unable to gat bee 
Into thair rooms iwhtab wa 
lot Utah becouoe they « 
key*.
Vou cold her to buy TWO pepera. 
was* tba money! U tba tad oat u i  
sleep be can steep iuai aa well 
yesterday’* paper, t wub you 
comet thai anawar. it  bothmd 
Mtawa Id Davis. CaL 
Dear MtaMai Sorry, dear, you didn't 
read tha whole twttee. aad i  did. tt leecna 
Sleeping Beauty like* ta (gll aaieap w«a ttw 
paper over hit (ace. Whawtaetrna to dll it
ati. aha wakea hint up aad ha gate aad. Ha 
vault io tiaep under Ow current paper, to 
wlwa ta vehaa up he eaai otait is where ha
left oft
Tbe man ia a light deeper and baa a hot 
tamper Ooea whan the tried la remove the 
w aad aubatituia it te  (ha had aha oad
you can. Plata watcbxh over your noaa and 
mouth. Smoke inhoiatiaa tail* mor* people 
than Ora. Above ail. keep Rghttng. Don’t 
watt. TM longer you ctay oonaetoue. lha 
better you- cftancee tar survival.
Cm tinm Uil atvte dtSsnefl
Fur a retreading ct
Blue cheese -  any ol thcoe an auettaot aerved wi 
ina tuiey Im t  pean. An' * 
nearalitar
IA R IY  BUY SALE
Sow* during this onw doy 
Spring claaronca la in . 
S A T .M M C H 1 4  I9 A J N . f d lP .M .  
i i u n . e e n e M  Q A 9 S
•w».i«e»awaMliae.«a m  O T  251
The H orvos t Co.
30*60° /
m J u Q ^ S H
l O W i l  fR IC IS  -  fttCAUSE W i  A t  A  T N I f  ACTOtV
no. n a m
Sww^a. i* A 6 
M ID .
FLOATATION 
WATER BEDS C N
FoH  ‘ 2 1 S 
Queen » 2 4 5  
King * 3 2 0
BUNK BEDS
S f  M49”
aswusttaf 
Cwwsss MWiW TuSSoa
H IA0B 0A R 0S
- 3 ? -
QVERMANSTMATiTRESS'
craauva taint aad aa eeeogjutkn 
ssfcng contribution that funut 
iod tnaauiacBinca moke at craat
eavutuuiwat that aanehaa ua all. aaid Paul D
Siaea for PuUaM rtiraUuw. The 
cnap
tradibacml or eMtamnora/y aeaiag- U otfan 
pracocai T*~vgr space tar iterwo compooanta
Modular Caae Coed* — Mger 
aignad ae 
Syuema. lea
mate •  sculptured uott lan a va tla a  ta f a r e l t u r *  deslg
daaigMd a chair chad tar ha tloutei cambiaauoe
ta hartsmed aad fabne eadfor ite subtle fiwrta 
ihe chair’a back aad aid**- It featured an iatarxar 
hordwmta frame ta aaiid aaa. H wee daaignad lor 
DavitaCdwan UM. BaJdmor*. tfd.
(kcaasaai Seattsg — A
by JaH KatUr and Judy LeBraaea 
PorUgad. Maine, it
aaeotala of nsoslenusaxiM of a tndtuonat
Quack Aaatratay rummirt— Richard Ehrlich. 
Clitaeppar, 1 
sola with popular frame, tt 
doaict tor iu aaay
Chtneae weddta* bed wttfc firetwerk dettttf 
tha Beat Repradueiiaa Award
.̂ gSS'Sa;.,
MadarwliMaw ta a cradmaaai 
rocker wan teattag award far arlta i
a r  r e v n ib to  rain  
tunic stoah tha tc tn a i
r t f  ctoMt you 'oak. rftpMirpr 
t g *ta l Our rewertiDta nun 
tunic from ClfCM Point ui 
n a n a if tanarn ot f.
}g{har*p in a OJouson 
iM A P M  (M  Octaiis 
( * •  W f pane* poekdig fu tct 
rayargaJoriaa/i po c ia ia i 
IMPiaPgMiiacoMar 
me Dutton-on hood, in 
nator-ttpoitont pofy 
caffoncflmfz. groft 
nso to trY o ro y tio rt  
nufmpfl. 5-13.5800.
Want Ada ato fo r REAL ESTATE
The Little Ads that pay otf BIG! 
Dial "A.D.S‘ 2.0.0.0" to place your 
WANT A D !
Figure 19—In contrast to Figure 18, these photos lack impact.
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the ends of the large sections such as VIEW. The Style and LIFE/STYLES 
sections were the most visual of all the sections. More photos, espe­
cially local photos, were needed in the other sections. Local photos 
were generally more interesting and had more impact than wire or canned 
pictures.
The VIEW section was the only section that had a fa ir ly  even number 
of male and female photographers, suggesting that photo-journal ism is 
s t il l  a male-dominated fie ld .
Boxing photos with a hairline rule helped photos stand out and 
was preferable to those that were not boxed.
Using captions as mini-heads under photos was unnecessary and a 
waste of space. The pages looked cleaner without them.
Most papers set their outlines slightly larger and bolder than 
body copy for a nice effect. Outlines that were complete sentences were 
the easiest to read, the exception being brief caption-like cuts.
Typography
Head!ines
Most heads were unimaginative but adequately descriptive. For 
example, "A Japanese Gastronome Divulges His Secrets" ran in The New 
York Times and another dull head, "Dedication Set for New Housing Complex" 
ran in the  Los Angeles Times. More creative, original heads, such as 
"Put dream on a string" in The Salt Lake Tribune or "Has the Queen Mary's 




Serif was perhpas a l i t t le  easier to read than sans-serif. The 
body copy in all seven sections was serif. For headlines, however, sans- 
serif looked a l i t t le  cleaner, more modern and was more masculine in 
appearance. (Compare the sans-serif heads in The Denver Post to the 
serif head in the Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Appendix I I I . )
Size of Heads
Heads that were relatively the same size and weight made the 
layouts look simpler and less cluttered (Figures 20 and 21). Heads that 
were 3Q-to-36 points were the most pleasing to the eye. Of course 
smaller heads were appropriate for brief notices and less-important 
stories.
Positioning
Flush-left heads were easier to read than centered heads.
Bylines
Bylines looked better in type that contrasted with the body copy. 
All the papers, except The Salt Lake Tribune, had bylines that were 
either all caps, boldfaced or ita lic . Bylines also should be flush 
le ft .
Courtesy Titles
Use of courtesy tit le s  (Miss, Mrs., Ms., and Mr.) was a waste of 
space. Copy looked cleaner and read better without courtesy t it le s . 
Using courtesy title s  in lifesty les, but not in sports or hard news, 
subtly implies that l i fe  Styles news is s t il l  mostly social and
Books/Society 70
P ite t .  vuwfc u .  » * Soa Angrteg (Simea
Gran Matter?
Entrepreneurs Who 
Help You Go in Style
By OAYBLABSEH.nmreSeH Writer
SUNNYVALE. Ckltf.'-OeaUL a* we ail ttow .» nature* *•?
of telling you to siffw down.
3ui when (M time comeAwhat if yoo wure d»* type •* »  •*- 
waya bad 10 hare fbe 1»  word?
Sun ZelMBi f  In* tbe aiwwe r.» lalking tombstone.
Ever eotttou* of our energy-eotiaeioua eooety. Zetoty and
Michael OPW4 up»* deigned sucb a  dem e—to m  aolar-pow-
Zeiaanyreeeired that Madevwe had tteaeigB* five y*e» ego 
during •  barbecue in M* Oettvt backyard,
“It n i  a  tea AUgw aftemam cod 1 lad B a U  on the grtU.“ 
»i««<y ,M.Mi»,wd. ~Ae the *fl^noon*ad the beer* wore on. 
Michael s u t ta iy  Dlunaa What tins country need* d  a good
t a d  hed'gouen Bta aura <10 sty nocking <* the EdM). and 
maybe Michael's word* " t ien t that far-inched."
Tha twu would-be oivwnoee had known eacfl o tlw  11*1 abwt 
a tm  both, having been ban three dan apart to the sane bo*- 




They had punued aenetrtin related careen. OTtata «e*ee*
h -*» »
tneal contractor. 2alasiy basing voium a da pea m electrwal 
engineering.
New they were <e embark together on an aewMne enter* 
pnaeiThe m o t -h**- _
•j knoar near what Thowaa Edtfon probably went through. 
Zalaaar ogbed. "White we were working our butta off in tay 
baremtnt. my wtfekepiaafcmgtt why Ididn't spend tnprt urn* 
with the tada"
After they felt they had (bait uiaki taking, aa it were, logmal* 
ly eammuad to pap*, they laohad up a patera attorney.
“ He thought *e  were o t te r  than ftetL" Zelazny recalled. 
“But he aaai he'd take the care"
The lawyer west 10 Waskmgtat, D C. aeerehed tin  reearta
The 8 8 *  G. Mdhi M w w  end be offieMy opened S m rO T . though moat of the «
tasfleoesa Tevents
Dedication Set for New Housing Complex
wtU he dedicated Saturday by May­
or Tom Bradley and weal digmta- 
neac »iwmgn w«m  «g tw  tenant* al­
ready have moved n  Tiny did 3B agamama te he bttn hy tha taaraaai aepert ad ee ai 
*“ "1 1 ! with the city. That deal
p i  1 USC aOMtttd n M ttf of tow-ta-
t cupy* 102-umt federally aubaidmd
t l '  |  houmg pngaet ax J1U Orehard
The tenant* are the Wruiwefaw
iaOOxppUcama 
tor apartment* in the
Venooot Avenue 
3TU> Street. It i« named Billy C.
Mills Manor, in honor of the Supen
or Court judge*
in the City Council fwm 1963
been emended two yeara by the a -
aaawnngtbeeeB
net
•mb HUD of the five
pretty place.
AUdoe. a ®-year-old tewed ata
to umst new 
ladudad wtU be fltunrial
The actual rent ft*  (A* new 
apartment a MM a month, but with 
a federal sobwdy. u n t t  the so-call­
ed Seeom 6 pregram of the Depart- 
mem of Houiaag and Urban Devef- 
paya oily XT6. The 
——— — 0 Upon thediftoaneeauosoy ■ oaaeou u u» um w sw
between about 25* of Atkina'grow LoranaOenaf. a rotimd eeo* Swing en Soetm Secuntv. <e ana o f tho 
Income and tbe carrying f l t t  of tha pmpet'a 250 tanantp aaiwetad from aoma 4.000 aopbearwa.
apanaem to the owotr. Vau In- 
duraiaa. Bwary apawptet _____________________  “TTdapiaeeiagaaiigtPOajaBtftiH;.
sayirut mantAlr renut raaeng Croa eapeoaby for my daughter. U will
S tS totM i gtve her a hens euum  «a  dfb
-fvn  waited m long far aarne- aaye Linda Jooea. watMthg her 3-
thing w onttfb l like thm." mya At- year-old. Starr, away on •  *wmg m
kina, who to rawvtn itf bum m eat a ehilSea'a ptay arm ® the flow-
opan-heam attrgdry. with tho men- piat'a umer cotac“wtwre we came
ey aavad frem the inwawaea u  the from. 69th 4  Figueroa, wae atnetly
renta. Atkua confine. <h* u  laat ia ghetto.-
suyntg aoma new furniwre. ' t a  •— ■
an atiaiecaa. say they parotaiiamy 
tik* tha i****—*  of tha cxaapia 
aoeea from CISC 'You know, 
theyYe dm gotog to let
ptad by etderly pswaw and the oth> 
e  half by faeilwa wtyi ehUdrea. ̂
prohlrnw that have plaguad MBs 
protect* in the paat.-  eepfala* QU- 
ben WUham* of USC* roumnuwy 
aarwtea earns, wtdch wtli oKsSmt 
the program. “We want tp aeate aa
MrafatimSipioiuhMiUaMarnr.il 
admtaon to the heumflg nte ooee 
m m  im d  foy "unauthor- 
. USC la
rat n m r ,  v in e
Mama, joined Starr
Manor wiw m -  iu e  psttgoyiiaaiuuwna uM.a 
J.yeor-oid ocm. paetSapuBUeandpn««eeotmor
hs m llw B ln  rkm r iw  m m m  *h* Marm aiBi
*  wsuadto koepUaa
film  Portrays Her life
Tribute to Lady Bird Johnson
By ELIZABETH MEtfREN. fle ts  Staff WHtrr
When tipwa get tough and thor en- 
ampoent u occupted Or enemy 
forest they dread up in their ftnaK. 
get together and talk about how 
nx* timed to be.
Society, including aa u n o s  mem­
ber* of the Cabins of Lyndon 
RfM— jbii— , Tnrffgf̂ ** with o
"I thmk if I  were writing a book 
about iMay." » d  J*ek Valenu. 
WaalQiigtm-baMd pmtdewt of the 
Mouoa Picture Aaan. of Amanea. “1 
would title it Remembrance of 
Thmga Past.- Unfortunately." the 
former special amatant to President 
Johnson said ruefully, “sooie ob- 
acune w m s beat me to it.
"But. yes." Vatcwi mkL  «  he 
looked around due high, domed 
room in the National Academy of 
Science*, just across Conautuuan 
Avenue from the Washington Mon­
ument. "rvooaigia u rampant in thia 
room, no question abotn it"
Or. a* forms LEU. Secretary of 
Su it Dean Rusk put i l  “This really 
1 a great reumon of tne Johnaoft
Three pre-teen-ag* M o n  
greaddaugbian. guwd la look- 
alike French achMtgBt <* --
gowns "When you  _
with the Johnson*,’  VaieM said, 
’ it's always like a (asoir 
Then the object of t 
reinam. the matmieh of the l_BJ. 
dark entered and took i t s  plan* 
new the main entrance. It was to 
honor Lady BW JoluwdB that then 
lottg-um* Deniosita had gathered 
together, a its  all But a# she stood 
at the door and greeted them a il it 
almost looked as if L*iy Bird John­
son had made uie trtp u> Washing- 
ton just to reanse her old Mend* 
that ihmgi would be all right, that 
the Democrat* would weather this
* r  predecae-
  ______ «r this week
when she ibid a coup of Cacffee- 
nonal srtvee that “ k go out every 
day and cheek the tulips and the 
eroetm " As many people who 
shook her f  ’ — "  “ ■
Lady Bird Johnson, (warty TO. 
looked almost unieuebed .br cone. 
Thmeen yean out of the White 
House, eight yean a widow, the for- 
mer Fim Lady still packs in full 
day* at herdeek at the LBI Library 
in Austin. She sit* on umpteen 
hoards of eofporauor* and founda­
tions: still she imuta on time for 
uleni. solo eoncentpiauon in long 
walksbyihenver.
Lady fitrd Johnon left a "Moom- 
mg legacy. " Vsientisaidi the 2 mil­
lion daffodils ana other flowers that 
abound >n wasmngten and open 
roecrs arrnre Amenra. Even First 
Lady Nancy Reagan made an in-
ha* been an
pan of the American 
seen*, earn MCA Prseiflsut Lew 
Wtsseman. a beard sm ber of the
houred m the huge LB* libesry 1 
Austin. Wiresrm tn s o t “We found 
there wis no film about Mre. John- 
sow." Wsssiranu had eirosdy fund-
juw fett there should be a film shout 
her."
So " ’ l i n n  in Mred Washingtnn 
(Urn maker Charle* Cuggnheim, 
and out us the swmmn s cost u  
make The firs t Lady, A Fortran of 
Lady Bud Johnson." a film that will 
Beeeme t  petananm part of the 
LB. J. collection in Austin.
"Mrs. Johnson has a speeui fol­
lowing." Cuggenheud sad. He 
spent a year and a naif making the 
film, and becauee of Mre Johnson's 
often frenetic scbeduje. inveted to 
four loesuons to do i t  “ Wemw this 
as* innng memorial to her."
"Qenuy done.’  Lady Bnd Jehn- 
sonhereetf pnntunced. after view­
ing the film she had been "scares 10 
death" to see. "1 ihmk he made it 
qune poetie.'
Did she like it? Lady Bird John-
nLvndwiE. m ew «n Wearencton of a dacuomitprv. "THe Bret 
11 the ore- U ov ." aOout nor life, was--------------------  “ “
s. noted for her modesty and de-
might suggest, hesuatdd- "Yen." she 
said. “ I did."
That sentiment was Shared by the 
roomful of friends, farmly and for­
mer colleague* who watched the 
 JO-nnnuie biogra-
tured the udarawuee ahwt ay 
• - is and the luaory.
a h tr spun. That'*
phy.
s v»w pleascb,“ I.ijti | i*n .
I "Not omy have they cap-
•eyed during the screeningof the 
turn, wuchmfher moiherohdfMfi- 
er—even herself and hre aster 
Lynda-during :he good olddare 
Fortner CaJifonua 1 Miigisman 
Jamre Carman, ousted after 30
Figure 20—The Los Angeles Times has a simple, uncluttered look because 
its  heads are uniform in size.
iH s a rm g  stores
■ili-nte-al fiwwin >ltO“ s r. «unn* umii-mr* 
Jdfi vintage >totnma arc Wing proem.-i *i ♦ H 
RIIYDS MU.I. Saiuntav j i  II) i  in & 7 *1 pm. 
Viira dcMgner and (aiOvm auihnro*' <'haf1e» 
Mi k if “ ill prrwnl ihe Trends Then am) .
“ finn feature draigru from IHSf) ifffl) 
itit-nia from fhnr. r 'H im w . Balenciaga. Saint 
••m Mainim* Orr »nd oilier famous dg»wnw»
Kartar Bonny Breakfast* are M-nMfuli-d tor 
II. I;' & IB at The Restaurant. FREOERIf K i> 
M l\ dnunioun. Saiurdav hreakfa«s begin a 
a ni. nonday tinmltfasi »i If) a.m. .vpenal rnn
1 FREDtftlf K & NELSON downtown Marcs
The !.<“ !«• ray collection “ ill b* shown mfftr 
in FREDERICK « NELSON'S EVERETT V 
-tori' on Marcn IB The clothe can he awn n 
Frzngo ftmtaurem
\  ihrre-ftour seminar. "Pams That Reallv 
mil ** W» al THE SILK THREAD fab/m 
Marrb A  * »  . >.« p.m. Class fee 1 11} 
reservation*, comari Hie -inr* The shop also a 
irk a seminar nn »wint who silk. Much III. 7 I 
Fee for ihu aession is 110.
The fnerwamp Colled ton of jewcirv. lurnn 
aoi) art oi*j#eia from me Peoples ftepuNic of < 
aie Buna feattiml at the downtown Nonngaie. • 
center. Tacoma and Alderunort MaU BUN > 
Man-fl IS 24 The collation mill he mown i 
u.-hion jewelry departments
Toniyhl: free leciuce n REI 10-UP fei 
vteten Bururhka. author or A Conte to Trekki 
Nepal.' Hell jbov slides. discuss trek plaiuuni 
»eatfter tnfnrmainm. I) Begins at 7 pm at 
headquarter*.
Muck 17 It IS. There!! be informal it 
day from anon - 4 pm. aa (he COM II
The South center Bo.n wui hate
Fawns are heint featured m a fashion 
ionium at the Nan Mate SON. and tomorrow nr 
Atderwnod Mall. Both shows own at 7 p m.
Hiiqencer Dm tar i ;  :99i S P 3 71
T herm al Underwear 
M akes a Jogging Suit
ieor Maryiou. Why are all me phMing outfits made uf 
acr>iir or vxn# other n'nineuc fiber? Dnn t manuraciurm 
know mat manv people ret allergic reaction! to tnvihetic 
fibers’ Please trv 10 find a firm that n u n  an nu-wton 
rucmg suit, i ’ta a sue 14 — ICES.. Philadelphia.
Dear K.B.. The running iev  ilhrarated here is not a 
buna fule jogging suit. Bui it certainly works. The iwn 
Pin-m are really thermal underwear mane of IUQ percent 
.■niton BFavvwwiRt Chained caum knn. If Penttev , 
catalog offers toem on P in  SB lor men only, but a man s 
regular mould provide net the ngtit ftl for I he sport. The 
pullover and pania are RSO each, off white omy. You 
muid conceal me gender of the underwear Bottom* by 
tap them with ooeer snora. as per our saetrb. Mama- 
faciurers make aerylic jogging sum Because they are 
•asher-dryer proof Cotton knda arc more likely to shrink 
— another reason to wear the mans sue. *
Dear Merytou: AJthoudB I aa a fatriv small, slender 
“ Oman, i Save neen tdesed wttb a more then adequate 
hustime. I have searched degpentely. but id vata. for a 
secy, lopqualrty bra is sue M DD. I realiie I have to have 
support, but why cant I also have pretty, delicate culors 
mil sheer lace? — IS.. Macon. Oa.
Dear IS - You can. The only carcb o. Ute bra will h»ve 
in underwit* to insure the suppon yon require. Such a bra 
n a del trite lace-trimmed confection s  illustrated on Page 
J ot >be catalog published by Vicuna! secret. Sc* 769* 
San franc aw. CA Mim ID avatUbie in ifi to A  6. C. L 
d DD cups for 110.90. Colon include rose dust, oude and 
.. ark. As n say* in ibe catalog. ''This underwire ora is 
especially cher&bcd ny the fulMlRured woman. ’
Oear Marvlou: As a size 16. I need help in Uisuuisina 
iv overweiehi. Are there any rules of tSumb that applv to 
iy sue’  Fashion rule, that i l  — H.C.. Sew York. N.Y.
Dear H.C- Rule out pastett and white. Rule in one- 
olor sum of sepanua teat (i** dbo >9«i  uontemipt- 
-d tine of color One cotor a ilixnmiaa. Two colon are 
facteams. Three colon an Oowsngbt dangerous. Colas 
of course, they're iti verv subtly combined Avoid pfitds 
brilliant rsotir pnsta. And you oioht do well to h ‘ 
idvice long given to pregtans women asd wear a i 
at your oeckUpe to draw atteouoa to your face —.
Dear Harylou:
■here for silk uitdr 
boaer shorta for EV. b
n M a i o ,  s.Y?f
QOTHESUNES
Dear S.D.: &lk hoefs an availaUa for 112 and ulk 
Bnaers sell for 118 ai Imernaitooaj Male. 2B03 Midway 
Drive San Diego. CA 92)38. The onefs are available m 
Waif Wark or im  wilb .ude «npe» The bourn come a 
red, W*i k or tan »tth side ttripes Sites range froo soaS 
through eatra large.
Dear Mtrvlou: Mv hushand and I will Be taJutta a 
Caribbean cruise tn May. I am stnctlv a tailored tvpe aI 
dresser, and I prefer pa mi to dremo. What would be Baa
90s. — T V. Cedar Rapsda. la.
.Dew T.V.: How about srik or ostta )eney pasta wa 
kneefendih tuoic? The top could be oado of oik crepe 
i  hioe. matte jersey or chiffon a  eaber a matching mnM 
» prtBL if you want to be realty festive, taffra or a
b no avail I saw a pair of silk 
Bats well bevond our btiOdec. 
t  mb? Where? He! a medium i CLOTMHSLhes in rtrr i f  l iu  m
School Holds  
A n n u a l Sale
That's wnat you'll Da (foing in tbaae 
Sprmg-eeaigfrt fasfwn saoaratna. For a 
Dreezy aav coversiD (his ttghhaaighl 
acrybc caraigan will be just right. Add 
mis polyester pleateg skirt with efaatic 
waistband and basic knit shell to 
complete your new Spring look.
at 10 a.m. and vontiaur* unm 
Tomorrow. >elr boun are 10 
MUirdav ill leftovers
half pnre from .. _________
GRCflT
Flag ftvtban 
Troteeda go to the Lakc- 
Mde Financial Aid Fund 
Ukeaide Educational
All aveuable in pretty lights and brtghts 
for misses sizes.
Knit shell. S7 
Pulhon akirt, $13 
Cardigan. $20.
EoruhmcBi Program, a summer sa-hool 
laded chitd/m
Thp coRMeanwoi shop a open I film ll 
Monday through Saturday
AMPLE SALE. The Yum 
Overtake Service Lr«ue _ ..









Of course vou can charge n 
a i 7 * V * r i
dCPenney
Chargdit at JCPonnwy: AUJeiwood MaiinAuroraViiiaQtnaoiievui SdusreoSremsrtenoCaeitai 
Mail*OowniownSaati!e*Sveratt •NartngaiooSoutncdntor •  faeama Mall* Villa Plataaw. The
Jilionui mformauon. call 
Mr- L'ampbrtl. ML29BI. Or
Figure 21--A variety of type faces and head sizes makes this page look too 
busy. Except for the standing heads, the headlines are dis­
proportionately large for the stories.
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therefore not to be taken as seriously as other news.
Flags
Flags should be simple and not cluttered with a lot of information. 
Nicely designed flags,such as Style, took up minimal space at the top 
of the page and did not compete with headlines.
Standing Heads
Heads that appear on regular columns should be handled consistently 
so that the reader can readily identify them. Running simple bar lines
or line rules above and below the heads was a good way to distinguish
columns from feature stories. The Los Angeles Times, which used only 
graphics, and the Seattle Post-Intelligencer, which used portrait sketches, 
had good-looking standing heads (Figure 22). The Salt Lake Tribune ran 
photos of regular columnists in its standing heads. Often i t  wasn't 
clear i f  the photo was the columnist or someone mentioned in the column.
The small head-and-shoulder shots were not interesting photographically 
and were visually distracting sprinkled all over the pages.
Staff Analysis
Except for VIEW, most lifesty le  staffs'were predominately female. 
This is perhaps one reason why lifestyles sections s t i l l  seem largely 
geared to women. The Denver Post was the only paper that had more wire 
or news service stories written by men. However, the Post also had no
stories written by male staff members.
The number of local and syndicated columns was fa ir ly  evenly 
divided between.women and men, which suggests that men are equally
Coa AnaeU a S im ea
On VIEW
Perlman to Guest at Symphony Benefit
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The American Youth Symphony Affiliates strike up 
the band Sunday at their annual benefit at the Dorothy 
Chandler Pavilion. This year the young, local talent 
shares the spotlight with guest artist Itzhak Perlman.
The Affiliates. 50 women who act as the support 
group for the American Youth Symphony, include Mrs. 
Raymond Speare. Mrs. Ernest Auerbach. Mrs. Jerry 
Godell. Mrs. Dan Golenternek. Mrs. Jack Nadel. Mrs. 
Seymour Owens, Mrs. Morey Parkes and Mrs. Michael
League is set for Wednesday at the Beverly Wilslure 
Hotel.
Proceeds from the annual event w ill go to the Brace 
Fund of Orthopaedic Hospital. Times columnist Jack 
Smith w ill be the featured speaker.
★
It might be S t Patrick's Day. but Tuesday's awards 
for the General Hospital volunteers at the County USC 
Medical center have an international touch.
Jody Jacobs________
Mme. Sadat to Open 
‘Egypt Today’ inL.A.______
Park. She w ill also tour the gallery and 
observe children’s art classes. Right af­
ter that, the mayor hosts a private re­
ception for her at Hollyhock House.
While here Mme. Sadat w ill also ad­
dress the LA . World Affairs Council and 
visit the J. Paul Getty Museum. USC. 
UCLA and Rancho Los Amigos.
 ̂ On_ March 21 she w ill attend a black-
C2 S Fn . Mar. 13.1981 Seattle  Post-Intelligencer
Mme. Jehan El-Sadat. wife of Egypt's 
president, arrives here Thursday to 
open, at the invitation of Mayor Tom 
Bradley, the American symposium titled 
"Egypt Today." LA . is part of a three- 
city tour that includes Washington, 
D.C., and Houston. The symposium is 
sponsored by the Middle East Institute. 




Magazine W il l  
Assist Parents
Dear Ann Landers: My younger sister and her 
husband, both 36 years of age, have been trying to 
have a family for five years. Last September they 
finally succeeded. Our joy was short-lived. The child 
was born brain-damaged. The doctors said it was due 
t#» rfiffkiiit and comniicated delivery.
DR. JOYCE 
BROTHERS
quite angry, but I don't 
want to express this to him.
Dear Dr. Brothers: Un­
til recently, my husband's 
salary provided for all our 
family's needs and none of 
us bad to worry much about 
economizing Our three 
teen-age children grew up 
with an almost unlimited 
supply of money for their 
daily needs.
Well, things have 
changed. My husband has 
been ill and so he now earns 
much less. In addition, 
we're trying to keep up 
with inflation and we re not 
making i t
M v  h iw h an ri’s nn H rv  has
and plan a realistic budget 
for the family as a whole 
and for each member. If 
your youngsters don't have 
allowances. I strongly sug­
gest that you set this up as 
soon as possible. Make the
s l1n «*n i>H  h u t i f
-  O.K.
Dear O.Kj 1 think you 
can explain to your son that 
automobile insurance com­
panies aren't out to get him,
h»i» m fA A n M a lv
18  San 3franri«o (Diromdr Mon., Mar. 9, 1981
D ie t Controversy
ASK THE POCTOB
By G. Timothy Johnson, M.D.
| q >EAR DR. JOHNSON: Our daughter, now ?. was 
L—'horn  with a PKU deficiency. She has. of course, 
been on the "PKU diet" since she was born. There 
seems to be controversy about how long a child must 
stay on this diet. What's your opinion? — M.K.
I can t pretend to be an expert on the PKU diet, 
but, like you. I've been following the controversy for 
the past few years.
For the rest of our readers, the initials PKU refer
W o rk  to  Be Done
OBEEH THUMB
By John £. Bryan
n S a rch  is a busy time of the year in the garden. The 
ffiJutonger days, warmer nights and earth that has not 
yet been dried out by the hot summer sun are ideal for 
plant growth.
Any plants that didn't get a good start will 
appreciate a feeding. Use a 
balanced fertilizer contain­
ing nitrogen, potash and 
phosphates.
Plants that like special 
formulas, such as roses, camellias and citrus, should 
begin to receive regular feedings of the fertilizers 
formulated for them.
Do not leave any spent flowers under the bushes. 
">*>*« material provides a home for many diseases. Rake
Figure 22--Simple 1ine rules set off standing heads in the Los flhgeles 
Times. Another nice effect is achieved by the Seattle Post- 
Intelligencer with bar lines and.sketches. The San Francisco 
Chronicle also has simple, attractive standing heads.
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interested in writing about lifestyles topics, such as food, society and 
gardening, but that male staff reporters are not being assigned or en­
couraged to cover lifestyles news.
The New York Times (Style) was the only section that had all 
staff-written stories and columns. The Los Angeles Times (VIEW) and the 
San Francisco Chronicle (People) had high ratios of local-to-wire 
service stories. The Seattle Post-Intelligencer (LIFE/STYLES) and The 
Salt Lake Tribune (Lifestyle) ran about half and half. Except for the 
Style section, VIEW was the only other section that had a good ratio of
local-to-syndicated columns. VIEW was about 50-50. Lifestyle was 1 to
10; LIFE/STYLES was 4 to 19: and DAY (The Oregonian) was 2 to 18.
The New York Times and Los_ Angeles Times did a good job of using
"specials," stories written by stringers or free-lance writers. Specials 
had the home-grown appeal of staff-written copy and brought readers in­
teresting nev/s from other parts of the state or country, such as a 
report about a wedding photographers1 convention in Las Vegas that ran 
in Style.
The sections that had the most locally written stories and 
columns were more interesting than those that were f ille d  with wire or 
news service stories and syndicated columns. The sections that were 
the most local were the most relevant to their readers, though wire 
and syndicated copy often discussed interesting people and socially 
relevant issues, such as discrimination, abortion and day care.
Stories were often too long and jumped too many times. Unless a 
story is particularly compelling, many readers won!t  bother searching
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through the paper to continue reading a story. The Seattle Post-Intel- 
1 igencer and San Francisco Chronicle kept their stories short (no more 
than half a page) and had no jumps. Shorter stories were more inviting 
to read and allowed for more variety of topics. Long columns of gray 
copy made dull layouts and unless readers had sufficient time and inter­
est, most would be lost or discouraged from reading long, jumped stories.
Long stories also tended to be less tightly written than shorter 
features. The writing in The New York Times was of extremely high quality, 
as was that in VIEW. Blake Green wrote several interesting features for 
People and Nancy Burkhart almost single-handedly upheld the Living '81 
section.
Unfortunately there was very l i t t le  outstanding writing. Jack 
Smith, (VIEW), Carolyn Heilbrun and Mimi Sheraton (Style), Judy Magrid 
(Lifestyles), Rod Patterson (DAY), and Adeline Daley (People), were the 
best and most original.
The lifestyles sections tended to be a l i t t le  too complacent, a 
l i t t le  too bland with the same old topics recycled every month and year.
Two papers ran more or less the same topical kite-flying feature on 
Sunday. The photos were pretty, but le t's  face i t ,  it 's  been done.
What was needed was more creativity, originality and flair--more 
bright color pieces, such as the story on talking tombstones in VIEW, to 
balance out the personality features, the heavy coping features, the 
live-right/eat-right features, the how-to consumer features, the women's- 
interest features.
The Los Angeles Times seemed to have the most fun and the best 
sense of humor. The other papers seemed to take themselves too seriously.
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Except for a recipe-exchange column in Lifestyles and a letters 
column in VIEW, there wasn't much reader input or interaction in l i f e ­
styles. Local consumer-complaints columns, gardening or "buck-stretcher" 





* Be more local.
* Run shorter stories; don't jump stories.
* Localize wire copy whenever possible.
* Show more local faces.
* Make better use of free-lance and contributing writers.
* Get local readers more involved through reader participation columns.
* Be more creative, original, less serious.
* Stick to feature news.
* Don't mix in hard news.
* Get rid of cartoons, comics, puzzles, bridge, chess, horoscopes, movie 
and record columns, TV listings, and arts and entertainment features.
* Don't overuse syndicated columns and wire copy.
* Keep weddings uniform in style.
* Run brides with the appropriate writeups.
* Run recipes two columns and boldface ingredients.
* Omit courtesy tit le s .
* Strive for snappier, brighter layouts.
* Use more white space on open covers.
* Run more and larger photos, especially on inside pages.
* Inspire photographers to be more creative.
* Box photos, especially color photos.
* Use photo captions or boldface lead-ins only when a photo stands
alone, otherwise, a outline will suffice.
Use consistently-sized heads; don't run heads larger than 36 points 
Simplify standing heads.
Run heads, bylines, outlines flush le ft .




I t  was necessary to make numerous subjective judgments to cate­
gorize each story or piece of editorial information into one of 37 topics. 
Many stories could have been appropriately placed under several topics.
For example, would a story about a family services counselor who helps 
women organize their time be classified under ''advice," "coping," "edu­
cation," "families," "health," "people" or "women's interest?" I chose 
"women's interest" because the subject matter was specifically directed 
toward women's problems.
Descriptions of the topics listed below may help clarify how the 
lifestyles news and features were classified.
Adv i ce
Columns such as "Dear Abby" and "Ann Landers." "Dr. Joyce Brothers" 
was placed under "coping."
Art and Antiques




Only two stories were placed under this topic because the point
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of the story often was not about the job its e lf but about something else, 
such as coping or women's interest.
Celebrities
Name-brand people, such as Gloria Vanderbilt, as opposed to people 
who might be well known by some, such as Mother Jones Publisher Jacques 
Marchand, but not by the general public.
Children's Interest
Stories children would be interested in reading themselves, not 
stories about children. Stories about children were placed under "edu­
cation and school" or "families."
Club News
Notices about club meetings were placed under meetings unless the 
article contained other news. Often i t  was d iffic u lt to classify news 
as either "clubs," "meetings" or "talks," particularly i f  a program or 
speaker were slated.
Commentary
This contained only letters to the editor of VIEW. Other columns 
that could have been placed under this topic, such as "Erma Bombeck" or 
"Ann Landers," were placed under the topics that best described them, 
such as "humor" or "advice."
Consumer, How-to
Articles such as how to evaluate video systems or a survey of 
various do-it-yourself products. Also columns like "Consumer Reports,"
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"The Supermarket Shopper," and "Freebies."
Coping
Some stories under this topic overlapped with "careers," "families," 
"older Americans" or "women's interest." Included were the columns 
"Options" and "Dr. Joyce Brothers."
Culture
Concerts, ballet, symphony, plays, reviews, etc.
Decorating and Design
Many of these stories emphasized consumer interest, such as 
"Decorating Without a Decorator," and "Cover That Wallpaper--Restoration 
Avoids Stripping."
Education and School
School news and what school children were doing.
Entertainment
Articles about records, movies and television.
Families
Many family-interest stories dealt with coping, such as how 
"latch-key" children cope or how to help troubled teenagers.
Fashion and Beauty
Mostly about fashions although some stories were on other topics 
such as designers or fashion shows.
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Food, Recipes
Most food stories were restricted to cooking and food preparation. 
Articles about nutrition were placed under "health."
Games and Diversions
Crossword puzzles, horoscopes, bridge and chess columns, comics, 
cartoons—things that were included to amuse the reader.
Health and Nutrition
Ouestion-and-answer health columns such as "Dr. Neil Solomon."
Also articles about eating right, staying slim, and getting proper 
vitamins.
Household Hints
Columns such as "Hints from Heloise" and "Helpful Hints."
Human Interest
Stories that had general appeal to both men and women. These 
stories often could have been more narrowly classified.
Humor
Mostly humor columns such as "Erma Bombeck," "Art Buchwald" 
and "Jack Smith."
Meetings
Usually short, one-column notices.
News




More in-depth coverage of local news events, usually from a 
personal angle, such as a feature about the low-income tenants of a new 
housing complex in Los Angeles.
Older Americans
News about or of specific interest to older Americans, such as 
senior citizens' activities and the column "Past 65."
People and Profiles
Since almost all lifestyles stories involved people, these stories 
were generally limited to personality profiles.
Plants and Gardening
Columns such as "Plants in the Home," "Green Thumb" and articles 
about gardening.
Politics and Political Analysis
Jane Bryant Quinn's column "Staying Ahead" was the only entry 
in this category. Maxine Cheshire's Washington column could have been 
placed here but was put under "society" instead.
Recreation
Hobbies and pastimes. Kite flying, bingo playing, etc.
Sewing




Society columns and social affairs. Wedding news was placed 
under "weddings."
Talks, Lectures, Workshops, Classes





Brief notices about births, marriages and divorces.
Weddings, Engagements and Anniversaries
Only actual writeups counted. Weddings, engagements and anni­
versaries mentioned in society columns weren't included.
Women's-Interest Issues
Stories that were specifically directed toward women and their
special problems and interests. Often women1s-interest stories over­
lapped with other topics, such as "coping," "careers" and "families."
APPENDIX I I
Popular L ifes ty les  Topics
Listed below are the newspapers that ran the most news on a given
topic. Not all topics are listed. 
Advice
Seattle Post-Intelliqencer 
The Salt Lake Tribune
Art








The Salt Lake Tribune
Consumer
Seattle Post-Intelliqencer 






The New York Times
Family
The Denver Post 







The New York Times
Games
Los Angeles Times 
San Francisco Chronicle
Health and Nutrition
The Salt Lake Tribune 
The Oregonian
Household Hints
The Salt Lake Tribune
Human Interest
The Denver Post 
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The New York Times
As one would expect, the Times1 Style section was sophisticated, 
cosmopolitan and stylish. Even the Style logo, printed in small under­
stated letters, had class.
The Style section gave the impression that less is more. Since 
the entire section was usually no more than one page (three at the most), 
the writing, photography and layout were of exceptional quality.
Except for the society column, where only well-known people were 
mentioned, the Style section did not attempt to cover what its one-million 
readers actually did with their lives, but rather focused on topics that 
would likely interest them. Examples included how "latch-key" kids from 
White Plains cope with coming home to empty houses, a discussion of 
whether or not to clean expensive down coats, and how families can help 
elderly relatives who they suspect are being mistreated in nursing homes.
The scope of the Style section was international as well as 
cosmopolitan. The number of "specials to the Times" brought readers 
stories from around the country and world, such as a new showing of Art 
Nouveau in Paris, the secrets of making Japanese sushi, and new trends 
in wedding photography as reported from a wedding photographers' conven­
tion in Las Vegas.
The focus of the Style section was slightly more oriented toward 
women's interests, particularly fashion, and topics such as interior 
decorating, relationships and coping that seem to hold more appeal to 
women. More important, however, is the fact that the Style section is 
directed to an audience that is well educated, affluent, career orienteds
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cultured and sophisticated.
The Style section focused on seven topics, one for each day of 
the week: Sunday, human interest; Monday, coping and relationships;
Tuesday, fashion; Wednesday, food; Thursday, decorating; Friday, society; 
and Saturday, consumer interest. The advantage of packaging lifestyles  
news according to themes is that readers, who are creatures of habit, 
know what to expect on a given day. The topics in Style were broad 
enough that this did not seem limiting. One danger, however, is that 
this does tend to lim it timeliness (what i f  a major fashion show were 
held Wednesday?) and focusing on the same topics each week tends to be 
somewhat repetitious and narrow.
The writing in the Style section was exceptionally good. Writers 
who reported on specialized topics such as fashion (John Duka), food 
(Pierre Franey), and health (Jane Brody) all seemed to be experts in 
their fields. Columnists Carolyn Heilbrun and Mimi Sheraton were out­
standing creative writers.
Almost all of the copy in the Style section was exclusive by­
lined feature material. None of the copy came from the wire or other 
news services, but a number of the columns, "Wine Talk," " 60 Minute 
Gourmet" and "Personal Health," were syndicated by the Times News 
Service and were run in many of the other lifestyles sections.
Despite limited space, the layouts of the Style section were 
innovative and arresting. The pages were obviously designed by an 
a rtis t, as opposed to being laid out by production personnel, and were 
irresistable looking and hard to put down. Numerous design elements, 
such as line rules and screens, were used in the layouts but instead of
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being merely decorative, they enhanced the readability and appeal of 
the copy.
Proportionally, the Style section was the most visual of a ll the 
other lifestyles sections. Photos were varied in size, some running as 
large as eight columns, and came in all sizes, including square and round. 
Many of the photos were "cut-outs" or "pop-outs" that added the illusion
of depth to the pages. Fortunately, the writing in the Style section was
strong enough not to be overpowered by the layouts.
I .  Description
A) Section Name: Style
B) Days Run: Seven
C) News Hole
1) Total Number of Pages: 11
2) Covers: The news hole ranged from one-half to three-quarters 
of a page on four covers. Three covers were open.
3) Average Number of Inside Pages Weekdays: One
4) Theme Pages: Living (food), Wednesday, Home (decorating)
Thursday. On Tuesday the focus was on fashion: Saturday, 
consumer interest.
5) Size of Sunday Section: One-half page.
I I .  Topics Covered
Food, consumer interest, human interest, coping, interior decorating, 
families, fashion and women's interest.
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Chart 4—Below is a breakdown of the topics run and the number of stories 
on each topic.
Topic Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday T ota ls
A rt and Antiques 1 1 2
Consumer 1 1 3 5
Copinq 2 1 3
Decoratinq 3 3
Fam ilies 1 2 3
Fashion 2 1 3
Food 5 • 1 6
Health 2 2
Human In te re s t 3 1 4
People 1 1
Social 1 1
Women's In te re s t 1 1 1 3
T ota ls 1 4 3 12 9 3 '4 36
A) Social News
"The Evening Hours," a society column, ran Friday.
B) Weddings
None. The Times ran 51 wedding announcements in its Society 
section following the Style page on Sunday. Wedding writeups, 
from one to six paragraphs, were oriented toward socially 
prominent people. Mention was made of what the couple's 
parents and grandparents did for a living.
C) Women's-Interest News
Two stories appealed to "liberated" women's interests; one about 
a bridal broker appealed to traditional women's interests. "Lib­
erated" women's-interest stories were a feature on black women 
achievers serving as role models to women students from Atlanta, 
and Carolyn Heilbrun's column, "Hers."
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I I I .
D) Fashion
A fashion page ran Tuesday. The main feature was on sweater 
dressing. A "Notes on Fashion" column mentioned interesting 
fashion buys at local stores.
E) Food
The Living section was geared equally to men and women and fea­
tured three outstanding columns syndicated by the New York Times 
Syndicate: "Personal Health" by Jane E. Brody; "60 Minute Gourmet"
by Pierre Franey, and "Wine Talk" by Terry Robards. Stories re­
volved around topics, such as "The Selling of the Girl Scout 
Cookie, 1981," instead of around recipes. Features had an inter­
national flavor with stories on Japanese cooking, the French 
approach to yogurt making, a French cassoulet and an Irish green 
grocer in Dublin.
Related Lifestyles Sections and Supplements
A) Arts and Entertainment
Two pages of Arts/Entertainment ran daily and contained news of 
theater, film , television, music, movies, books, chess, bridge 
and the crossword puzzle.
B) Other Sections
On Friday, a seven-page Weekend section replaced the Arts/Enter­
tainment pages. Weekend included much of the same information 
as the Arts/Entertainment pages in an expanded format along with 
things to do over the weekend.
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C) Sunday Supplements
Arts and Leisure, a 40-page section, contained stories on 
antiques, art, dance, film , music, television, TV listings, 
theater, bridge, cameras, chess, gardens and stamps. The 
New York Times Magazine, Book Review and Travel sections also 
ran Sunday.
IV. Layout and Design
A) Packaging
Lifestyles news was packaged according to themes--food and inter­
ior design—and focused on five other topics: human interest,
fashion, coping and relationships, society and consumer interest.
B) Graphics
Numerous shadow boxes, benday, Bodoni rules, line rules, hair­
line rules, artis tic  borders, graphic illustrations, odd­
shaped pictures, and "cut-outs" or "pop-out" pictures were used. 
Photos were morticed, overlapped and thrust into copy or through 
line rules for effect.
C) Photos
1) Number of Photos on the Covers: 24
2) Number of Photos on the Inside Pages: 14 (four pages)
3) Boxed vs. Unboxed Photos: Photos were boxed
4) Captions: 0
5) Cutlines: Cutlines were set about twice as large as body 




A) Headlines: Cap and lower case
B) Type face: Serif
C) Size of Heads: Most heads were 30-36 points
D) Positioning of Heads: Flush le ft
E) Bylines: Boldfaced, centered
F) Courtesy Titles: Mr., Miss, Mrs.
G) Flag: The word "Style" in small letters was centered at the
top. The words New York Times and the date, both in smaller
type ran to the le ft  and right, respectively.
H) Standing Heads: No pictures. Columns such as "Notes on Fashion,
"The Evening Hours," and "Consumer Saturday" were distinguished 
by the use of different type, such as a large in itia l cap or 
boldface letters. Each standing head was treated differently.
Staff Analysis
A) Number of Staff Writers: 17
1) Female: 13
2) Male: Four
B) Total Number of Wire and News Service Stories: 0
C) Specials to The New York Times: Six
1) Female: Four
2) Male: Two
D) Number of Bylined Local Stories: 18
1) Female: 14
2) Male: Four
E) Number of Syndicated Columnists: 0
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F) Number of Local Columnists: Nine*
1) Female: Five
2) Male: Four
G) Total Number of Photos: 38
H) Credited Staff Photos: 30
1) Female: Eight
2) Male: 22
*Local columns: "Consumer Saturday" by Michael deCourcy Hinds,
"De Gustibus" by Mimi Sheraton, "The Evening Hours" by Judy Klemesrud, 
"Hers" by Carolyn G. Heilbrun, "Notes on Fashion" by John Duka, "Personal 
Health" by Jane E. Brody, "Relationships" by Nadine Brozan, "60 Minute 
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The Oregonian
The DAY section was s t i l l  mostly a women's section. The most 
frequently-run stories were about topics that appealed to traditional 
women's interests, such as advice, celebrities, club news, fashion, 
food, society and meeting notices. The DAY section was one of only two 
sections that s t il l  run wedding writeups.- I t  was also traditional in 
i t  use of courtesy tit le s .
Three cover features, one on kite flying, one on the renovation 
of an old furniture manufacturing factory, and one on educating children 
about sexual abuse, had equal appeal to men and women. A picture showing 
a man rolling bread dough illustrated a cooking feature that ran on the 
cover of the Wednesday paper.
Most of the other stories and columns were primarily geared to 
homemakers. Aside from the food and nutrition columns, co lu m n s  such as 
"Erma Bombeck," "Needleplay," "Helpful Hints" and "Sew with Flair" 
largely appealed to women. "Past 65" by Carl Riblet Jr. and "Staying 
Ahead" by Jane Bryant Quinn, however, had no sex bias.
Because so many columns ran in the DAY section i t  did not seem 
local. More than half of the stories were from the wire or other news 
sources, and only two columns were staff-written compared to 18 that 
were syndicated.
The focus of the DAY pages was also blurred. Since the DAY 
pages did not f i l l  an entire section, i t  was often unclear where the DAY 
pages ended and other news pages began. Travel, arts and entertainment 
news, TV listings, comics and hard news frequently were mingled with the 
DAY sections.
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The photography, layout and overall appearance of the DAY section
was not particularly exciting. The best photos were two color fashion
photos that ran Thursday. Four color photos ran on Sunday's cover but 
they were out of focus and looked washed out.
None of the pages appeared to be laid out by a graphic a rtis t. 
Pictures seemed to be sized to f i l l  the space without regard to their 
relative importance or merit.
Recipes, in particular, were poorly laid out. Columns of ingre­
dients were often broken or jumped. This makes i t  d iffic u lt for people 
to clip and f i le  the recipes. A better practice is to l is t  ingredients 
in two columns so that they will f i t  on a 3x5 index card.
Instead of boldfacing the number of servings a recipe makes, 
i t  would have been better for The Oregonian to boldface the ingredients. 
Also the headlines over the recipes were too large and made the individual 
recipes look more like separate stories than parts of a feature.
Visually, the DAY pages were staid. Columns, stories and photos
tended to be stacked on top of each other and the gaps fille d  with small 
one- or two-paragraph stories.
I .  Description
A) Section Name: DAY*(SunDAY, MonDAY, etc.)
B) Days Run: Seven
C) News Hole
1) Total Number of Pages: 63
2) Covers: Open
*The DAY section is now called Living and includes the Arts and 
Leisure section.
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3) Average Number of Inside Pages Weekdays: Four
A) Theme Pages: WednesDAY (food)
5) Size of Sunday Section: 20 pages
I I .  Topics Covered
Club news, fashion, food, health, talks, travel, weddings.
Chart 5—Below is a breakdown of the topics run and the number of 
stories on each topic.
Topics Sunday Monday | Tuesday
■...........- i
--------------------
Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Totals
Advice 1 1 1 . . . .  1 l 1 6
C e le b r it ie s  1 2 3 5
Club News 1 1 3 2 3 4 14
Consumer j 1 5 1 7
Coping j i 1
C u ltu ra l ! 3 3
Education 1 1
Entertainm ent ; 1 1 2
Family ! 2 2
Fashion j 1 9 10
Food I 1 5 1 8
Games 1 ! 1 2
Health 2 ; 4 2 8
Household H ints 1 1 . 1 3
Human In te re s t I 1 1 1 3
Humor l  ! 1 1 3
Meetings l  1 3 4
News 1 1
News Features l 1
O lder Americans l 1
People 0
PI ants 1 1
P o lit ic s l 1
Recreation 2 2
5ewing 2 2
Social 3 2 5
Talks 1 3 . 3 1 2 10
Travel 8 8
Weddings 12 12
Women's In te re s t  ! 2 1 3 6




"In One Ear," a local column by Rod Patterson, ran Sunday and 
provided a humorous look at what local people were doing. Other 
social news was limited to small notices about anniversaries, 
dinner dances, receptions and parties.
B) Weddings
Twelve wedding writeups ran Saturday with eleven small pictures. 
There were no engagements.
C) Women's-Interest News
Most of the stories had a "traditional" appeal. Traditional 
stories were "Veterans emphathize with transferees;" "To wall­
flower's lament, cheerleaders did have fun,1' a column by Beverly 
Stephen; and "Lifestyle clash baffling," a story about how the 
children of working women are neglected. Some topics were "lib ­
erated," such as a story about secretaries' reactions to the movie 
"Nine to Five," a feature on a group of professional women who 
formed an exclusive "good old girls" business club, and a feature 
about a woman pilot who teaches the wives of male pilots the 
rudiments of flying. While these stories dealt with "liberated" 
subjects, the underlying assumptions were that successful female 
executives and women pilots were the exceptions, not the norm, 
and that discrimination against women in the work force was s t ill  
a topic to make fun of.
D) Fashion
Fashion news was a major part of the DAY section. In addition to
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a two-column picture and an article about a benefit fashion show 
that ran Monday, three pages of fashion news ran Thursday in a 
special March/Fashion section. Two color photos ran on the cover. 
Unfortunately, too much copy was crammed on the page and the 
photos were not well displayed.
E) Food
The WednesDAY food section (20 pages in two sections) contained 
numerous recipes and syndicated columns. Many of the columns 
dealt with consumer interest and nutrition. One large recipe 
feature (canned) focused around Irish cooking to tie  in with 
St. Patrick's Day. Except for a few canned photos, the inside 
pages were gray. The television and radio listings also ran in 
this section.
I I I .  Related Lifestyles Sections and Supplements
A) Arts and Entertainment
There were no distinct arts and entertainment pages although 
there was an attempt to run cultural news in a catch-all section 
that included the TV listings at the end of the DAY pages. News 
of the arts was mixed in with community news and other miscel­
laneous hard-news stories. Two staff writers, both men, wrote 
reviews of cultural events, such as the opening of the Oregon 
Shakespearean Festival and a performance of Wagner's opera 
"Die Walkure." Another local columnist, Peter Farrell, had a 
television column that ran with the TV listings.




Parade, a 24-page nationally syndicated magazine; Northwest, a 
24-paoe Oregonian feature supplement; and TV Click, a 32-page 
TV and radio magazine.
IV. Layout and Design
A) Packaging
The structure of the DAY section was not always clear. Nine 
pages of travel features ran in the middle of the Sunday 
section. Inside features varied daily and included diverse 
topics such as fashion, music, travel, drama, news, television 
and church news. On Tuesday, the crossword puzzle and a story 
about prison escapees ran with news of the arts. The comics 
ran on page 4 of Thursday's nine-page section.
B) Graphics
Graphically, the DAY section was unexciting. The stories were 
not boxed and there was no attempt to liven up the pages using
line rules or other graphic-design elements. Few stories were
set more than one column width.
C) Photos
1) Number of Photos on the Covers: 22
2) Number of Photos on the Inside Pages: 37
3) Boxed vs. Unboxed Photos: Unboxed
4) Captions: Two or three boldface words, all capped and 
followed by an M-dash, preceded the cutlines.
5) Cutlines: Cutlines were slightly larger than body copy and 
flush le f t .  They were complete sentences.
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V. Typography
A) Headlines: Lower case except for the f irs t  le tter of the f irs t
word
B) Type Face: Sans-serif
C) Size of Heads: Heads varied in size from about 18 to 48 inches
D) Positioning of Heads: Flush le ft
E) Bylines: Heavy boldface, flush le f t .  Another line, "of The-
Oregonian, 1 in smaller type identified staff writers.
F) Courtesy Titles: Miss, Mrs., Ms.
G) Flag: The last three letters of each day of the week were capped
in heavy boldface caps, i .e . ,  SunDAY. The name of the day was
centered at the top. The Oregonian and the date ran at the le ft .
A l is t  of inside topics, such as "features," "fashion" and "drama" 
ran flush right.
H) Standing Heads: Some columnists, such as Abby, had sketches that
ran with their columns. Other standing heads were merely kickers.
IV. Staff Analysis
A) Number of staff writers: Nine
1) Female: Seven
2) Male: Two
B) Total Number of Bylined Wire, News Service Stories: 18.
C) Number of Specials to The Oregonian: One
1) Female: One
2) Male: 0




E) Number of Syndicated Columnists: 18*
1) Female: 11
2) Male: Seven
F) Number of Local Columnists: Two**
1) Female: 0
2) Male: Two
G) Total Number of Photos: 59 (Not including 15 brides)
H) Credited Staff Photos: 24
1) Female: Four
2) Male: 20
♦Syndicated columns: "The Butcher" by Merle E llis , "Dear Abby" by
Abigail Van Buren, "Erma Bombeck," "Food for Thought" by Jean Mayer and 
Jeanine Goldberg, "Helpful Hints" by Mary Ellen Pinkham, "Laurel's Kitchen" 
by Carol Flinders, "Needleplay” by Erica Wilson, "Nelson Talks Food" by 
Richard Nelson, "Past 65" by Carl Riblet J r ., "Plants in the Home" by 
Elvin McDonald, "Sew with Flair" by Sandra Betzina, "Sheinwold on Bridge" 
by Alfred Sheinwold, "60 Minute Gourmet" by Pierre Franey, "Slim Gourmet" 
by Barbara Gibbons, "Staying Ahead" by Jane Bryant Quinn, "Beverly Stephen," 
"Super Savers" by Jan Leasure, and "To Your Good Health" by Dr. Paul G. 
Donohue.
**Local columns: "Behind the Mike" by Peter Farrell, and "In One
Ear" by Rod Patterson.
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Latchkey Kids Find 
Skill for Household 
Help and Survival
ST aeOAQM OULLRA
WHITE PLAINS. N.Y. -  As Linda Berman was driv­
ing home from the office the other n ight the pasta pot in 
her kitchen began to boil and the scent of oregano filled 
the air. Her Uve-in help. 12-year-oid Michael and Debbie. 
11, had dinner under control.
“ If my mother has a hard day we usually make her 
spaghetti,”  Debbie said, stirring the tomato sauce. “ If 
she has a really hard day we make salad, too.”
Mrs. Berman is a widow and a social worker. Like 
many working mothers, she cannot always he home 
whea school lets out and so she has trained her children 
to be self-reliant and cooperative around the house. She 
has also encouraged them to take cooking and sewing 
mi, which may explain why Debbie and 
d so pleased with themselves as they pro-
“ It's  good to be able to do things for yourself.”  Michael 
said. “ If kids can't make meals ami they have to wait for 
ime. U might be I  o'clock before
“Kt",nodded. “ Some of our friends are getting 
housekeepers, but we don't have one.”  she said cheerful­
ly. “So we help out.”
BESIDES MAKING dinner when Mrs. Berman has a 
“ hard day,”  the children also dear the table, load and 
unload the dishwasher, vacuum, clean U» bathroom, 
feed the fish and put out the garbage. They even do win-
Not a ll members of the so-caQed latchkey generation 
are as resourceful as Michael and Debbie Berman, but 
many are learning. With more than half the mothers of 
school-aged ing their home economics courses to reflect 
the changing role of the child in the two-paycheck fam ily 
as well as the one-parent family.
What such children need are simple “ survival skills,”  
said Dr. Gladys Gary Vaughn of the 
Economics Association. “TTiere are 
neighborhoods that are devoid of adults when the chil­
dren return from school,”  she said. “ It may only be two 
hours that the children are alone but these hours are 
crucial. This is what home economics courses today are 
trying to address."
Although the courses vary widely from state to state 
Vaughn said, the aim is to 
the after-school hours: to 
mswer a telephone, prepare 
e medical emergencies such 
i have even set up small com­
munity nurseries to give eighth-graders the practice 
needed to care (or younger brothers and sisters.
A pioneer in such courses is the Norwood Elementary 
School in Cranston. R .I.. where boys and girls aa young 
as 9 are leaning to cook nutritious fam ily meals, wash 
and patch their own leans, clean the house and shop for 
This program, a model for many others, was 
six years ago by Marie Lawrence, the school 
' who believes in  relating school lessons to real
and from
s r * '
io n  was divided 
i S3 to buy break- 
i had plenty to
prepared snacks went 
his kind of instruction
FOR EXAMPLE, a da 
into two groups, each of v 
fast. The group that boug 
eat. while the group thai 
hungry- Said B in. Lawrence, “T
hits home.”
In  the Brooklyn bo me of Nathaniel 
uon made a ll the difference. Williams works tn a dry- 
cleaning plaid and for the past seven yean be has been 
rearing Ids three children alone. The job became consid­
erably easier, he said, a lter Tammy. 14. attended borne 
economics classes at Junior High School 234.
“ Now she can cook, clean the bouse, iron clothes, oh, 
she can do everything." Williams boasteiL 
Private schools, too, are training youngsters in 
bomemaking skills. The Coiiegnte School for boys in 
New York City is regarded as a forerunner in  the field 
with an innovative infant-care course. F ifth and sixth 
graders were shown bow to bathe, feed aad diaper a 
baby.
TWO YEARS AGO. Jim Broder, now an eighth grader 
at Collegiate, took an elective course called domestic 
survival in which he learned culinary arts, needlepoint 
and comparison shopping.
“ He cleans up as he goes along aad be sets the table 
with candles,”  said Mrs. Broder. “ He’s incredible. ”
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Next to The New York Times, the Post had the smallest lifesty le  
section. I t  had the fewest staff writers (three) and the fewest local 
stories (five).
Only one local story, alwaysoneof the cover features, ran in 
each section. The rest of the cover space consisted fo a serialized AP 
feature on the dangers of marijuana smoking and either one AP story, a
column, or a feature from another news service.
The inside pages were dull and predictable. "Ann Answers" and 
"Your Horoscope" were the two primary features run daily. The column 
"Socially Speaking" ran three times a week with "At Wit's End" and 
"Spotlight on Clubs" running on the alternate days. A few meeting notices 
and wire service stories rounded out the section.
Home World on Saturday was disappointing. A staff-written fea­
ture on a bachelor's dream pad was interesting but a news feature from 
the Los Angeles Times on the growth of Green Valley, Nevada, a bedroom 
community of Las Vegas, had no relevancy to Denverites and was apparently 
run to f i l l  space.
Except for two local gardening columns, the inside Home World
pages were fille d  with syndicated columns and a few brief stories and
notices.
Since there wasn't much copy to judge from, i t  was d iffic u lt  
to say what the focus of the Living '81 section was. The features were 
directed toward general human interests, such as the series on mentally 
i l l  outpatients living in Denver, a feature on the popularity of financial 
self-help books, a personality profile on a Denver barber, and two
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stories from The New York Times—one on "latch-key" children and another 
on the psychological roots of procrastination.
Running the horoscope column as a major feature seemed triv ia l 
and out of place in lifestyles. Columnists Ann Landers, Erma Bombeck and 
Dottie Lamm appealed to women's interests, as did the weekly "Spotlight 
on Clubs" feature.
The layout of Living '81 looked more like news pages than feature 
pages. Most of the pictures ran on the section covers, but the pictures 
were not well displayed. None of the photos reproduced well. They looked 
grainy and fuzzy as i f  poor-quality screens were used.
Graphically, the paper had a dated appearance. The flag and many 
of the standing heads were nothing more than round-cornered boxes contain­
ing cut-out pictures of the columnists. The pictures looked rather like  
severed heads and seemed to be floating in space.
The lack of inside photos made the sections look gray.
I .  Description
A) Section Name: Living '81*
B) Days Run: Six (Monday through Friday and Home World on Saturday)
C) News Hole
1) Total Number of Pages: 18
2) Covers: Open
3) Average Number of Inside Pages Weekdays: Two
4) Theme Pages: Home World
*As of September 14, 1981, the Living '81 section was changed to 
Living and Arts and includes the comics, TV listings and entertainment.
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5) Size of Sunday Section: 0
6) Food Section: Food was not a part of Living '81. A 
separate 24-paae food section ran Wednesday.
I I .  Topics Covered
Families, human interest, plants and gardening, advice, games, 
consumer interest and talks.
Chart 6—Below is a breakdown of the topics run and the number of 
stories on each topic.
Topics Sunday Monday Tuesday J Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Total
Advice 1 1 1 1 1 5
Art and Antidues 1 1
Club News 1 1
Consumer 1 2 | 3
Cooina 1 ! 1
Oecoratinq 2 i 2
Families 1 1 2 1 1 6
Games 1 1 ! 1 1 1 1 5
Human Interest 2. 2 I 1 1 2 3
Humor i i  1 i 1
News 1 ! 2 ! 1 2 1 5
News Features iI 2 i 2
Plants 1 5 5
Social I i 1 3
Talks, etc. 1 2 2 S
Total 5 s 10 3 7 16 S3
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A) Social News
The column "Socially Speaking" ran Monday, Tuesday and Thursday.
B) Weddings
No weddings or engagements ran in the Living '81 section except 
what Patricia Collins mentioned in "Socially Speaking." She 
wrote up three weddings (one with a 3/4-length picture of the 
bride) and one engagement. Her descriptions were more flowery 
than most wedding writeups today. Collins described the bride's 
and attendants' dresses and, in two of the accounts, noted what 
was worn by the mothers of the bride and bridegroom.
Regular wedding writeups ran on Sunday in Contemporary 
magazine. Seventeen engagements, 13 weddings and three 50th 
wedding anniversaries were run. None of the engagements had 
photos. There were three brides and two photos of anniversary 
couples.
C) Women's-Interest News
Three stories dealt with "liberated" women's issues. They were: 
a weekly column by Colorado's First Lady, Dottie Lamm, who wrote 
about the effects proposed government cutbacks in spending would 
have on women; a feature about novelist Judith Guest (author of 
"Ordinary People"), who was slated to speak at the 1981 Interna­
tional Women's Week Conference in Boulder; and a UPI story about 








None. A separate 24-page Food section ran Wednesday in addition 
to Living '81. The cover was a full-page process-color photo.
A number of interesting staff-written and syndicated features 
ran on the inside.
Related Lifestyles Sections and Supplements
A) Arts and Entertainment
Three partial pages of Entertainment and the Arts—news about 
movies, celebrities and local cultural events—ran Wednesday and 
Thursday. On Friday, a 10-page section called the Entertain­
ment Guide carried news about movies, concerts, plays, art exhi­
bits and night clubs.
B) Other Sections
Weekend World, a three-page section on Saturday contained movie 
ads and information about things to do and events happening over 
the weekend.
C) Sunday Supplements
Contemporary, a 64-page feature tabloid; Empire, a 40-page fea­




Nearly all the features ran on the covers. Syndicated and local 
columns were packaged on the inside pages. Except for Saturday, 
"Ann Answers" and "Your Horoscope" were regular features Monday
through Friday. The column "Socially Speaking" ran three times; 
"At Wit's End," once; and "Spotlight on Clubs," once. Home World 
contained interior decorating and gardening features.
B) Graphics
The Post used line rules, dingbats, call-outs, boldfaced lead-ins 
and boldfaced subheads. Some stories were boxed and set two 
columns. One two-column feature was set in type larger than 
the body copy.
C) Photos: 27
1) Number of Photos on the Covers: 17
2) Number of Photos on the Inside Pages: 10
3) Boxed vs. Unboxed Photos: Most were not boxed.
4) Captions: The Post ran long captions in heavy boldface type
slightly larger than body copy and centered above the cutlines.
5) Cutlines: Cutlines were complete sentences the same size as 
body copy and centered under the photos.
Typography
A) Headlines: Cap and lower case
B) Type Face: Sans-serif
C) Size of Heads: Heads ranged from about 14 to 42 points and were
in regular and heavy bold type.
D) Positioning of Heads: Flush le ft
E) Bylines: Boldface caps, centered
F) Courtesy Titles: Miss, Mrs. Ms.
G) Flag: The flag varied from two to three columns wide and
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floated on the upper half of the covers. I t  was a round-cornered 
box with large balloon letters. The section le tte r, the words 
"The Denver Post," the date and page number ran on one line at 
the bottom of the box.
H) Standing Heads: Cut-out photos of the regular columnists ran
within round-cornered boxes similar to the flag. The "Socially 
Speaking" head was a strip of black tape with the letters 
reversed out. The head over "Your Horoscope" was a line rule 
run like a hood over the t it le .
VI. Staff Analysis
A) Number of Staff Writers: Three
1) Female: Three
2) Male: 0
B) Total Number of Bylined Wire, News Service Stories: 12
1) Female: Three
2) Male: Nine
C) Specials to The Denver Post: Two
1) Female: One
2) Male: One
D) Number of Bylined Local Stories: Six
1) Female: Six
2) Male: 0
E) Number of Syndicated Columnists: Eight*
♦Syndicated columnists: "Ann Answers" by Ann Landers, "Antiques in
America" by Gray Boone, "At Wit's End" by Erma Bombeck, "The Bradford 
Clinic" by Barbara Taylor Bradford, "Compact Living" by Sharon Nelton, 
"Home Improvement" by Bernard Gladstone, "Indoor Gardening" by Jane 




F) Number of Local Columnists:
1) Female: Two
2) Male: Two
G) Total Number of Photos: 27




*Local columns: "Dottie Lamm," "Garden Gourmet" by Gary Niederkorn,
"Gardening with Gundell" by Herb Gundell, and "Socially Speaking" by 
Patricia Collins.
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VIEW came the closest to being a general human-interest feature 
section. I t  had the most balanced staff, with about half the writers 
and columnists being male. Nearly half of the photos that ran were 
taken by women. The other papers had mostly female writers and male 
photographers.
The content was not centered on women's interests, as many of the 
other lifestyles sections were. VIEW had no advice columns or features 
on celebrities, interior decorating, household hints, recipes or sewing. 
There were no weddings and only a few engagements. Only one column dealt 
with fashion and beauty.
The emphasis of VIEW was people-oriented. Stories were about 
interesting local people, from a retired 70-year-old black house painter 
who was also a self-taught Russian teacher, to a Los Angeles philanthropist.
Most features were human-interest. Examples included a feature 
on the Queen Mary, a story on the rehabilitation of brain-injured adults 
and a review of a book about the death penalty. Book reviews were a 
unique feature of VIEW and a good source of interesting, original copy.
VIEW did follow-up features on a number of news events happening 
in the community, such as the dedication of a low-income housing complex.
A staff writer made this an interesting story by interviewing several of 
the new tenants. A feature on an Anaheim gun show titled  "No Farewell 
to Arms" also had human-interest appeal. Another news feature dealt 
with the findings of an urban development symposium that attracted 
several national figures, such as NBC news anchor Tom Brokaw, author Ray
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Bradbury and hair s tylist Vidal Sassoon.
For a large city , VIEW had local flavor and reflected the com­
munity. Columns such as "Jody Jacobs," "San Diego on VIEW" and "On VIEW" 
discussed local people and publicized local events. Like many small-town 
papers, VIEW ran numerous notices about talks, lectures and meetings of 
public interest.
VIEW also was one of the most entertaining and colorful lifestyles  
sections. Jack Smith's humor column, which ran four times a week, was 
something special to look forward to. Two columns, "Other VIEWS" and 
"Things," examined everyday occurrences, such as the joys of receiving a 
le tter and quirks of human nature, that gave readers a l i f t .  A feature 
on the inventor of solar-powered talking tombstones was a good color 
piece.
One drawback of VIEW was the packaging of cartoons, the bridge 
column and the comics page with the features. I would prefer VIEW to 
be strictly  a feature section and not have its identity confused with 
that of an entertainment section.
The inside pages tended to be a l i t t le  gray, especially toward 
the ends of the sections, and the main features tended to be too lengthy 
and require too many jumps.
The layout of VIEW was clean and neat. The heads were relatively  
small, about 30 points, and uniform looking.
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I .  Description
A) Section Name: VIEW
B) Days Run: Six (Sunday through Friday)
C) News Hole
1) Total Number of Pages: 92
2) Covers: Open
3) Average Number of Inside Pages Weekdays: 6-30
4) Theme Pages: 0
5) Sizes of Sunday Section: 18 pages
6) Food Section: Food was not a part of VIEW. A separate 40-
page section ran Thursday.
I I .  Topics Covered
Books, consumer, coping, games and diversions (cartoons and bridge),
human interest, humor, society and notices about talks, lectures,
etc.
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Chart 7—Below is a breakdown of the topics run and the number of stories 
on each topic.
Tod ics Sunday Monday Tuesday j Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Totals
3ooks 2 i ! i 4 5 13
Clubs 1 1 2 1 3
Conwentarv I 1i i
Consumer ! 1 4 3 3
Cooino i 3 2 i S
Cultural 1 1 2 ! 3
Education ! 1 1 2
Families ! 1 2 3
Fashion i 1 1
Games i 3 4 4 4 5 25
Health j 1 T 1 1 4
Human Interest ! 2 1 1 1 1 1 3
Humor I 2 1 2 1 2 3
Meetinqs 1 1 1 2
News Features [ I 1 3
Peoole ! 1 2 1 4
Recreation i 1 1
Society 2 2 2 1 2 9
Talks, Etc. 5 2 2 3 5 22
Weddinqs (enqaoes) 1 1 2
Women's Interest 1 1 1 3
Totals 23 17 10 14 38 29 131
A) Social News
"Jody Jacobs" ran Sunday, Monday, Wednesday and Friday: "Maxine 
Cheshire," a social column that dealt mostly with Washington 
politicians, ran Monday, Wednesday and Thursday; and "San Diego 
on VIEW," a social column about San Diego residents, ran Sunday. 
("On VIEW" by Marylouise Oates dealt with local cultural and
I I I .
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charitable events and was not primarily social.) One story, a 
tribute to Lady Bird Johnson, was about a social occasion, the 
premiere showing of a documentary on her l i fe .
B) Weddings
None. VIEW ran six engagement notices, three Monday and three 
Friday under the heading "Engagement News." The writeups were 
two to three paragraphs long. In addition to the couple's edu­
cation and employment, their fathers' occupations were mentioned.
C) Women's-Interest News
Only three stories were classified as women's interest. They 
dealt with "traditional" and "liberated" topics. A column, "About 
Women," was about widowhood and a woman's subsequent loss of in­
come; one was a profile on Congressional wives; and the other was 
about new research that shows women can have normal vaginal 
deliveries after having a Caesarean section.
D) Fashion
There were no stories about clothes but a column, "Beauty VIEW," 
on Thursday told how actress Alexis Smith uses a holistic approach 
to maintain her health and looks. A separate fashion section 
ran on Friday.
E) Food
None. A separate 40-page food section ran Thursday in addition 
to VIEW.
Related Lifestyles Sections and Supplements
A) Arts and Entertainment
"Calendar" ran daily and included stories on art, drama, films,
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music, radio and restaurants. Monday through Friday the television 
listings were included. Movie and TV ads ran in this section.
B) Other Sections
YOU, a 16-page tabloid containing features on coin collecting, 
photography and other special interests, ran Tuesday.
Thursday's food section was more than half f ille d  with fu l l -  
page grocery ads and mostly contained recipes and syndicated 
columns. A staff-written news story, begun on the cover, dealt 
with nutritional quackery. A calendar of local cooking classes 
and a feature on indigenous edible roots were inside features. 
Interesting cover features were a story on healthful desserts 
that double as sweet treats and an article on Jewish dishes 
for the Purim celebration.
C) Sunday Supplements
The Sunday paper contained separate Book Review, Television,
Travel, News Features and Home sections.
IV. Layout and Design
A) Packaging
The cover formats were similar. Jack Smith's column ran at the 
bottom quarter of the page daily except for Friday. A two-column 
feature and picture set off in a box ran either at the upper le ft  
or right and another story with pictures ran across the other 
columns.
B) Graphics
Line rules, underlined kickers, boldfaced subtitles, dingbats 
and call-outs were used to break up the grayness.
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C) Photos
1) Number of Photos on the Covers: 23
2) Number of Photos on the Inside Pages: 17
3) Boxed vs. Unboxed Photos: Unboxed
4) Captions: 0
5} Cutlines: Cutlines were slightly larger than body copy, 
flush le ft .  Some were complete sentences; others were 
phrases.
V. Typography
A) Headlines: Cap and lower case
B) Type Face: Serif
C) Size of Heads: Most were 30-36 points
D) Positioning of Heads: Flush le ft
E) Bylines: Bylines were the same size as body copy with the names
in caps. A second line in ita lic  caps and lower case identified
Times staff writers or other writers. Both were flush le f t .
F) Courtesy Titles: 0
G) Flag: VIEW, set in 48 points, was centered at the top of the
cover. In between two narrow Tine rules below were Los Angeles
Times centered under VIEW; the date, flush le ft;  and the section 
number, flush right.
H) Standing Heads: Heads for regular columns were run as kickers




A) Number of Staff Writers: 15
1) Female: Eight
2) Male: Seven
B) Total Number of Bylined Wire, News Service Stories: Nine
1) Female: Six
2) Male: Three
C) Number of Specials to VIEW: Seven
1) Female: Four
2) Male: Three
D) Number of Bylined Local Stories: 20
1) Female: 12
2) Male: Eight
E) Number of Syndicated Columnists: io*
1) Female: Four
2) Male: Six
F) Number of local Columnists: Nine**
^Syndicated Columns: "About Women" by Janice Mall, "Astrological
Forecast" by Carroll Righter, "Art Buchwald," "Maxine Cheshire," "Con­
temporary Living" by Letitia Baldridge, "Food and Fitness" by Dr. Lawrence 
Power, "Mind Your Money" by Peter Weaver, "Options" by Beverly Stephen,
"On Bridge" by Alfred Sheinwold, and "Dr. Neil Solomon."
**Local Columns: "Beauty VIEW" by Lydia Lane; "Book Reviews" by
Charles Champ!in, Times Art Editor; "Book Reviews" by Art Seidenbaum,
Times Book Editor; "Consumer VIEWS" by Don G. Campbell; "Jody Jacobs;"
"On VIEW" by Mary!ouiseOates ; "San Diego on VIEW" by William Sullivan; 




G) Total Number of Photos: 40
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Seatt le  Post-Inte l l igencer
LIFE/STYLES was similar to Style in that i t  had food, fashion 
and home theme sections. Except for the fashion and food sections, cover 
stories were of general human interest.
At least one consumer-interest story ran every day but Monday.
The focus of Tuesday's section was mostly on consumer interest with three 
columns, "Freebies," "Supermarket Shopper," and "Consumer Reports," and 
one consumer-interest story (about inflation-proof merchandise) running 
on the inside.
Women1s-interest stories were mainly directed toward working 
women. A cover story, "Time-wasting is Women's Scourge," set the theme 
for Monday's section. Three stories by staff writer Joanne Hooker dealt 
with a woman's need to manage time effectively. Niki Scott, author of 
the column "Working Woman," wrote on "Effective Anger is Focused Anger."
Local and wire stories were well balanced. Wire stories often 
had unusual angles or were on interesting topics. A local feature on 
sun tanning delved into the popularity and safety of tanning parlors, 
noting that at least 14 sunshops had started up in the Seattle area. A 
LIFE/STYLE reporter wrote about what kinds of people regularly play bingo. 
A reporter also went to a local shopping mall and wrote on the urban 
cowboy fashion craze and the mechanical bull riding fad that was sweeping 
the nation.
Another local feature, a comprehensive inventory of Seattle bridal 
stores, provided helpful information to prospective brides, listing all 
the stores in Seattle that sell bridal gowns. Instead of running on
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the last page of the fashion section, however, this story should have been 
the cover feature along with some strong local photos.
Wire or news-service stories that were interesting included a 
feature on a new magazine for chocolate lovers and a feature on Japan's 
only female foreign correspondent, both from The New York Times. A story 
about workaholics by the Cox News Service ran as a sidebar with a s taff- 
written story on various types of addicts. Another interesting story 
from The New York Times was a report on why male voices are s t ill  
preferred by advertisers over female voices, even for women's products 
(because they have more authority).
Wire and news-service stories were given good display and thereby 
seemed more interesting. Janet Grimley, assignments and feature editor, 
said she doesn't think readers are as concerned about reading local news 
as editors think they are. "They [readers] want interesting and inform­
ative information and don't care where i t  was written," she said.
The LIFE/STYLES section also carried a good selection of syndicated 
columns but didn't overuse them.
The section was clearly a feature section. The comics, bridge 
and horoscope columns were packaged separately.
The sections were snappy, bright and well-designed. No more than 
two stories ran on covers that were open. Only one story ran on covers 
that had ads. None of the cover stories was jumped and care was taken to 
square off the ends of the stories. Inside photos were run large and 
given good display. Standing heads were uniform looking and well designed.
The layout was sloppy in places. Some of the heads were too
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large and took up too much space. The headline "Here Comes the Sun Ma­
chine" on Sunday's lead feature was set in 54-point type across eight 
columns and was overpowering. Another head, "Orange Jazzes Up Chicken,"
in 36-point type was too large for a small recipe.
In Saturday's HOME/DESIGN section, there was one bumping head,
and one standing head was transposed: "Antiques Know Your."
A three-column picture of a model wearing a bridal gown on the 
cover of Thursday's fashion section ran without any accompanying story. 
The 36-point head that ran as a caption underneath the photo was too 
large.
I .  Description
A) Section Name: LIFE/STYLES*
B) Days Run: Six (Monday through Friday plus HOME/DESIGN on Satur­
day)
C) News Hole
1) Total Number of Pages: 35
2) Covers: Three open; one 7/8 open; one 2/3 open; one 1/2 open
3) Average Number of Inside Pages Weekdays: Three to four
4) Theme Pages: Three (Food, Wednesday; Fashion, Thursday;
Interior Decorating, Saturday)
5) Size of Section: Six pages
I I .  Topics Covered
Consumer, food, talks and community notices, women's interest, coping 
fashion and health.
*LIFE/STYLES is now called Living.
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Chart 8—Below is a breakdown of the topics run and the number of stories 
on each topic
To p i c s  | Sunday Monaay Tuesday Wednesday Thursday j Friday Saturday T o ta l:
Advice 1 I 1 ! i 4
A rt and Antiaues i i I 1
Careers 1 1 1
C e leb rities  1 1 i I
Consumer ! 2 •4. S 2 '■ 1 I IS
Cooino ! 3 1 ! I ! 5
Oecoratina 1 1i ! J 3
Education 1 1 : ! 1
Fashion 1 4 ! 1 c
Food 11 1 11
Health 2 3 1 S
Household H ints 1 1 i 1
Human In te res t 1 2 ! l 4
Humor 1 i  ! ! 2
Meetinqs ! i  1 1
News t ! Ii 1 ■ 1
Peooie I ! ! I
Recreation 1 ! ! I
Sewinq i  i i 1
Talks, Etc. 2 1 2 3 ! i  ! 9
V ita l S ta t is t ic s 1 1 ; I 2
Women's In te rests 2 3 1 1 ! 1 ! 3




A) Social News 
None.
B) Weddings
Two brief wedding announcements and one 50th wedding anniversary
announcement ran in a "Milestones" column Monday. Typical of
the wedding format was:
MARRIED: Stephanie Lynn Johnson to Pat O'Day Feb. 21
in St. Mary's Episcopal Church, Tacoma. She is the 
daughter of the Roger Johnsons, Tacoma, graduated from 
UW and is a member of Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority. He 
is the son of Wilma Berg, Seattle Heights. They w ill 
live  in Seattle.
The anniversary writeup said:
50th WEDDING ANNIVERSARY: The Victor Iversons,
Stanwood, celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary 
March 8. They were married in Seattle, March 7, 1931.
The preceding Monday, scholarship recipients also were listed
in the "Milestones" column.
On Wednesday, information of public record was listed in
small print under the headings, "Births," "Marriage Licenses"
and "Dissolutions." The births were lis ted alphabetically by
hospitals under the parents' last names. For example:
GOLDBERGER—Timothy and Karen, 14240 S.E. 18th 
Bellevue, daughter.
Marriage licenses were listed by last names, the man's name f ir s t
in alphabetical order. For example:
BLUM-FEWELL—Kurt Blum, 29, Seattle; Constance 
Fewell, 30, Seattle.
Dissolutions were listed alphabetically under "Dissolutions
Asked" and "Dissolutions Granted." For example:
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"ALLEN—James G.; Carolyn S."
No addresses or ages were given.
C) Women's-Interest News
Eight women1s-interest features focused mainly on "liberated" 
women's topics. Examples included the column "Working Woman" 
and features on female achievers, such as Japan's only female 
foreign correspondent and a female fashion financier who was a 
m illionaire by her mid-20s. Tuesday's section focused on career 
women with features on how to better organize one's time and set 
p rio rities . Another "liberated" story examined the reasons why 
men's voices are s t i l l  predominant in radio and television 
advertising. "Traditional" women-interest stories were Heloise's 
household-hints column, a sewing column and a feature about a new 
fashion magazine for "large-size" women.
D) Fashion
Four pages of fashion news ran Thursday. Syndicated columns 
were "Sew with F la ir,"  a "how-to" sewing column by Marylou Luther, 
a fashion editor of the Los Angeles Times. Two local columns,
"In Seattle Stores," a column that unearths good buys and unusual 
finds from rummage sales to estate sales, were consumer-oriented. 
An exhaustive full-page feature on Seattle-area bridal stores 
provided valuable information to prospective brides, such as 
styles carried, price range, sizes and store hours.
E) Food
The Wednesday food section was not just a grocery-ad section 
haphazardly f i l le d  with wire copy. The section was only 14
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pages, compared to some of the other food sections that ran 20- 
40 pages, and i t  contained a good ratio of news to ads. The 
section was a blend of recipe features and consumer-interest and 
health and nutrition features. Since St. Patrick's Day was the 
following week, the lead feature and theme was on Irish cooking.
The cover feature focused on a Seattle homemaker from Dublin and 
on authentic Irish recipes. One inside feature, a local story, 
was a follow-up report on a panel discussion at the University 
of Washington on dietary fads.
Some of the best syndicated food columns were regular features. 
They were "The Butcher," "Naturally," "Craig Claiborne's Gourmet 
Diet," "60 Minute Gourmet" and "New on Market." An a rtic le  about 
Irish whiskey by Terry Robards of The New York Times also was 
pri nted.
I I I .  Related Lifestyles Sections and Supplements
A) Arts and Entertainment
Except for Thursday, two or three pages of arts and entertain­
ment ran daily. Included were movie listings and stories about 
local cultural events such as art shows and concert reviews.
Other features were stories about Hollywood celebrities and art 
and entertainment news from around the world. A story on a 
Seattle model being crowned Miss Washington USA was placed in 
this section, not in LIFE/STYLES.




Travel, a 10-page section; HOME/REAL ESTATE, which had house 
and gardening features; Sunday Brunch, a 10-page arts and 
entertainment section; P-I/Northwest, the magazine of the 
Seattle Post-Intelligencer; Sunday Woman, a 12-page King 
Features Syndicate tabloid; and Parade.
IV. Layout and Design
A) Packaging
The crossword puzzle, bridge, horoscope and other entertainment 
columns were packaged together on a separate page that ran in 
different sections of the paper Monday through Saturday.
B) Graphics
The section had a clean appearance. Some stories were boxed. 
Heavy bar lines occasionally were used as spacers between 
stories. Recipe ingredients were boldfaced and easy to read.
C) Photos
1) Number of Photos on the Covers: 21
2) Number of Photos on the Inside Pages: 27
3) Boxed vs. Unboxed Photos: Boxed
4) Captions: 0
5) Cutlines: Cutlines were slightly larger and bolder than 
body copy. They usually ran one line or less and were 
complete sentences.
V. Typography
A) Headlines: Cap and lower case
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B) Type Face: Serif
C) Size of Heads: Headlines tended to be large. Most ran 36 points
on the main features. Some ran 48 to 54 points.
D) Positioning of Heads: Flush le f t
E) Bylines: Boldfaced, centered
F) Courtesy T itles: 0
G) Flag: The LIFE/STYLES logo was a combination of two type faces--
a heavy bold for LIFE and' a th in ,' elongated type for STYLES. The
logo ran flush le f t  at the top of the section cover. Seattle 
Post-Intel 1igencer in small type ran next and the section number 
and three inside teasers ran flush right. A heavy bar line  
underscored the entire flag .
H) Standing Heads: Some regular heads, such as "Consumer Reports"
were boldfaced and were centered between a bar line at the top 
and a line rule at the bottom. These heads floated within the 
body copy and a staff-w ritten head ran at the top of the column.
Portrait sketches of some regular columnists such as Ann Landers
were part of some standing heads.
VI Staff Analysis
A) Number of Staff Writers: 10
1) Female: 10
2) Male: 0




C) Number of Specials to the Seattle Post-Intelligencer: 0
D) Number of Bylined Local Stories: 15
1) Female: 15
2) Male: 0
E) Number of Syndicated Columnists: 17*
1) Female: Seven
2) Male: Nine
3) Couples: One (Ralph and Terry Kovel)
F) Number of Local Columnists: Four**
1) Female: Three
2) Male: One
6) Total Number of Photos: 48
H) Credited Staff Photos: 22
1) Female: 0
2) Male: 22
♦Syndicated Columns: "Ask the Designer" by Carleton Varney, "James
Beard," "Dr. Joyce Brothers," "The Butcher" by Merle E llis , "Clotheslines" 
by Marylou Luther, "Freebies" by Brian Weiss, "Gourmet Diet" by Craig 
Claiborne, "Paul Harvey," "Hints from Heloise," Know Your Antiques" by 
Ralph and Terry Kovel, "Ann Landers," "Naturally" by Sharon Cadwallader, 
"Sew with Flair" by Sandra Betzina, "60 Minute Gourmet" by Pierre Franey, 
"Supermarket Shopper" by Martin Sloan, "Philip Warren," and "Working 
Woman" by Niki Scott.
**Local Columns: "Around the Sound" by Gail Collins, "Ann Combs,"
"Personality House" by Barbara Huston, and "Emmett Watson."
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The primary focus of the People section, not suprisingly, was on 
people. Personality profiles ran on a ll section covers and several 
features about people ran inside. Most features focused on ordinary 
people, such as a handicapped ex-Marine and his battle to walk again; 
a Point Richmond woman who had written a historical guide to her village  
and fought to preserve the c ity 's  historic d is tr ic t; a housewife turned 
motorcycle rider; a profile on Mary, the interpreter during the Iranian 
hostage cris is; a woman who had battled schizophrenia for 30 years; and 
a couple of profiles on local a rtis ts .
A few features focused on widely-known personalities, such as 
Jacques Marchand, publisher of Mother Jones, Western w riter Louis L'Amour 
and novelist Judith Krantz.
The covers were liv e ly  looking and well laid out. Photos tended 
to be clustered together and white space was used to give a feature-like  
appearance.
The inside pages, however, were disappointing. Most of the space 
was devoted to regular columns and there was l i t t l e  room for other features. 
The repetition of certain columns was dull and showed l i t t l e  imagination 
or care.
Bridge and chess columns ran daily, giving the impression that 
these were the most important features in the People section. Also 
regularly run were medical columns, a produce column about fresh vege­
tables available at local stores and a gardening column. A small cartoon, 
Guidon, ran Monday through Friday and was a waste of space.
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Social columns were an important part of People. There were three 
society columns: "Social Scene" by Pat Steger ran five times: "Herb
Caen," once; and "The Chatter Box" by Suzie Knickerbocker, once.
Adeline Daley wrote a witty personal column, "Coffee Break," 
that ran twice a week, and "My Fair City" by Merla Zellerback, which also 
ran twice a week, was a good local color piece.
A hard-news story about a Black Panther being denied parole and 
a news feature about polar bear alerts in the Yukon appeared, incon­
gruously, in the middle of Thursday's fashion section.
One disturbing feature about the layout was the use of centered 
headlines which gave the pages a jumpy look.
Because so many entertainment features—bridge, chess and cartoons — 
were packaged in People, the section lacked clear focus. I t  was part 
features, part entertainment, part consumer interest and part a society 
section.
I .  Description
A) Section Name: People
B) Days Run: Six
C) News Hole
1) Total Number of Pages: 22
2) Covers: Five open; one 2/3 open
3) Average Number of Inside Pages Weekdays: Three to four
4) Theme Sections: Two (Thursday, Fashion; Friday, Design)
5) Size of Sunday Section: 0
6) Food Section: Food was not a part of People. A separate
six-page food section preceded People Wednesday.
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I I .  Topics Covered
Games, such as bridge and chess, people, human interest, society, 
health and consumer interest.
Chart 9—Below is a breakdown of the topics run and the number of stories 
on each topic.
Topics Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Total s
C e leb ritie s 1 1
Consumer 1 1 1 a
Cooina 1 1 1 3
Oecoratinq I 1 i
Families ! i 1
Fashion 1 2 3
Games 3 3 3 3 3 2 17
Health 1 1 1 1 I 5
Human In te res t 1 2 i 3 1 1 7
Humor
1
1 1 1 1 3
Meetinas I 1 1
News i 1 1
News Features 1 1
Older Americans 1 1
People 2 1 2 1 3 1 10
Plants 1 1 1 3
Sewi nq 1 i
Society 1 1 1 1 2 1 7
Women's In te res t 1 1
Totals 12 13 15 14 12 e 71
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A) Social News
"Social Scene" ran Monday through Friday; "Herb Caen" ran Friday; 
and "Chatter Box" ran Saturday.
B) Weddings; 0
C) Women‘ s-Interest News
One feature about a 39-year-old housewife turned motorcyclist 
ran Tuesday.
D) Fashion
A fashion story on country club dressing ran on Thursday's cover 
with the column "Clotheslines." An interview with designer 
Gloria Vanderbilt was more of a personality profile  than a fashion 
story as was an interview with a woman who designs jewelry.
E) Food
None. A separate six-page Food section preceded by People Wed­
nesday. I t  had a good mix of features, photos, columns and ads.
I I I .  Related Lifestyles Sections and Supplements
A) Arts and Entertainment
Stories about the theater, art shows, galleries, dance, opera 
and rock, jazz and symphony concerts ran in Datebook Monday 
through Friday. Most of the copy was s ta ff written and included 
reviews of local performances. Datebook avereraged three to 
five pages.




Scene/Arts, a feature section; Datebook, a 52-page entertainment 
tabloid; Review, a 20-page lite ra ry  and cultural tabloid in­
serted in This World; and Travel, a 30-page section.
IV. Layout and Design
A) Packaging
People followed a regular format. Features ran on the covers 
but the inside pages were f i l le d  with columns, many of which ran 
daily. The bridge and chess columns ran daily. "The Greengrocer," 
a produce column, ran Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday.
"Green Thumb," a gardening column, ran Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday. A medical column ran Monday through Friday. Two local 
columns, "Coffee Break" and "My Fair C ity," each ran twice a week. 
"Dear Abby," which ran daily, was packaged on Panorama, a column 
page opposite the editorial page.
B) Graphics
The lead features on the section fronts had white space around 
the heads or pictures. Photos were clustered together and cut­
lines often were placed to the le f t  or right in wide gutters.
Some stories were set in odd widths and ragged right for a more 
feature-like appearance. Many features began with a large in it ia l  
boldface cap. Some stories were boxed and bold lines and ding­
bats were used to separate copy.
C) Photos
1) Number of Photos on the Covers: 21
2) Number of Photos on the Inside Pages: 11
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3) Boxed vs. Unboxed Photos: Both
4) Captions: 0
5) Cutlines: Slightly larger than body copy, boldfaced and
often set flush le f t  or right. There were no periods at
the ends, even on cutlines that were complete sentences.
V. Typography
A) Headlines: Cap and lower case
B) Type Face: Sans-serif
C) Size of Heads: Heads ranged from small 14-point type to large 
52-point type.
D) Positioning of Heads: Centered
E) Bylines: I ta l ic ,  the same size and type as body copy, centered
F) Courtesy T itles: 0
G) Flag: People was set in heavy bold 30-point type and centered
at the top of the page. The date ran flush le f t  and San
Francisco Chronicle and the page number ran flush right. A 
heavy bar line underscored the logo with the descender of the
le tte r  "P" in People breaking the lin e . The flag took up min­
imal space—only an inch at the top of the page.
H) Standing Heads: Most were set in 18-point heavy boldface type,
underlined and centered with the byline underneath a s ta ff-
written head. Some, such as the bridge and chess columns, had
no staff-w ritten heads.
VI. Staff. Analysis




B) Total Number of Bylined Wire, News Service Stories: Four
1) Female: Three
2) Male: One
C) Number of Specials to the San Francisco Chronicle: 0
D) Number of Bylined Local Stories: 17
1) Female: 1-3
2) Male: Four
E) Number of Syndicated Columnists: Eight*
1) Female: Five
2) Male: Three
F) Number of Local Columinists: Seven**
1) Female: Three
2) Male: Four
G) Total Number of Photos: 32
H) Credited Staff Photos: 12
1) Female: Two
2) Male: 10
♦Syndicated Columns: "Ask the Doctor" by G. Timothy Johnson, M.D., 
"Bridge" by Charles Goren and Omar Sharif, "Chatter Box" by Suzie Knicker­
bocker, "Clotheslines" by Marylou Luther, "For Women Only" by Christine 
Haycock, M.D., "Options" by Beverly Stephen, "Sew with Flair" by Sandra 
Betzina, and "The Wibberly Papers" by Leonard Wibberly.
**Local Columns: "Herb Caen," "The Chess Column" by George Koltanowski,
"Coffee Break" by Adeline Daley, "The Greengrocer" by Joe Carcione, "Green 
Thumb" by John E. Bryan, "My Fair City" by Merla Zellerback, and "Social 
Scene" by Pat Steger.
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The Salt Lake Tribune
Lifestyle seemed more like  a women's-news section than a general - 
interest feature section. Most features appealed to traditional women's 
interests, such as cooking, sewing, housekeeping, club news and weddings. 
Lifestyle was the only section that had no human-interest features, one 
of the most popular types of news for most of the other papers. Some of 
the cover features, however, were on topics of general interest, such as 
kite flying (recreation), tree pruning (gardening), counseling for 
troubled teenagers and their parents (fam ilies) and a report on a 
furniture show (decorating).
The noticeably feminine appeal of the Lifestyle section was 
partia lly  due to its  s ta ff makeup. There were no male s ta ff writers 
and, except for Dr. Solomon's health column, no other copy was written 
by men.
The section was not very local. Only 10 bylined stories were 
by staff writers. Syndicated columns, the AP and other newspaper syn­
dicates provided much of the content.
The most popular topic was food. In addition to the Thursday 
Food section, the lead feature on Friday was on Mexican cooking. An 
inside feature Friday focused on what Nancy Reagan likes to eat, and a 
lengthy staff-w ritten story on Saturday was about microwave cooking. 
Fifteen artic les , columns and f i l le rs  dealt with health and nutrition.
Next to The Denver Post, which only ran 18 pages for the week, 
the Lifestyle section had the fewest number of photos. Of 29 photos, 
only four carried a local credit line . Snapshots of the columnists
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were relied on to liven up the inside pages in lieu of other photographs.
However, four of the best photographs found in any of the seven 
papers ran on the cover of the Sunday Lifestyle section. The pictures 
of kites were dazzling for their color and quality of reproduction.
According to Lifestyle Editor Barbara Robison, open pages are 
laid out by an a r t is t , and Sunday's cover, the only open page, was rad­
ica lly  d ifferent from the rest of the week's. I t  alone gave the impres­
sion of being a feature. The photos were a rtis tic a lly  clustered together 
and the headline, instead of running at the top of the page, was dropped. 
Good use of white space helped create a more open, airy feeling that 
worked well with the subject of kite fly ing .
The layouts of the rest of the sections were routine. Several 
one-column f i l le r s ,  such as how to stain wood with tea, f i l le d  space. I 
didn't like  the cartoon by Hallmark, “Betsy Clark," that ran four times 
during the week. I couldn't te ll i f  i t  was an ad or was meant to be cute.
The Lifestyle pages were not live ly  or interesting. Heads often 
were too large and strung out over too many columns. One seven-column, 
36-point head proclaimed: "Good tips abound for morning oatmeal eaters."
There also was a problem with bumping heads and Ann Landers' name was
misspelled on the cover of Saturday's section.
The Lifestyle flag was poorly designed. I t  was cluttered with
too much information and the rounded corners used to box the flag  
looked dated.
I .  Description
A) Section Name: Lifestyle
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B) Days Run: Seven
C) News Hole
1) Total Number of Pages: 37
2) Covers: One open (Sunday); the rest 1/2 to 2/3 open
3) Average Number of Inside Pages Weekdays: Three
4) Theme Sections: One (Thursday, Food)
5) Size of Sunday Section: 12 pages
I I .  Topics Covered
Weddings, health, nutrition, food, advice, household hints, fam ilies, 
women's interests.
Chart 10--Below is a breakdown of the topics run and the number of stories 
on each topic.
i
T o b ie s  ; S unday Monday 'u e s o a y w e o n e sa a y ■“h u r s a a y r r i d a y S a tu r e a y T o t a l s
A d v ic e 1 1 t I t i ! -
C a r e e r s L 1
C e l e b r i t i e s \ I
C h i ld r e n 's  I n t e r e s t ! !
C lu b s 1 7 1 4
C onsum er i 3
C a n in e t
D e c o r a t in a 7 \ 1 i
e d u c a t i o n 1 1
F a m i l ie s • 2 7 i ;
F a s n io n 3 ! ? 4
Food 1 * 1 7 i 2 <3
Carnes I 1 1 i 4
H e a l th 4 1 2 4 7 I 16
H o u se h o ld  H in t s I I t 2 I 1 7
Humor ! ;
H e e t in e s * 1
News F e a tu r e 7 7
F e o o le T I
P l a n t s I 1 2
d e c r e e d  on 2 7
S ew ino 4 i
S o c i e t v 1 t
T a lk s I T 7
V i t a l  S t a t i s t i c s 1 1 z
W eddinos 13 7 1 16
W om en's I n t e r e s t 2 1 1 T 5







There were no social columns. One small announcement about a 
m ilitary ball ran Wednesday.
B) Weddings
Thirteen writeups ran Sunday; two Monday; and one, without a 
picture, Tuesday. All but two of the writeups that ran Sunday 
were grouped together on one page. Photos were run si de-by-side 
across the top, middle and lower half of the page. The write­
ups ran in serial fashion and did not run with the brides' pic­
tures.
According to instructions in the Sunday and Wednesday sections, 
photographs must be submitted one week before the wedding and an 
eight dollar fee is charged "to cover production costs." Golden 
wedding and birthday announcements are charged at $15.40 per inch 
—more i f  a picture is used.
C) Women's-Interest News
Most features were of the "traditional" variety. Two articles  
dealt with women's health issues—toxic-shock syndrome and the 
risks of teenage pregnancies. Another feature was about a home­
maker for hire. A cover feature Tuesday about a slide show to 
be presented by the leader of the 1978 American Women's Himalayan 
Expedition appealed to "liberated" women's interests.
D) Fashion
Jennifer Anderson's fashion and beauty column ran Sunday with a 
feature on handmade clothes as an art form from the Baltimore
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Evening Sun, and a small fashion f i l l e r  that said dainty, " l i t t le -  
g ir l look" bracelets were "in." An AP photo showing the newest 
designer-1abel jeans, "Goodies," from Goodwill Industries, ran 
Wednesday. There was no local fashion reporting.
E) Food
The food section was relative ly small, with the news hole running 
only seven partial pages. The cover feature was on a woman who 
likes to cook her grandmother's recipes. Two columns, "Laurel's 
Kitchen" and "Here's What's Good to Eat," focused on health and 
nutrition. Another column, "Stretch Your Food Dollar," was of 
consumer interest. "Dear Heloise," a household hints column, 
ran in this section.
I I I .  Related Lifestyles Sections and Supplements
A) Arts and Entertainment
A two-page Amusement section contained news of music, a r t, symphony 
and other cultural events Monday through Saturday. A "What's 
Happening Today" column listed daily cultural ac tiv ities . Four 
Amusement pages ran within a 12-page section called The Arts 
on Sunday.
B) Other Sections 
None.
C) Sunday Supplements
The Arts, an arts and entertainment section; Parade; Home, a 24-
page feature tabloid; and TV Week, a 20-page tabloid containing
TV logs and mostly canned or wire features about celebrities, in ­
serted in Home.
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IV. Layout and Design
A) Packaging
The Lifestyle section was clearly a feature section aimed at 
women.
B) Graphics
Few graphic design elements were used. A couple of features 
were boxed with a squiggly-lined border. Kickers were underlined. 
Boldfaced subheads and a few call-outs were used to break up copy.
C) Photos: 29
1) Number of Photos on the Covers: 15
2) Number of Photos on the Inside Pages: 14
3) Boxed vs. Unboxed Photos: Except for Sunday's cover, photos
were not boxed.
4) Captions: 0
5) Cutlines: Cutlines were complete sentences and were set 
slightly larger than body copy in bold face. Cutlines under 
large pictures often were broken too many times and were 
awkward to read. One four-column, two-line outline was broken 
four times.
V. Typography
A) Headlines: Lower case except for the f ir s t  le tte r  of the f ir s t
word.
B) Type Face: Serif
C) Size of Heads: Type size ranged from about 18 to 42 points
D) Positioning of Heads: Flush le f t  and centered
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E) Bylines: The same size and type as body copy, centered
F) Courtesy T itles: Mr., Mrs., Miss, Ms.
G) Flag: Lifestyles in about 42-point boldface type was centered 
at the top of the page. The Salt Lake Tribune ran at le f t ;  the 
section number, day, date and page number to the righ t. The 
flag was boxed and the corners rounded.
H) Standing Heads: Most columns did not have standing heads. Some, 
such as Ann Landers, were run as kickers. Small one-column 
pictures ran with a ll the columns.
VI. Staff Analysis
A) Number of Staff Writers: Seven
1) Female: Seven
2) Male: 0
B) Total Number of Bylined Wire, News Service Stories: Eight
1) Female: Eight
2) Male: 0
C) Number of Specials to The Salt Lake Tribune: Two
1) Female: 0
2) Male: Two
D) Number of By!ined Local Stories: 10
1) Female: io
2) Male: 0
E) Number of Syndicated Columnists: 10*
♦Syndicated Columns: "Jennifer Anderson," "Dr. Joyce Brothers,"
He!oise," "Joyce Laine Kennedy" (careers), "Ann Landers," Laurel's 
Kitchen" by Carol Flinders, "Robin Robison" (children), "Dr. Neil 




F) Number of Local Columnists: One*
1) Female: One
2) Male: 0
G) Total Number of Photos: 29 (Not including brides)
H) Credited Staff Photos: Four
1) Female: 0
2) Male: Four
*Local Columnists: "Monday Musings" by Judy Magid.
APPENDIX IV
Comparison of Stories and Topics in All Sections
Grand Totals New York Portland Denver Los Angeles S eattle San Francisco S a lt Lake To ta
Advice 6 5 4 7 22
Art and Antiques 2 1 1 4
Books 13 13
Careers and Jobs 1 1 2
C eleb rities 5 1 1 1 8
C hildren 's  In te re s t 1 1
Club News 14 1 3 4 22
Commentary 1 1
Consumer, How-to 5 7 3 8 16 4 3 46
Cooing 3 1 1 6 5 3 1 20
Cultu ra l (p lays , concerts) 3 3 6
Decorating 4 Design 3 i 2 3 4 13
education. School 1 2 1 1 5
Entertainment (movies, TV) 2 2
Families 3 2 6 3 1 5 20
Fashion & Beauty 3 10 1 5 3 4 26
Food, Recipes 6 8 11 34
Games, O iversion (puzzles, bridge) 2 5 25 17 4 53
Health and N u tr it io n 2 8 4 5 5 16 40
H istory 0
Household H ints 3 1 7 11
Human In te re s t 4 3 8 8 4 7 34
Humor 3 I 8 2 3 I 18
Meetings 4 2 1 I 1 9
News 1 5 1 1 8
News Features 1 2 3 1 2 9
Older Americans 1 I 2
People 4 P ro file s 1 4 1 10 1 17
Plants & Gardening 1 5 3 2 11
P o lit ic s ,  P o lit ic a l Analysis 1 1
Recreation, Hobbles, Pastimes 2 i i 6
Sewing 2 1 1 4 8
Social News, Society 1 S 3 9 7 1 26
Talks, Lectures, Workshops 10 5 22 9 2 48
Travel 8 8
V ita l S ta tis t ic s  (b ir th s , d ivorces) 2 2 4
Weddings, Engagements, Anniversaries 12 2 16 30
Women's In te re s t 3 6 3 8 I 5 26





Name o f l i f e s ty le s  section : ' i l y t r i ^ ( l * , i £ u e L e ' >  3 k / e  ^
Name o f l i f e s ty le s  e d ito r : M mou U/Ce.k t i j l  ^  ,
" * * -  X , "
LIFESTYLES QUESTIONNAIRE 7
1. What is  l ife s ty le s ?  •
C*M&rnv.S "n*< Im» C'der/a-t^ , J.'t?ss/ re&aJc. 7T
efHu**} f U r c w » J i u s | ^  id ens  *»■
•.jJor*&A 's is s u e s ,  pre-Oilaa ; UWWievJt fe a W .
2 . What makes l i fe s ty le s  d is t in c t  from general news or news th a t could be 
included in o ther sections o f the newspaper?
act* ' f e v A i  ■fe be * fd C tu xc  -raJr^uv L&iJL
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Times
3. What, s p e c if ic a lly ,  are the kinds o f th ings you l ik e  to cover? 
See ^«taa^70H* I
4. What do you fee l is  the most popular th ing you do in  the l i fe s ty le s  section? 
H is to r ic a l fea tu res , human in te re s t fea tu res , consumer in te re s t s to r ie s , 
socia l news, etc? . •
C s x & l m M . J W lL * , -s tt ijJ l e v e n ts . p r t r f l i i - i , 
kxfata./ i vtwtujUL^-
5. How important are p ic tu res  to  your section?
6. Do you fee l your readers p re fe r to read loca l news and loca l features as
opposed to news obtained from w ire  copy, syndicated columns, o r other news services?
7. Is your l i fe s ty le s  section p r im a rily  geared to women? I f  no t, who is  your
primary audience? .
'lijL sU^Z. P> 20YH32 / 'tM-
Ui\jtvub 3 e e 4 -  tew. euauA. S’&eJ-an^ a.v€. p iT tL e J  &}UjsuAjl.
7b 'ouaA u j o v v ie ^  .
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8 . Does your newspaper have a p o lic y  on how to handle courtesy t i t le s ?  Do 
you use Mrs. (women's f i r s t  name), Mrs. (man's name), Miss, Ms., o r omit
t i t l e  on second reference? <5 -  j .  r  . A. _
(At. NWtj.tuU f^'s.3 oait̂  • T ir jl  retev^uou M rs.
rtMAjL.
Mas  S < M e j ,  lA J L ir - '■ ^ • v ^ r h k ,  .
9. Is  the layout and design o f the l i fe s ty le s  section handled any d i f fe re n t ly  
than any other section? For example, does i t  have a more feminine or jazzy 
look? Are the column widths the same, do you run la rge r p ic tu re s , use more 
c o lo r , borders, o r more graphics? «
Cu.r seeJUx* auA  ♦*»
'H u
fc tuk. f  ebivceJnrJ
10. Do you fee l the l i fe s ty le s  section is  popular w ith  your readers, and i f  so, 
do you have any s p e c ific  evidence, such as le t te r s ,  readership surveys, or 
increased adve rtis ing  th a t ind ica tes th is?  . ^  .
UJe jLd vttff eU 're&Asr SUvi/ei{?. JMa<7 \*.dMetUes
U X  »4 flU-cJL C JU tff^ jJiu j *£ & £  .
11. How long has your newspaper had a l i fe s ty le s  section? Was i t  an outgrowth 
o f the women's news or socie ty section or something completely new’  ,
-jltt, Uyivus «*uA S-eai’tk^S. e^cu> b4 1“L. SuJg.
<Kv*, Vjeavs f * y -  1=5 ^Teu# ^  *-
u ^uw is  wJu'fl* ettfnU tflaays
12. Does the l i fe s ty le s  section generate much advertis ing? Do any sp e c ific  ads 
run in  the l ife s ty le s  section by request?
^ » f w ;  aad  '’herd. 0*dklzfa  W fl̂ UVL^
13. How la rge  a c irc u la t io n  does your newspaper have?
%  I
f  w iH t r y *
14. How la rge  a s ta f f  do you have?
-CtiUs'farZj C 9^ed* ‘t'*r<s, I pkeio 3 4 .rf J iw ettors ^
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The Oregonian
Name Of lifestyles section: m v  TuesDAY, WednesDAY , a tc.)
Name o f l i fe s ty le s  e d ito r : m n ;  i . r
LIFESTYLES QUESTIONNAIRE
1. What is  life s ty le s ?  we have main news, Metro, sports and DAY, which feature 
more in-depth examination of issues, news.personalities, etc. It is 
also the package for the regular columns (Abby, Bombeck,etc.) and 
for food, fashion and (on Sunday) travel.
2. What makes l i fe s ty le s  d is t in c t  from general news or news th a t could be 
included in other sections o f the newspaper?
Often it is merely the approach, and a little more length for 
development, because we prefer having a news peg. And, of course, 
the fashion and food.
3. What, s p e c if ic a lly ,  are the kinds o f th ings you l ik e  to cover?
Men and women as personalities and contributors to oar society, 
issues such as child care, single women deciding to have children, 
social changes, community projects. We've done such things as 
mud wrestling, girls who love horses, the tampon problem.
4. What do you fee l is  the most popular th ing  you do in  the l i fe s ty le s  section? 
H is to ric a l fea tu res , human in te re s t fea tu res , consumer in te re s t s to r ie s , 
soc ia l news, etc?
Human interest features, though consumer stories which have to 
do with saving money, time, etc. are also popular. There are 
also many out there interested in crafts and hobbies, but we 
don't do those regularly.
5. How important are p ic tu res  to your section?
Vital. we usually use them as a part of the page makeup
to give our section front, and interior, a more open look and 
provide visual difference when compared to metro, main neus.
6 . Qo you fee l your readers p re fe r to  read loca l news and loca l features as
opposed to news obtained from w ire  copy, syndicated columns, o r o ther news services?
I'm sure readers prefer local news and features, though some columns
are also looked for (NEVER leave Abby out of the paper).
7. Is  your l i fe s ty le s  section p r im a rily  geared to women? I f  no t, who is  your 
primary audience?
We like to think we x x X x n interest both men and women. Many more men 
i s t x a x i B t z a z  interested in cooking for instance (we have a cooks to 
copy feature that is about 1/2 male) cover men's fashions and most 
social issues are of interest to both sexes. Still, probably our 
primary audience is probably female.
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8 . Does your newspaper have a p o lic y  on how to handle courtesy t i t le s ?  Do 
you use Mrs. (women's f i r s t  name), Mrs. (man's name), Miss, Ms., or omit 
t i t l e  on second reference?
We follow AP style --though kicking and'screaming. Use Mary Brown 
on first reference (except in weddings if the parents prefir Mr. 
and Mrs. John Brown) and subsequently use Miss, Mrs. or Ms. — ■
EXCEPT for some reason known only to the Associated Press, sports 
figures who are female can be called by their last name only.
9. Is the layout and design o f the l i fe s ty le s  section handled any d i f fe re n t ly  
than any other section? For example, does i t  have a more fem inine or jazzy 
look? Are the column widths the same, do you run la rge r p ic tu re s , use more 
c o lo r , borders, o r more graphics?
An artist, rather than copy desk, usually lays out
Page 1. Interior pages are handled by copy desk. We use larger
pictures, strive for more feeling and action, use color on each 
Sunday and sometimes during the week. Have a little latitude in 
graphics, but have to pass deviations from overall style past managing
10, Doayoti0 fee ld \ f ie rT ife s ty le s  section is  popular w ith  your readers, and i f  so, 
do you have any s p e c ific  evidence, such as le t te r s ,  readership surveys, or 
increased a d ve rtis in g  th a t ind ica tes th is?
We knvw it's popular, but haven't any recent readership survey. We 
are asking for one, because we aren't certain of the relative 
draw of certain columns and subjects. We receive many letters, and 
phone calls on controversial topics. Not as many as 20 years ago, 
though. I feel the public is becoming more apathetic.
11. How long has your newspaper had a l i fe s ty le s  section? Was i t  an outgrowth
o f the women's news or socie ty section o r something completely new?
About 11 years and it was an outgrowth of the old women's section, 
though a quite dramatic and sudden change was made by the previous 
woman's editor. She set the tone and broke a lot of hard ground.
12. Does the l i fe s ty le s  section generate much advertis ing? Do any sp e c ific  ads 
run in  the l i fe s ty le s  section by request?
I pay very little attention to advertising. Sorry, it's been
bred in the bones.
13. How la rge  a c irc u la t io n  does your newspaper have?
407,000 circulation on Sundays
249 ,J 00 weekdays
14. How large a s ta f f  do you have?
Myself, five women, 1 man and an editorial assistant. There is one 
person (female) on the copy desk who handles our section exclusively.
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Name o f l i fe s ty le s  sectio 
Name of l i fe s ty le s  e d ito r
LvECStYLES QUESTIONNAIRE
The Denver Post
1. What is  life s ty le s ?their lives. People, all kinds of people, and how they live
/r
Concerns, trends, featurized news.
2. What makes l i fe s ty le s  d is t in c t  from general news or news th a t could be 
included in  other sections of the newspaper?
More people-oriented.
3. What, s p e c if ic a lly ,  are the kinds o f th ings you l ik e  to cover?
Just about o  anything. Soft issues; issues following the news; 
family, women, men, news. Health, aged, teenagers, children, 
welfare.
4. What do you fee l is  the most popular th ing you do in  the l i fe s ty le s  section? 
H is to ric a l fea tu res, human in te re s t fea tu res , consumer in te re s t s to r ie s , 
socia l news, etc?
Human interest features.
5. How important are p ic tu res  to  your section?
Essential.
6. Do you fee l your readers p re fe r to read loca l news and loca l features as
opposed to news obtained from w ire copy, syndicated columns, or other news services?
Depends on how interesting local news is; some wire stories 
are very good and we try to use them.
7. Is your l i fe s ty le s  section p r im a rily  geared to  women? I f  no t, who is  your 
primary audience?
We hope it has strong appeal to men, also, along with young 
unmarrieds. However, our basic readership, or more than 50 per cent,
is women.
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8 . Does your newspaper have a p o lic y  on how to handle courtesy t i t le s ?  Do 
you use Mrs. (women's f i r s t  name), Mrs. (man's name), Miss, Ms., o r omit 
t i t l e  on second reference?
We omit titles on 2nd reference and use last name; we jbse 
title preferred by interviewee (Mrs. Miss, Ms.)
9. Is  the layout and design o f the l i fe s ty le s  section handled any d i f fe r e n t ly  
than any other section? For example, does i t  have a more fem inine or jazzy 
look? Are the column widths the same, do you run la rge r p ic tu re s , use more 
c o lo r , borders, o r more graphics?
More display, more frequent use of color.
10. Do you fee l the l i fe s ty le s  section is  popular w ith  your readers, and i f  so, 
do you have any s p e c ific  evidence, such as le t te r s ,  readership surveys, or 
increased adve rtis ing  th a t ind ica tes th is?
It is very popular; I know from word of mouth, letters, public
fljresponse. •CZTZ Four years ago, we ran a simple questionnaire on 
marriage and received 3,000 response?.
11. How Tong has your newspaper had a l i fe s ty le s  section? Was i t  an outgrowth 
o f the women's news o r socie ty section or something completely new?
It was an outgrowth of women^'s; that was an outgrowth of society
news. Living (lifestyle) section is about 0 6-7 years old.
12. Does the l i fe s ty le s  section generate much advertis ing? Do any sp e c ific  ads 
run in  the l i fe s ty le s  section by request?
Yes to both questions.
13. How la rge  a c irc u la t io n  does your newspaper have?
260,000 daily; 350,000 Sunday (approx).
14. How la rge  a s ta f f  do you h a v e ? ^ s
Our section fctZat front now.incorporates our arts (entertainment)
department. Living Department alone has 17 persons (including 
copy desk).
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Name of l i f e s t y l e s  sec tion ;  v-tww_______________ Lqs Angeles Times
Name o f l i fe s ty le s  e d ito r : Bob R e c to r______
LIFESTYLES QUESTIONNAIRE
1. What is  l ife s ty le s ?
I hate the term. We call ourselves a newsfeatures section. If 
someone's style of living is interesting, we'll write about it.
2. What makes l i f e s ty le s  d is t in c t  from general news or news th a t could be 
included in other sections o f the newspaper?
We do nut cover hard news. Other than that, we cover anything 
Athat makes a good story.
3. What, s p e c if ic a lly ,  are the kinds o f th ings you l ik e  to cover?
Everything: from cops to housewives, medical developments to
features from Washington (we have a reporter iu the bureau there}.
4. What do you fee l is  the most popular th ing you do in  the l ife s ty le 's  section? 
H is to ric a l fea tu res , human in te re s t fea tu res, consumer in te re s t s to r ie s , 
socia l news, etc?
Human interest features, be they individuals or groups facing or 
solving problems.
5. How important are p ic tu res  to your section?
Very. We assign art with every znndcgnmmdcz story.
6 . Do you fee l your readers p re fe r to read loca l news and loca l fea tures as
opposed to news obtained from w ire copy, syndicated columns, o r o ther news services?
We devote our Page one and mucn, ui uur _insida space to local coverage.
7. Is your l i fe s ty le s  section p r im a rily  geared to women? I f  no t, who is  your 
primary audience?
Mo. We try to appeal to all.
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8 . Does your newspaper have a po licy  on how to handle courtesy t i t le s ?  Do 
you use Mrs. (women's f i r s t  name), Mrs. (man's name), Miss, Ms., o r omit 
t i t l e  on second reference?
We use l a s t  name i n  second re fe re n c e  95# o f  th e  t im e ,  th e  e x c e p tio n s  
b e in g  i n  s x a  s t o r ie s  where more th a n  one fata i n l y  member i s  - „ v o lv e a
and fro m  t im e  to  t im e  in  a n a n o tr  s o c ie ty  s t o r ie s .
9. Is the layout and design o f the l ife s ty le s  section handled any d i f fe re n t ly  
than any other section? For example, does i t  have a more fem inine or jazzy 
look? Are the column widths the same, do you run la rg e r p ic tu re s , use more 
c o lo r, borders, o r more graphics?
The e n t i r e  paper a tte m p ts  a u n ifo rm  lo o k .  W e.use more a r t  because 
we have th e  space to  do s o .
10. Do you feel the l i fe s ty le s  section is  popular w ith  your readers, and i f  so, 
do you have any s p e c ific  evidence, Such as le t te r s ,  readership surveys, or 
increased adve rtis ing  th a t ind ica tes th is?
R e a d e rsh ip  s u rv e y s  in d ic a te  we a re  w id e ly  re a d , second o n ly  to  
m a in  news.
11. How long has your newspaper had a l i fe s ty le s  section? Was i t  an outgrowth 
o f the women's news or socie ty section o r something completely new?
I t  was an o u tg ro w th  u f  th e  o ld  w o m e n 's /s o c ie ty  s e c t io n .
12. Does the l i fe s ty le s  section generate much advertis ing? Do any sp e c ific  ads 
run in  the l i fe s ty le s  section by request?
A number o f  m a jo r r e t a i l e r s  appear in  V iew  b y  d e s ig n .
13. How la rge  a c irc u la t io n  does your newspaper have? 
' 1 ,0 3 6 ,5 2 2  d a i l y ;  1 ,2 9 0 ,1 9 A  Sunday.
14. How la rge  a s ta f f  do you have?
T h re e  e d i to r s  and 15 re p o r te r s
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Name of l i f e s t y l e s  section:  Living (6 days) Lifestyle Can Sunday*/
Name o f l i fe s ty le s  e d ito r : Janet Grimley-Assignments Editor/Features
(I handle all feature sections, not a just living/lifestyles)
lifestyles questionnaire
:er
1. What is  life s ty le s ?
Monday-Saturday is a combo of human interest features, synd. columns
and arts and entertainment news including television, reviews, calendar 
listings of upcoming events. On Sunday Lifestyle is human interest., upbeat 
stories— often y sybaritic.
2. What makes l i fe s ty le s  d is t in c t  from general news or news th a t could be 
included in  other sections o f the newspaper?
Stories don't need a solid news peg although we try to have one. Written in 
feature style while rest of paper is more news oriented. Sometimes stories 
could fit in our LOCAL pages as at well as Living so we editors try to share 
as space dictates. We try to be timely with Story coverage i.e. if a book 
author is through on Monday, we run his story on Tuesday.
3. What, s p e c if ic a lly , are the kinds o f th ings you l ik e  to cover?
Wednesday--food so  emphasis; Thursday-fashion emphasis. Try to cover event: 
and people that are of interest to readers--personalities, things to do; 
tips on how to save money, i.e. just did a five=parter on How to Survive 
Inflation. Interviewed real people who gave tips and then also ran other tips 
that reporters found. Also ran contest for readers to suggest ideas and gave 
money as prizes. Had over 1,000 entries and it was low key promotion.
4. What do you fee l is  the most popular th ing  you do in  the l i fe s ty le s  section?
H is to rica l fea tu res, human in te re s t fea tu res , consumer in te re s t s to r ie s , 
socia l news, etc?
Prob. human interest features and consumer interest features--we try to 
have human interest that is, real people in our consumer stories. Social 
news is hardly ever covered--this isn't a social town. We cover the major 
fund raisers with 2 or 3 pictures and a short story, (maybe 4 or 5 a year)
5. How important are p ic tu res  to your section?
Vital— we have a section story daily and must have good art to lead 
off the section. Virtually every local story has art with it.
6 . Do you fee l your readers p re fe r to  read loca l news and loca l features as
opposed to news obtained from w ire  copy, syndicated columns, or other news services?
I don't think our readers are nearly as concerned about local features 
as we are. They want interesting and informative information and don’t care 
where it was written. Syndicated columns are liked because they're consistent 
and readers are creatures of habit. Want to read Landers daily, for example.
7. Is your l i fe s ty le s  section p r im a rily  geared to women? I f  no t, who is  your 
primary audience?
Definiately not. Our ME is against women's sections which is why we've 
reorganized features and I handle what used to be 19 separate departments. 
Stories are evaluated ..on content and placed in the paper where they fit.
A medical story about abortion would then fit news if it's current or in
ovr "think" section if it's interpretive.'
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8 . Ooes your newspaper have a p o lic y  on how to handle courtesy t i t le s ?  Do 
you use Mrs. (women's f i r s t  name). Mrs. (man's name), Miss, Ms., o r omit 
t i t l e  on second reference?
We follow the guidelines: Jan Smith first reference, Smith
on following references. Exceptions are if we're interviewing husband and
wife. For clarity we'd either use both first names or Smith and Mrs. Smith. 
Exceptions also when we're referring to stately old ladies or women like 
Nancy Reagan.
9. Is the layout and design o f the l ife s ty le s  section handled any d i f fe r e n t ly  
than any other section? For example, does i t  have a more fem inine or jazzy 
look? Are the column widths the same, do you run la rge r p ic tu re s , use more 
c o lo r, borders, o r more graphics?
Use same typefaces as rest of paper. We run more and larger pictures
than daily pages and A tV i pages look better— more'care taken in squaring off
stories, watching head sizes etc.
10. Do you fee l the l i fe s ty le s  section is  popular w ith  your readers, and i f  so, 
do you have any s p e c ific  evidence, such as le t te r s ,  readership surveys, or 
increased ad ve rtis in g  th a t ind ica tes th is?
Havertt done readership survey for about 3 years. At that time our 
features were well-read. Suspect they still are because of letters and calls 
when peopWN. are searching for information or we left something out. We have 
a daily Advice Page which includes, Landers, Dr. Brothers, Heloise, Dr. 
Coleman, our Action Column and that is really well-read.
11. How long has your newspaper had a l ife s ty le s  section? Was i t  an outgrowth 
o f the women's news or socie ty section or something completely new?
The original Lifestyle, section grew out of women's pages and switched 
sometime n in the early 60s- It went thru many name changes because of 
various publishers who had different ideas. It was called Lifestyle, Style 
Lifestyles, Accent, A.M. Northwewst and now is a combo section called Living 
and still Lifestyle on Sundays. Living made the greatest changes in forma V
« S  — *»■» W a r  i»> ■+» . . . .  i k « <  .
12. Ooes the l i fe s ty le s  section genera ter* much advertis ing? Do any sp e c ific  ads 
run in the l i fe s ty le s  section by request?
food and fashion yese--the rest I really don't know. I understand about 
50% of the ads are by request: the other 50% are placed there. We try not 
to sell placement advertising.
13. How large a c irc u la t io n  does your newspaper have? 
daily 197,000 Sunday 227,000
14. How large a s ta f f  do you have?
1*1 C3 counting myself, our 2 clerks and the copy desk which is ours 
exclusively. handle: all arts/ent. coverage, TV book, Sunday mag. 
Living-6days, Lifestyle-1; real estate, books,travel,fashion, food,T-Ocu? 
Staff breakdown: copy desk and layout: 6 Editor-1 (me)
TV coverage and book: 2 Gan< assign. 7
Arts 6
Specialists 5 '« , ?'*)
Clerks 2
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Name o f l i fe s ty le s  se c tio n :_  San Francisco Chronicle
Name o f l i fe s ty le s  e d ito r :  S t l  S P 'J
LIFESTYLES QUESTIONNAIRE
1. What is  l ife s ty le s ?  ^  ^  A
_^cxr&' j  ^scx-c^t.—j  C fr-
'• «  -  « . .
d g * J  d te  ^ U ,  2=TP L
£ ■  Z ~ -
3. » ta t .  w c f f l a , , , .  the kfnds „ f  th )n g j m  ^  ^
4. What do you fee l is  the most popular th ing you do in  the l i fe s ty le s  section? 
H is to ric a l fea tu res, human in te re s t fea tu res, consumer in te re s t s to r ie s , 
socia l news, etc?
5. How important are p ic tu res  to  your section? C iS M -C i 'd  i
6. Do you fee l your readers p re fe r to read loca l news and loca l features as
opposed to news obtained from w ire  copy, syndicated columns, o r other news services?
y-e  5
7 . Is  your l i fe s ty le s  section p r im a rily  geared to women? r f  n n tprim ary audience? women, it not, who is  your
pJO — <T /rt*&c^, 2 0 - S &
jz rf- / iw e b f h  ~"c£& 6rC—
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8. Does your newspaper have a p o licy  on how to handle courtesy t i t le s ?  Do 
you use Mrs. (women's f i r s t  name), Mrs. (man's name). Miss, Ms., o r omit 
t i t l e  on second reference?
Omits courtesy t i t l e s
9. Is  the layout and design o f the l i fe s ty le s  section handled any d i f fe re n t ly  
than any other section? For example, does i t  have a more fem inine or jazzy 
look? Are the column widths the same, do you run la rge r p ic tu re s , use more 
c o lo r , borders, o r more graphics?
Larger pics, colunn widths vary & can be larger than in the news 
Section.
10. Do you feel the l i fe s ty le s  section is  popular w ith  your readers, and i f  so, 
do you have any s p e c ific  evidence, such as le t te r s ,  readership surveys, or 
increased adve rtis ing  th a t ind ica tes th is?
Very popular. Often get le t te rs  & phone c a lls  a fte r ce rta in  
a r t ic le s .
11. How long has your newspaper had a l i fe s ty le s  section? Was i t  an outgrowth 
o f the women's news or society section o r something completely new?
Yes. Used to  be Women's World.
12. Does the l i fe s ty le s  section generate much advertis ing? Do any sp e c ific  ads 
run in the l i fe s ty le s  section by request?
Bridal ads, department s to res, fash ion, makeup ads
13. How large a c irc u la t io n  does your newspaper have? 
About 560,000
14. HOw large a s ta f f  do you have?
(.Back page completed 
by Nicole Lastre to , 
e d ito ra il ass is tan t)
15 inc lud ing e d ito r and reporters (2 male reporters).
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Name Of l i fe s ty le s  section : Lifestyle— The Salt Lake Tribune 
Name o f l i fe s ty le s  e d ito r : Barbas Barbara Robison
LIFESTYLES QUESTIONNAIRE
1. What is  life s ty le s ?
A little bit of everything from carryover stuff of old women's
section, like weddings, to consumer news and club items
2. What makes l i fe s ty le s  d is t in c t  from general news or news th a t could be 
included in  other sections o f the newspaper?
For one thing we can offer better display and -can write longer
stories. We also have the leisure of being able to devote more time
in news gathering, making for better quality.
3. What, s p e c if ic a lly ,  are the kinds o f th ings you l ik e  to cover?
Consumer news, how tos, things that relate to the reader, medical.
4. What do you fee l is  the most popular th ing  you do in  the l i fe s ty le s  section? 
H is to ric a l fea tu res, human in te re s t fea tu res , consumer in te re s t s to r ie s , 
soc ia l news, etc?
People stories and ism covering issues to which the reader can 
relate.
5. How important are p ic tu res  to  your section?
Very--but we are XaxXaaX fortunate in having an excellent 
photo staff. Our photographers also like the sec tion because we can 
give them excellent display.6. Oo you fee l your readers p re fe r to  read loca l news and loca l features as
opposed to news obtained from w ire  copy, syndicated columns, or other news services?
Local without question. Although wire stories also get excellent 
response.




8. Does your newspaper have a p o licy  on how to handle courtesy t i t le s ?  Do 
you use Mrs. (women's f i r s t  name), Mrs. (man's name), Miss, Ms., or omit 
t i t l e  on second reference?
On second reference it's Mr. Jones, Mrs. Smith. On women, however,
we let them choose what title. Miss, Mrs. or Ms., they wish to use.
9. Is the layout and design o f the l ife s ty le s  section handled any d if fe re n t ly  
than any other section? For example, does i t  have a more fem inine or jazzy 
look? Are the column widths the same, do you run la rg e r p ic tu re s , use more 
c o lo r , borders, o r more graphics?
we use more color, more art. Artists help us lays out full page
treatments, hut they do this in other sections as well.
10. Do you fe e l- th e  l i fe s ty le s  section is  popular w ith  your readers, and i f  so, 
do you have any s p e c ific  evidence, such as le t te r s ,  readership surveys, or 
increased adve rtis ing  th a t ind ica tes th is?
Every few years we run a questionnaire to help us know what readers 
want. Response is overwhelmingl On occasion we do have readership
surveys. ,
11. How long has your newspaper had a l i fe s ty le s  section? Was i t  an outgrowth 
o f the women's news or socie ty section or something completely new?
We've had lifestyle section about 12 years. It was an outgrowth 
of women's section.
12. Does the l i fe s ty le s  section generate much advertis ing? Do any s p e c ific  ads 
run in the l i fe s ty le s  section by request?
We never lack for advertisers requesting our section. It more than 
pays its own way.
13. How large a c irc u la t io n  does your newspaper have?
Daily— 110,000s Sunday—  187,000
14. How large a s ta f f  do you have?
Staff of 6 and one part-time, plus myself.
a P.S. Would like a to see results of your poll.
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TABLE I



































Total No. of pages 11 63 18 92 35 22 37
Open Covers 3 7 6 6 3 5 1
Average No. Inside 
Pages
1 4 2 6/3C 3/4 3/4 3
No. Of Sunday Pages 1 18 0 18 6 0 12
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TABLE 2




































Staff Writers 17 9 3 15 10 10 7
Female 13 7 3 8 10 7 7
Male 4 2 0 7 0 3 0
*Based solely on the bylines that appeared March 8-14, 1981, and 
not on the actual size of the s taff.
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TABLE 3
COMPARISON OF BYLINED LOCAL STORIES TO 




































Local Stories 18 20 6 20 15 17 10
Female 14 19 6 12 15 13 10
Male 4 1 0 8 0 4 0
Wire/Syndicated 0 18 12 9 14 4 8
Female 0 8 3 6 8 3 8
Male 0 19 9 3 6 1 0
Specials 6 1 2 7 0 0 2
Female 4 1 1 4 0 0 0
Male 2 0 1 3 0 0 2
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TABLE 4




































Local Columns 9 2 4 9 4 6 1
Female 5 0 2 4 3 3 1
Male 0 2 2 5 1 3 0
Syndicated Columns 0 18 8 10 1* 9 10
Female 0 11 6 4 7 5 9
Male 0 7 2 6 9 4 1







































Total No. Photos* 38 59 27 40 48 32 29
Cover Photos 24 22 17 23 21 21 15
Inside Photos 14 37 10 17 27 11 14
No. Credited Photos 30 24 19 34 22 12 4
Female 8 4 0 15 0 2 0
Male 22 20 19 19 22 10 4
*Does not include brides
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TABLE 6
COMPARISON OF THEME SECTIONS















COMPARISON OF COURTESY TITLES
New York Portland Denver Los Angeles Seattle San Francisco Salt Lake
Mr. Mrs. Mrs. 0 0 0 Mr.
Mrs. Miss Miss Mrs.





New York Portland Denver Los Angeles Seattle San Francisco Salt Lake
o1 122 o3 o4 o5 0 16
^■Fifty-one wedding announcements ran in the Society section
Sunday.
2
Wedding writeups ran on Saturday.
3
Thirteen weddings, 17 engagements and three anniversaries ran 
in Contemporary magazine on Sunday.
4There were six engagement announcements. No weddings.
5
Weddings, engagements and anniversaries ran in a "Milestones" 












































Typeface Serif Sans- Sans- Serif Serif Sans- Serif
seri f serif serif
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